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This report contains the results of the land resource survey and land 
capability assessments for rural-residential and associated agricultural 
Use and  application land uses in the eastern part of the Perth metropolitan area. The 
assessment methodology developed as part of this project is reported by 
Wells and King (1989). Users will need to refer to this publication for 
definitions and assessment of some of the terms and methods used herein. 
The results of the Darling Range project are presented in a tabular 
format to allow ready access to information relating to each land unit 
shown on the accompanying maps. Three types of information may be 
accessed for any land unit or group of units. These are: 
• land characteristics (soils and landforms) 
• land qualities 
• land capability assessments. 
Land characteristics provide factual information about the physical 
attributes of land included within a land unit. Examples are depth of soil 
to rock and the slope gradient of the land surface. Land qualities provide 
assessed values of properties which directly influence land use, such as 
erosion risk and foundation soundness. Land capability assessments, 
expressed as capability classes, provide a ranking of the ability of land 
within a map unit to support a particular type of use without causing land 
degradation. This ranking is based on a consideration of the values of 
those qualities which are likely to affect, or be affected by, the particular 
type of use. The capability class is usually followed b y  a subclass notation 
indicating the quality, or qualities which are limiting to the land use being 
considered. 
The three levels of information associated with the map units provide 
the user with a data base to assist land use planning at various scales. 
Using either manual or computer aided selection and display techniques, 
areas of land with a low capability to support a particular land use 
activity, such as housing or effluent disposal, can be shown on a map. At 
a regional planning scale, this information would be useful for indicating 
areas best avoided for future residential development. 
For catchment based land use planning, the values of certain land 
qualities and the way results are presented would, for example, identify 
areas of land with a high risk of causing water pollution b y  subsurface 
drainage after the application of fertilizer. 
At  a more detailed scale, the mapping and data base can assist farm 
planning, the evaluation of land subdivision, and development proposals 
on individual properties. This is facilitated b y  maps presented on a 
cadastral base, although accuracy limitations imposed by the mapping 
scale will require on-site inspection and perhaps more detailed mapping. 
The data provide an important starting point with a descriptive 
framework for the land, highlighting limitations likely to affect new forms 
of management or changes in the type of land use. 
A knowledge of relevant land qualities and the extent to which they 
might limit a proposed form of land use will, in many cases, enable 
management strategies to be formulated to overcome the limitations. 
Land zoning categories such as 'special rural' or 'special residential' 
currently (1990) allow planning authorities to apply specific land use and 
management controls in rural-residential situations, These controls are 
aimed at minimizing the potential for land degradation and retaining, as 
far as possible, the rural character or visual amenity value of an  area. By 
identifying the particular qualities and characteristics of land which could 
result in land degradation, the results of land capability assessments 
provide the basis of design for relevant land use and management inputs. 
Stocking limits, clearing controls or soil conservation measures could be 
conditions of subdivision or land use provisions attached to zoning 
amendments. In certain areas however, the capability of land to support 
a particular use may be so low that it should be avoided and an  alternative 
use sought. 
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Whatever level of planning land capability information is used, it must 
be recognized that it is only one input into the land use decision making 
process. Capability analysis is based on biophysical data and does not 
take into consideration socio-economic or political factors, which must  be 
included in the planning process to ultimately decide the most suitable 
use for any piece of land. 
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This report presents land re- Land capability assessments for 
source mapping and land capabil- specific land uses, and values for Abstract  ity assessments for rural residential individual land qualities and char- 
and associated agricultural activi- acteristics, are presented for each 
ties at a scale of 1:50,000 over map unit in a tabular format. This 
100,000 ha  of rural land in Perth's information forms the data base for 
eastern metropolitan hills area. The the digital mapping on the Western 
study area is bounded to the west Australian Land Information Sys- 
b y  the Great Northern, Albany, tern (WALIS) Intervax 8650 corn- 
Roe and South Western highways, puter. 
and extends north, east and south Because of limitations imposed 
to the boundary of the Perth metro- b y  the mapping scale, the capabil- 
politan area. ity assessment results presented 
Using the broad framework of should be  used primarily for re- 
landform-soil associations defined gional land use planning purposes. 
b y  Churchward and McArthur For more detailed site specific ap- 
(1980), discrete mapping units have plication, on-site inspections may 
been delineated by reference to be required to determine whether 
landform and soil characteristics the land use limitations indicated 
likely to affect future land uses. do occur and are of the magnitude 
They provide a framework for land described b y  the capability ratings. 
capability assessment in terms of 
the Western Australian Depart- 
ment of Agriculture's five class 
system. 
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class system. This methodology is Purpose and scope based largely on the concepts de- Rural land within the greater In t roduct ion  veloped b y  the Food and Agricul- Perth metropolitan area is subject ture Organization of the United to significant pressures for subdivi- Nations (1976 and 1983) and, in sion or re-zoning for more inten- common with other Australian ca- sive, and largely non-agricultural pability assessment systems, a urn- land uses. In the absence of suitably iting factor approach is used. detailed interpreted land resource 
mapping, rural areas may have Regional setting 
been redeveloped without ade- 
quate recognition of their capabil- Existing land use 
ity and of the risk of land degrada- Land uses within the study area 
tion associated with new forms of include agriculture, extractive in- 
land use. In this report, we address dustries, water catchment, rural 
the need for detailed mapping and residential and hobby farming. 
provide a framework for more Also within the bounds of the area, 
environmentally sensitive plan- but  not surveyed, are major urban 
ning. zones such as Midland, Kala- 
This report presents results from munda, Mundaring, Gosnells, Ar- 
the study on the land resources and madale  a n d  Byford, extensive t an  assessment of the capability of racts of Crown Land designated as 
land, for rural-residential and asso- State Forest, National Parks, and 
ciated agricultural land uses for numerous small reserves vested in 
100,000 ha of rural land within the various authorities. These areas 
eastern portion of the Perth metro- have been excluded from the sur- 
politan area. The study area is vey because they are unlikely to be redeveloped for rural-residential or bounded to the west by the Great 
Northern, Albany, Roe and South associated uses. 
Western highways, and to the Agriculture 
north, east and south by the fringes 
of the metropolitan area. It i n c l u d e s T h e  eastern metropolitan area is 
portions of the Shires of Swan, important for several intensive 
Mundaring, Kalamunda, Gosnells agricultural industries including 
and Serpentine-Jarrahdale, and the fruit growing, viticulture, poultry 
City of Armadale (see Figure 1). and pig production. Statistics, pre- 
sented in Tables 1 and  2, show the 
i The land resource mapping s relative contribution of agricultural 
presented at a scale of 1:50,000, and practices in each Shire and for the 
provides a substantial coverage of metropolitan area as a whole. rural land in the eastern hills. Land When these figures are compared 
resource information is 'packaged' they show that the metropolitan 
into mapping units referred to as area produces 31% of the State's 'land units', defined by reference to fruit, 55% of the grapes and 38% of landform and soil characteristics the vegetables, so the significance that generally affect land use. Soils of agriculture in the study area can 
are classified according to the fac- be gauged (SPC 1987). 
tual key nomenclature (Northcote 
1979), which describes observable Extractive industries 
physical properties of the soil pro- The hard rock geology of the file. The mapping collates and re- Darling Range is the main source of fines existing landform and soil material for Perth's concrete and 
resource information, and there- road construction industries. Blue fore provides a more relevant metal is extracted from several framework for the assessment of major quarries, while gravel is ex- land capability. cavated from numerous shallow 
This study helped develop, and borrow pits throughout the hills 
uses a methodology for assessing area. Bauxite leases cover much of 
the capability of land for rural- the study area and, along the east- 
residential and associated agricul- e m  boundary of the Swan Coastal 
tural land uses (Wells and King Plain, clay and shales used for 
1989). The capability is expressed bricks, tiles and light aggregate are 
in terms of the Western Australian extracted from sedimentary depos- 
Department of Agriculture's five its. 
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Table 1. Agricultural land use statistics 1985-86 season Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (1986a,b,c,d) 
Armadale 
(= 80%)° 
Gosnells 
40%)° 
Kalamunda 
90%)° 
Mundaring 
(100%Y 
Serpentine- 
Jarrahdale 
65%)° 
Swan 
60%)° 
Total 
metro 
area 
No. agricultural establishments 163 95 212 120 239 465 1,890 
Cleared land (ha) 3,300 1,100 1,400 7,900 27,400 25,400 80,800 
Sown pastures (ha) 1,200 700 100 6,100 20,200 14,900 48,600 
Crops* (ha) 500 200 900 700 500 2,800 8,100 
Horticulture-vegetables (ha) - 6 2 -75 76 1,721 
Grapes (ha) - _ 928 1,029 
Artificial fertilizer used (tonnes) 
-superphosphate 376.1 101.7 291.0 622.4 1,760.8 143.5 5,910.8 
- a l l  others 284.3 109.7 441.2 94.4 1,448.0 186.6 5,865.2 
Production 
Livestock 
- b e e f  cattle - 283,000 
- d a i r y  cattle - 5,099 - 5,902 
- s h e e p  and  lambs - 115,400 
total wool clip (kg) - - 429,800 
-pigs - - 8,900 8,500 32,000 
-poultry 248,200 487,500 379,200 115,500 285,400 972,500 4,308,100 
Pastures for hay (tonnes) 2,780 - - 2,400 3,150 2,800 3,070 
Horticulture 
-vege tab les  (tonnes) 591.1 2,158.8 - 3,098.9 2,308.3 216,703.9 
- o r c h a r d  fruit (tonnes) 606.2 966.3 10,154.7 992.7 2,291.0 763.6 22,070.2 
Grapes (tonnes) - - - 5,957.00 6,374.0 
° Per cent of Shire within study area. 
* Includes grain crops, vegetables and fruit. 
Table 2. Gross value of agricultural commodities 1985-86 season ($'000) Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (1986e) 
Armadale Gosnells Kalamunda Mundaring Serpentine- Swan Total 
80%)° 40%)° 90%)° (100%)° Jarrahdale 60%)° metro 
65%r area 
Livestock 
Cattle and  calves 159 94 9 160 2,107 1,156 4,193 
Sheep and  lambs 10 9 8 103 126 223 569 
Pigs 242 171 17 341 1,855 1,709 6,437 
Poultry 2,279 5,686 3,723 789 5,297 6,954 44,815 
Total livestock 2,690 5,960 3,757 1,393 9,385 10,042 56,014 
Livestock products 
Eggs 2,027 1,581 2,203 1,062 2,211 5,353 20,516 
Whole milk 75 59 3 3 2,256 50 2,555 
Wool 16 22 5 302 383 698 1,495 
Total livestock products 2,118 1,662 2,211 1,367 4,850 6,101 24,566 
Grain and hay crops 
Oats 33 50 83 
Lupins 3 4 7 
Hay 31 3 2 113 1,113 334 1,827 
Fruit and  vegetables 
Orchard fruit 3,130 428 5,529 696 906 277 11,194 
Grapes 0 31 3 4,445 4,589 
Vegetables 74 181 148 15 1,331 842 28,872 
All other crops 1,385 1,158 1,359 1,890 494 563 14,862 
Total crops 4,620 1,801 7,041 2,750 3,844 6,515 61,434 
Total crops/livestock 7,310 7,761 10,798 4,143 13,229 16,557 117,448 
° Per cent of Shire within study area. 
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Water catchments upon intensity and position of de- 
Perth's principal surface water pressions. Towards the end of win- 
resources are within the hills por- ter, 
the anticyclonic belt moves 
southward, and b y  summer it has tion of the study area. Most land moved so far south that its axis is used for water catchment is held 
under Crown Title and is almost off the south coast, causing easterly winds to prevail over most of the totally covered with State Forest. 
State. However, some rural zoned land 
proclaimed as water catchment still Rain falls mainly during winter. 
remains in private ownership. This Its distribution can be interpreted 
is the case in some smaller catch- from the rainfall isohyte map (Fig- 
ments such as the Lower Helena ure 2). The orographic effect of the 
and Jane Brook catchments, which scarp results in an  increase of 
have been earmarked as future rainfall from west to east across the 
water sources. In  such areas, it is Swan Coastal Plain. Rainfall also 
important to ensure that any land increases from north to south along 
use or proposed land use change the plain and scarp, while to the 
does not adversely affect the qual- east of the scarp, across the Darling 
ity or quantity of potential future Plateau, rainfall gradually de- 
water supply. creases. 
The hottest months are January Rural-residential and February, and the coldest 
A significant and  growing por- months are July and August (see 
tion of rural land has been alien- Figure 3 which summarizes tem- 
ated from agriculture b y  rural- perature data for three locations 
residential and hobby farm devel- within the metropolitan area). 
opment. These forms of develop- Across the study area there are 
ment have the potential to strain variations in  the pattern of temper- 
the ability of State and local gov- ature. On  the Darling Plateau to the 
ernment authorities to provide east, temperature extremes are 
services such as power, water, and greater wi th  day temperatures 
public transport. In  addition, sur- higher and  night temperatures 
rounding agricultural enterprises lower than on the Swan Coastal 
may be adversely affected b y  spec- Plain. Winter minimum tempera- 
ulative land values and introduced tures are higher on the plateau 
management problems such as soil surface than in the dissected val- 
erosion, weed and  pest infestation, leys or at the foot of the scarp. Cold 
or fire and stock control. dense air falls to the lower level 
from the plateau surface and re- 
sults in temperature inversions 
Climate during winter months, which are 
The study area experiences a responsible for winter fogs causing 
Mediterranean climate typified by microclimates. Frosts occur from 
mild wet winters and hot dry May to September, and are most 
summers. The Commonwealth Bu- frequent in July and August. 
reau of Meteorology (1982a) con- Windy conditions are experi- siders this weather pattern to be enced from late winter through 
mainly controlled b y  the move- spring and summer (see Figure 4). ment of the anticyclonic belt, which The prevailing winds in  July and 
lies east-to-west across the conti- August are west, north-west and nent for six months of the year. north, while summer winds veer This system moves northward dur- from south-west through south 
ing the winter and  brings westerly and east in the anti-cyclonic cycle. 
winds, cool cloudy weather and Typical of this season are hot days rain to the southern portion of with low to moderate relative hu- 
Western Australia. The westerly midities, strong overnight and 
winds are maintained b y  a series of early morning  easterlies, and 
depressions which move eastward, sou th -wes t e r ly  a f t e rnoon  sea well south of Western Australia, breezes. 
and others which originate from 
the Indian Ocean and move south- 
eastward past Cape Leeuwin. The 
influence of westerlies depends 
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Figure 2. Rainfall isohytes 
Source — Commonwealth Bureau o f  Meteorology. "The climate and meteorology of Western Australia." (1982) 
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Geology To the west of the scarp is the rocks (Froude et al. 1983). The 
The study area traverses two Perth Basin, a n  elongate deep granites that intrude give isotropic 
distinct geological provinces (see trough filled with Phanerozoic sed- age datings from 2.6 to 2.7 Ga 
Figure 5). These provinces are di- iments that extends for almost (Playford et al. 1976). 1,000 k m  along the western side of vided b y  the Darling Scarp, the The Cardup Group, consisting of the Australian continent. .The total surface expression of the Darling sedimentary rocks of middle to late thickness of these sedimentary Fault which is one of the major Proterozoic age, is exposed west of d h k r o c s  wit in the basin may excee  tectonic features of the Earth's the Darling Scarp in a narrow strip (Wilde and Low 1978). crust. To the east of the fault is the 15,000 m u p  to 0.7 k m  wide between Mad- 
Yilgarn Block, one of the largest The Archaean rocks of the Yilgarn dington and Serpentine (Playford 
areas of Archaean crust in the Block within the study area consist et al. 1976). They consist of a 
world. The Yilgarn Block, together mainly of granite, gneiss, mig- sequence of shale, sandstone and 
with the Pilbara and Kimberley matite and intruded doleritic dykes minor conglomerate overlying the 
blocks, forms the geological frame- of presumed Proterozoic age (Play- Archaean rocks to the east, and 
work of Western Australia, and ford et al. 1976). The grade of were laid down as shallow marine 
controls much of the long term metamorphism ranges from am- sediments. Playford et al. (1976) 
geological and broad scale geomor- phibol i te  to granul i te  facies. and Compston and Arriens (1968) 
phological evolution of the State. It Gneisses  r e p r e s e n t  m e t a  m o r -  argue that this sedimentary group 
was formed b y  the process of phosed, and partly migmatized, falls in the age range from 700-750 
cratonization, a combination of metasedimentary sequences. Dates Ma to 560-590 Ma, b y  relating them 
thermal thickening and volatile de- from detrital zircons in the gneiss to the regional metamorphism and 
pletion from the upper mantle dur- belt at the western margin of the pegmat iza t ion  of  t h e  nearby 
ing events associated with the for- Yilgarn Block, have yielded ages of Archaean granite and  the later 
mation of the continental crust u p  to 4.2 Ga, representing the intrusion of dolerite dykes. 
(Pollack 1986). oldest mineral ages for terrestrial 
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Triassic and Jurassic sediments, Sandstone (Baxter 1977, Collins 
of about 5000 m thickness, underlie and Baxter 1984, Welch et al. 1975). 
the Perth Basin. The only exposed The formation is one of the initial 
Mesozoic rock within the study sequences of a series of coastal 
area are of Cretaceous age (140-170 barriers formed in the Perth Basin 
Ma) and confined to the Dandara- throughout the Quaternary. 
gan Plateau. They consist princi- The Quaternary Guildford For- pally of sandstone, inter-bedded mation is a complex of channel fills siltstone, shale, clay and chalk, and and overbank deposits, varying in 
were deposited under marine con- texture from clay through sand and ditions with little inflow of land gravel. It can be described as a derived detritus (Biggs et al. 1980). complex of units, with soils differ- 
There are no known exposures of ing in mode of formation and age. 
Tertiary rocks within the study The formation is time transgres- 
area, although there is a fairly sive, ranging in age from early 
widespread subsurface Tertiary se- Pleistocene to present. 
q uence within the Perth Basin. This 
Tertiary sequence consists of ma- Geomorphology 
rifle and estuarine grey calcareous The geomorphology of the study 
shale and clays of Palaeocene to area has previously been described 
early Eocene age (Sappal 1983). b y  Saint-Smith (1912), Jutson 
Additionally, the deep weathering (1912), Woolnough (1920), Prider 
and extensive laterization of south- (1948), Fairbridge (1953), McArthur 
western Western Australia is re- and Bettenay (1960), Welch (1964), 
garded as Tertiary age (Schmidt Seddon (1972), Playford et al. 
and Embleton 1976, Biggs et al. (1976), Baxter (1977), Churchward 
1980, and Sappel 1983). These iron and McArthur (1980) and M. J. An- 
and aluminium rich ferricretes and drews et al. (unpublished). The area 
alcretes, generally 2 m thick, cover encompasses three geomorphic 
much of the Darling and Dandara- zones that include the Darling and 
gart Plateaux and the Ridge Hill Dandaragan  Plateaux a n d  the 
Shelf (see Geomorphology). They Swan Coastal Plain (Figure 5). 
formed in the wet  climates of the 
east of Perth and is a laterite- wards from 45 m AHD to 15 m The Tertiary deposits of the c a p p e d  p l a t e a u  ove r ly ing  AHD. The plain is broad (average 8 Perth Basin are unconsolidated or Archaean crystalline rocks (Play- k m  wide), level to very gently partly lithified and consist princi- ford et al. 1976). The Darling Pla- inclined and is composed of uncon- pally of shoreline and associated teau geomorphology is closely re- solidated riverine material of pre- dune deposits, together with allu- lated to its solid geology described dominantly Pleistocene age occur- vial fill constituents and colluvium previously, and is an erosional ring as alluvial fills across the plain. of the foothills. They comprise two plain on which lithological differ- Dissecting the plain is Holocene geological formations within the ences and major tectonic linea- alluvium occurring as flood depos- study area — the Ridge Hill Sand- ments are accentuated in their ero- its of major river systems. Also, stone and the Yoganup Formation. sional expression. small isolated sandy mounds of 
The Ridge Hill Sandstone is a The Darling Plateau rises to an  recent aeolian deposition occur 
littoral facies consisting of a average elevation of 400 m Austra- across the plain. 
leached shoreline sand with a thin lian Height Datum (AHD) and is The relationship between the ge- basal conglomerate, and occurs as bounded to the west b y  the dis- ological and geomorphological no- dark red sandstone and conglomer- sected Darling Scarp. The west- menclature used above is shown in 
ate along the foothills of the Dar- facing scarp has a maximum eleva- Table 3. 
ling Scarp. tion of 300 m AHD with relief u p  to 
200 m AHD. The Yoganup Formation consists 
of basal conglomerates overlain b y  The Dandaragan Plateau encom- 
sand containing lenticular beds of passes the northern portion of the 
clay. It occurs as a series of appar- study area. Geomorphologically it 
ently uplifted, and partly warped, is not well defined in this area, but 
Tertiary shoreline complexes along has been described b y  Churchward 
the foot of the Darling Scarp, under and McArthur (1980) as a wedge 
and to the west of the Ridge Hill shaped feature which stands some 
200-300 m AHD, and is composed 
of Jurassic and Cretaceous sand- 
stones with some bands of siltstone 
and shale. The surface of the pla- 
teau is composed of sand and an 
extensive laterite mantle with a flat 
to gently undulating topography, 
which has been selectively stripped 
along the major valleys. 
The Swan Coastal Plain extends 
as a series of depositional geomor- 
phic elements, some of which run 
sub-parallel to the present coast- 
line. The study area traverses only 
two of these elements, the Ridge 
Hill Shelf and the Pinjarra Plain. 
The Ridge Hill Shelf is a narrow 
strip (up to 3.5 km wide) of lateri- 
tized spurs that form the foothills 
of the Darling Scarp. It has a 
maximum elevation of 76 m AHD, 
and slopes gently westward to 
about 45 m AHD. The surface is 
generally composed of ferrugi- 
nous, cemented laterite that has 
been deeply dissected by stream 
erosion. The Ridge Hill Shelf is 
roughly contiguous with the Dan- 
daragan Scarp, and although the 
underlying geology is different, the 
lateritic surfaces are very similar. 
Extending from the foot of the 
early to middle Tertiary (Oligocene Within the study area, the most Ridge Hill Shelf to the western 
and early-middle Miocene), which extensive of these geomorphic boundary of the study area is the 
were conducive to deep weather- zones is the Darling Plateau, (Jut- Pimarra Plain, which consists of 
ing. son, 1950) which is immediately alluvial surfaces that slope west- 
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Table 3. Correlation of geological compared wi th  geomorphological nomenclature 
Geological Geological formation Geomorphological Geomorphological 
province zone element 
Yilgarn Block 
Perth Basin 
Darling Plateau Lateritic uplands 
Dissected valleys, spurs 
and scarp below 
plateau surface 
Dandaragan Plateau Lateritic uplands 
Scarp below plateau 
surface 
Swan Coastal Plain 
Ridge Hill Sandstone 
Yoganup Formation 
Cardup Group 
Guildford Formation 
Ridge Hill Shelf 
Pinjarra Plain 
Vegetation flooded gum-swamp paperbark series of streams, which are able to 
(E. rudis — Melaleuca rhaphiophylla) support a fringing woodland of Havel (1975), considers that the are found. flooded gum and swamp paper- vegetation pattern on the Darling bark (M. J. Andrews et al., unpub- 
Plateau ranges from tall open for-lished). Low forest, woodlands and open ests of jarrah-marri (Eucalyptus woodlands on most of the Danda- The Pinjarra Plain comprises marginata — E. calophylla) on the ragan Plateau are an indication of three soil landform associations upper slopes, to marri dominance the dry (less than 600 m m  of annual (the Guildford, Swan and  Yanga), within the gullies. The valley floors 
average rainfall) conditions. The that may be closely related to contain mixtures of yard  (E. pat- open forest of jarrah-marri with vegetation type. The Guildford as- ens), wandoo (E. wandoo) and bul- some wandoo, becomes a wood- sociation is dominated b y  an  open lich (E. megacarpa). As the annual land of marri with mixtures of forest of marri-wandoo-jarrah. In rainfall decreases, the vegetation pricklybark (Eucalyptus todtiana), localized patches, this open forest becomes a low open woodland of Banksia spp. and  some jarrah, becomes a tall open forest. Other wandoo-marri with open forests of which then becomes a n  open vegetation formations include the jarrah-marri on the deeper soils. In woodland of wandoo and pricklyb- wandoo woodlands and  fringing the lower rainfall areas is a low ark, woodlands of flooded gum and open woodland of wandoo-marri paperbark. One distinctive feature with admixtures of jarrah. Associ- The vegetation trend from south of the Guildford association is the ated with granite rocks in this area to north is a reduction in the height occurrence of salmon white gum are rock sheoak (Allocasuarina of the tallest stratum, along with (Eucalyptus lane-poolei). huegeliana), heath and herblands the replacement of the dominating (Borya spp.). Local drainage patterns deter- species. farrah is replaced b y  marri, mine the vegetation of the Swan 
Vegetation on the Darling Scarp which, in turn, is replaced b y  wan- association. The dominant vegeta- 
varies in response to annual rain- doo, and then pricklybark (Heddle t. on complex is a fringing wood- fall and soil depth. On the deeper 1979). land of flooded gum and swamp soils in areas receiving more than paperbark, with localized patches 
1100 m m  of annual rainfall, an Vegetation on the Ridge Hill 
open forest of jarrah-marri exists, 
of peppermint (Agonis flexitosa). Shelf is mainly influenced by land- 
Along the Swan and Canning Riv- 
ers 
and soil type. On  gravelly with intrusions of wandoo on the localized pockets of swamp slopes and valley floors. Yard oc- soils, o p e n  forests  marri- sheoak (Casuarina obesa) and  salt- wandoo-jarrah reside, with under- curs on the lower slopes. In areas water paperbark (Melaleuca cuticu- 
receiving 650 — 1100 m m  of annual 
storey species. of woody pear (Xy- 
rainfall, a mixture of open jarrah- lomelum occidentale), bull banksia 
laris) occur. 
marri-yarri forest occurs on the (Banksia grandis), zamia palm (Mac- Vegetation on the Yanga associa- 
deeper soils, while the shallower rozamui riedlei) and blackboy (Xan- tion consists of a low open forest of 
soils support a n  open wandoo thorrhoea preissn). The sandy soils swamp sheoak, with rare patches 
woodland. support open forests of jarrah- of Actinostrobus pyramidalis and 
marri-sheoak (Casuarina fraseriana), Melaleuca spp. A woodland of 
On  the shallow soils of the upper with understorey species of bull flooded gum and swamp paper- 
slopes and granite outcrops of the banksia, coast banksia (Banksia at- bark exists along the watercourses 
Darling Scarp, butter gum (Eucalyp- tenuata), s e m a p h o r e  sedge  while, on areas subject to greater 
tus laeliae), heaths, herblands and (Mesomelaena tetragona), Christmas inundation, a low woodland of 
lichens occur. Along the water tree (Nuytsia floribunda) and black- Melaleuca spp. and sedgelands is 
courses and swamps, woodlands of boy. The foothills are dissected b y  a found (Heddle 1979). 
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Water resources 
Surface drainage systems 
Five main river systems traverse 
the study area. These are the Avon 
River, Woorooloo Brook, Helena 
River, Canning River and the Ser- 
pentine River. These river systems 
rise on the Yilgarn Block to the east, 
flow across the study area and the 
remainder of the Perth Basin and 
then discharge into the ocean via 
the Swan or Peel estuaries. The 
delineation of water catchments 
within the study area is shown in 
Figure 6, and  a breakdown of 
catchment statistics in Table 4. 
Water from the Helena, Canning 
and Serpentine River systems sup- 
ply 70% of Perth's domestic water 
(Mauger 1987). Within the study 
area, most of the land in these 
catchments is held under Crown 
ownership and almost totally cov- 
ered by State Forest. There is, 
however, some land remaining in 
private ownership, particularly in 
the smaller catchments. 
The future use of these smaller 
catchments is considered in plan- 
ning future sources for Perth's pub- 
lic water supply as demand for 
water rises and  the financial and 
environmental costs of providing 
water supply increase. These catch- 
ments are attractive because of 
their relatively high rainfall and 
that they can be  harnessed quite 
cheaply b y  pipehead or pumpback 
schemes. Some are presently used 
for orchards, bu t  are coming under 
increasing pressure for small lot 
subdivision. It is important to en- 
sure that this type of development 
in these areas does not adversely 
affect the quality or the quantity of 
potential water supply for urban 
purposes. 
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The prospective user of stream 
water from any of these catch- Figure 6. Water catchments and existing public water supply reservoirs 
ments, whether by pumping or 
damming, is referred to the Water 
Authority of Western Australia 
(Water Authority) and relevant 
catchment committees for more de- 
tailed information on water availa- 
bility and regulations on its use. 
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Table 4. Summary of surface water resources 
Catchment Dam Catchment Water qual- 
ity 
Cleared 
area total area 
(km2) soluble 
salts 
(1982) 
(%) 
(TSS) (mg/L) 
Avon* 119,000 4,400 65 
Brockman River 1,510 2,200 65 
Ellen Brook 590 600 65 
Wooroloo Brook* 433 1,750 60 
Susannah Brook 25 
Jane Brook 73 500 50 
Helena River* Helena River Reservoir 1,580 320 
Lower Helena 
Munday Brook Victoria Reservoir 36 
Kangaroo Gully 58 10 
Bickley Brook 48 240 
Canning River* Canning Reservoir 960 
Lower Canning 
River 
Churchmans 
Brook Churchman Brook Res- 
ervoir 
21 
Wungong River Wungong Reservoir 146 190 5 
Serpentine River* Serpentine Reservoir 769 180 
Serpentine Pipehead 
Gooralong 
Brook 51 165 15 
Dirk Brook 77 180 10 
Regulations on groundwater use 
The Water Authority is responsi- 
ble, under the Rights in Water Irriga- 
tion Act 1914 (W.A.), for the control 
of all underground water supplies 
in the State. Within the study area, 
the Water Authority has pro- 
claimed two groundwater manage- 
ment areas — the Swan and Ser- 
pentine. 
The Swan area covers the north- 
e m  portion of the area in the Perth 
Basin, while the Serpentine area 
fringes the south-west boundary of 
the area. Figure 7 shows the locality 
of the two groundwater areas, and 
their sub-area divisions. The esti- 
mated storages, allocation and 
quality of groundwater from each 
aquifier within the relevant sub- 
areas of the Swan and  Serpentine 
groundwater areas is shown in 
Table 5. 
Water in the Swan groundwater 
area has traditionally been used to 
irrigate viticulture. However, in 
recent years, melon and vegetable 
* Major river system growing, nurseries a n d  lucerne 
Sources: PWD (1982) Manger (1987) WAWRC (1987) production have increased the de- 
mand  for groundwater. The rela- 
tively under used groundwater re- 
Groundwater Wilde and Low's (1978) second sources of the Serpentine area are 
hydrological province lies to the Primarily used for grazing pur- 
The hydrogeology of the study east, within the 500-760 m m  rainfall Poses. 
area can be divided into two re- zone, where the lateritic surface is The proclamation of these two 
gions, the Yilgarn Block and the less dissected. Groundwater, less areas has enabled groundwater 
Perth Basin. Groundwater from the common than in the western area managemen t  to b e  imposed 
Yilgarn Block occurs in small local- and often brackish, may yield u p  to through licensing and control of 
ized supplies of variable quality. In 15 m3/day of 3,000 to 6,000 m g / L  all wells and bores (with the 
contrast, substantial supplies of T.D.S. from bores 10 to 30 m deep. exception of those used for do- 
low salinity groundwater can be mest ic  a n d  stock purposes) Fresh groundwater  resources obtained from the five main aqui- within the statutory areas. Well within the Perth Basin portion of 
fers of the Perth Basin. the study area occur within five licences may contain specific con- 
Groundwater across the Yilgarn main aquifer systems:- the superfi- ditions relating to construction, 
Block is relatively unpredictable, cial formations, Osborne Forma- volume of groundwater pumped 
site specific, and varies with rain- tion, Leederville Formation, Yarra- each year, maximum pumping 
fall and  geomorphology. Wilde gadee Formation and the Cockle- rate and the purposes for which 
and Low (1978) have delineated shell Gully formation. These forma- the groundwater may be used. 
two hydrological provinces across tions are multi-layered aquifers This 
has the effect of protecting 
the study area. The first falls within containing strata-controlled flow supplies to private users and 
the 760-1,000 m m  rainfall zone systems, which may be discrete or ensuring 
that the community's 
along the western edge of the in lateral or vertical hydraulic con- public water supply requirements 
Yilgarn Block and is characterized nection with adjacent aquifers. The can be met. 
by deeply incised streams. Small location of recharge and discharge The  p rospec t ive  u s e r  of 
amounts of potable groundwater, zones and the configuration of the groundwater, within both the 
generally at yields of less than 15 flow systems is determined b y  the statutory areas and the remainder 
m3/day, are available from bores geomorphology and  geological of the study area, is referred to the 
extending through the deep weath- structure of the region. The hydro- Geological Survey of Western 
ered profile to bedrock. Bores sited geology of the area is described in Australia for more information 
within valleys or o n  hillslopes may more detail b y  Allen (1976 and on groundwater availability, and 
yield larger supplies, but  salinity is 1980), Carbon (1976), Wilde and to the Water Authority for regula- 
higher and ranges to 3,000 m g / L  Low (1978 and 1980), and Biggs tions on the use of available 
total dissolved solids (T.D.S.). et al. (1980). groundwater. 
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Table 5. Groundwater availability — proclaimed groundwater areas 
Proclaimed areas Swanl Serpentinel 
Sub-area2 Herne Hill Millendon Middle Swan North South Upper Swan Byford 3 Serpentine 3 Serpentine 6 
Area (ha) 1,470 1,330 1,020 1,680 10,240 3,600 4,110 
Superficial aquifer 
Amount available (ML) 200 250 75 7,000 270 13,517 4,752 5,452 
Amount allocated (ML) 379 460 503 226 60 223 790 394 51 
% allocated 190 184 670 3 22 — 6 8 1 
Quality3 m g / L  TDS Generally potable Generally potable 
Osborne aquifer4 
Amount available (ML) 90 135 68 621 45 207 
Amount allocated (ML) 79 98 0 103 3 21 
% allocated 88 73 0 17 7 10 
Quality3 m g / L  TDS 300-1,5004 
Leederville aquifer4 
Amount available (ML) 400 350 350 900 450 950 2,253 792 904 
Amount allocated (ML) 431 678 224 118 1,284 758 3 0 0 
% allocated 108 194 70 13 285 80 0.1 0 0 
Quality3 m g / L  TDS 250-5,0004 250-5,0004 
Cockleshell Gully aquifer4 
Amount available (ML) 1,126 396 452 
Amount allocated (ML) 0 0 165 
% allocated 0 0 36 
Quality3 m g / L  TDS 300-1,400 
I Figures from the Water Authority data base March 1988. 
2 Note — the actual boundaries of these sub-areas may extend beyond the boundaries of the DRRLCS study area (refer Figure 7). Figures 
have not been adjusted to compensate for area. 
3 Water quality values from — Biggs et al. (1980), Wilde and Lowe (1978, 1980), Steen (1984). 
4 Within these confined aquifiers water quality generally deteriorates with depth. 
Methodology 
This project involved two 
stages: the compilation of a land 
resource inventory and the inter- 
pretation of land capability using 
the inventory results. Interpreta- 
tions of land capability used a 
methodology for assessment of 
rural-residential and associated 
agricultural land uses and was 
fully documented b y  Wells and 
King (1989). 
Land resource survey 
The land resource survey in- 
volved the following procedures: 
• Compila t ion of  relevant 
land resource information 
and base maps 
• Definition of framework and 
content of mapping units 
The objectives of this survey 
• Computerized entry, analy- required mapping units to be de- 
sis, retrieval and storage of fined using landform and  soil char- 
survey site data acteristics likely to affect future 
• Correlation of field survey land uses. It was ars° necessary for 
data with aerial photograph soils to be grouped and  classified 
interpretations and existing according to the factual key no- 
soil or geology mapping, to menclature of Northcote (1979). 
check and adjust where nec- Following a review of land re- 
essary map unit boundaries source mapping within the study 
and descriptions area, the broad framework of soil- 
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• Field reconnaissance to gain • Limited sampling of major 
familiarity with the area and soil types for laboratory 
existing soils and geological analys is  to characterize 
mapping physical properties 
• Stereoscopic examination of • Map production o n  a cadas- 
aerial photographs to deline- tral base and digitizing or 
a te  t en ta t ive  m a p  u n i t  scanning of map  boundaries 
boundaries for digital mapping 
• Field survey work to record • Preparation of project re- 
soil profile and landform port, maps and digital data 
characteristics data at repre- base 
sentative sites 
landform association mapping of and the recording of horizon fea- A five class land capability sys- 
Churchward and McArthur (1980) tures including colour, texture, tern is used b y  the Western Austra- 
was employed, and refined to the depth, consistence, structure, fab- lian Department of Agriculture. 
'land unit '  level (see 'Land resource ric, pH, and stone and gravel con- This system focuses on land use 
survey', page 29). tent. Properties such as drainage limitations and risks of land (and 
Land units were identified under 
and permeability are inferred from water) degradation. Land capabil- 
stereoscopic examination of aerial these data. Landform and land ity classes indicate the degree or 
photographs. A n  almost complete surface characteristics such as slope severity of physical limitations to a 
coverage of the study area of 
gradient, surface soil condition, particular land use together with 
1:25,000 scale colour aerial photo- and the extent and type of rock levels of management needed to 
graphs was used. The land units outcrop were 
measured or assessed contain any subsequent land deg- 
were delineated according to topo- at each site. A complete list of the radation (Table 6a). Capability sub- 
graphic variation, and soil condi- site attributes recorded during the classes indicate the nature of land 
tions shown b y  photocolour, pho- land resource survey, and the asso- qualities which limit that particular 
topattern, phototone and observa- ciated codes and terminology, is land use (Table 6b). provided in King and Wells (1988). ble vegetation changes (White The capability of land to support 
1978, and Dent and Young 1981). rural-residential and  associated 
P re l imina ry  b o u n d a r i e s  w e r e  Following field work, all site agricultural activities is assessed 
drawn and sites for field examina- data were entered onto the Depart- using the methodology described 
tion chosen within representative ment of Agriculture's PRIME 9950 by Wells and King (1989). Rural- 
map  units using a 'free survey' computer for storage, manipula- r e s iden t i a l  d e v e l o p m e n t  and 
technique (Steur 1961). tion and retrieval of the land re- hobby farming are complex land 
source data using the Western Arid uses where small lots in urban Field work involved locating 
pre-selected sites for description of Region Information System (Rosen- fringe areas are used primarily for thal et al. 1986). Soil and landform residential purposes, and in many soil profile and terrain, according characteristics, land qualities and cases some form of agricultural to the standards and terminology 
of the Australian Soil and Land land capability ratings were pre- enterprise. At one end of the spec- 
Survey Field Handbook (McDonald et pared and presented on an  elec- trum, small rural lots may be used 
al. 1984). Soil profiles were either 
tronic spreadsheet Dynacalc (Dy- exclusively for residential purposes nasoft 1986). This provides a suita- (rural-retreats) while at the other, hand augered to a depth of 1.5 m ble format for the presentation of grazing or more intensive irrigated where possible, or described from results in 'Results'. agricultural activities may be prac- existing roadside cuttings and ex- 
cavations and classified according ticed. As a result of this diversity, a 
to the Factual Key Notation of The preliminary mapping was number of component land use 
Northcote (1979). Field description adjusted, where necessary, follow- activities have been defined, with 
of 853 sites were  under taken  ing field survey and the linework land capability assessed separately 
throughout the study area and 143 transferred from the aerial photos for each activity. The land use 
of these were sampled for various onto a cadastral base. The linework activities are: 
laboratory analyses. was then scanned or digitized and  • house and road construction 
incorporated into a computer Analyses of physical properties • on-site septic effluent dis- based geographic information sys- included particle size distribution, tern that facilitates on-line interro- posal determination of liquid and plastic gation of the project results. • irrigation water supply* limits and plasticity index, linear 
shrinkage a n d  dispersion. The • grazing 
physical analyses of selected pro- • general annual horticulure 
files augmented morphological de- Land capability assessment • general perennial horticul- scriptions and predicted soil per- Land capability refers to the Lure formance for particular engineer- evaluation of biophysical factors of 
ing uses. land for a particular use. Capability 
Chemical analyses included soil classification arranges mapped 
reaction (pH), electrical conductiv- land units into various classes ac- 
ity and chloride. Selected subsoil cording to their ability to sustain a 
samples also had  X-ray diffraction particular use without degrading 
tests to determine clay mineralogy, the land resource. Land capability 
The complete list of laboratory assessment is designed to provide * 'Irrigation water supply' is a land quality rather than a land use activity and could be methods is outlined in Appendix 6, basic information to land users and  included within horticultural land uses. and the results in  Appendix 8. planners on physical factors which However, because water availability at any 
will influence its potential use. location may be influenced by political or 
Emphasis was placed on the These factors can then be used to socio-economic circumstances, and  be- 
description of soil and landforms. identify appropriate land manage- cause its 
allocation or control is the respon- 
sibility of the Water Authority, capability Soil profile description involved ment practices to reduce the risk of of the land for horticultural uses should be 
the designation of soil horizons land degradation. assessed independently of water supply. 
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Table 6a. Land capability classes 
Capability 
class General description 
Very high capability for the proposed activity or use. Very few 
physical limitations present which are easily overcome. Risk of land 
degradation is negligible. 
II 
III 
High capability. Some physical limitations affecting either produc- 
tive land use or risk of land degradation. Limitations overcome by  
(namely land qualities), will have 
careful planning. on that use. The land use require- 
ments for rural residential and 
IV 
survey and are tabulated together 
with the land qualities in the sec- 
tion on 'Land characteristics and 
land qualities'. 
The requirements for a particular 
land use are determined b y  the 
effect the use will have o n  the land, 
and the effect attributes of the land 
Fair capability. Moderate physical limitations significantly affecting associated agricultural activities 
productive land use or risk of land degradation. Careful planning shown in Table 9 are expressed in and conservation measures required. terms of essential and  desirable 
Low capability. High degree of physical limitations not easily land qualities, and grouped into 
overcome by  standard development techniques and /o r  resulting in conservation, development or man- 
a high risk of land degradation. Extensive conservation require- agement and productivity catego- 
ments. ries. 
V Very low capability. Severity of physical limitations is such that its For a particular land unit  and 
use is usually prohibitive in terms of either development costs or  the land use activity, the requirements 
associated risk of land degradation. and land quality values are com- 
pared using a land use rating table. 
The tables used are shown in Ap- 
pendix 3. Each rating table is essen- 
tially an  expression of the land use 
requirements showing the best con- 
Table 6b. Land capability subclasses ditions (generally Classes I or II), 
less optimal, but  still acceptable 
Capability Land quality limiting Capability Land quality limiting conditions (Class III), and  generally 
subclass proposed land use subclass proposed land use unsatisfactory conditions (Classes 
a Soil absorption ability n Nutrient retention ability IV or V). Within the body of the 
b Foundation soundness o Water pollution risk b y  table, the effective range of each 
c Slope instability risk overland flow land quality that has a n  influence d Subsoil water retention ability P Microbial purification ability 
on the land use is divided into a e Water erosion risk q Groundwater quality 
f Flood risk r Rooting conditions number of ratings, each represent- 
g Groundwater availability s Water pollution risk b y  ing a certain degree of limitation. h Dam site construction subsurface drainage For a particular land unit, the suitability t Topsoil nutrient retention inherent values for qualities of land i Waterlogging/inundation risk ability 
i Surface water availability w Wind erosion risk (determined according to tech- 
k Soil workability x Ease of excavation niques described by Wells and 
1 Nutrient availability Y Salinity risk King 1989) are compared with their 
m Moisture availability positions in the land use rating 
table. The most limiting land qual- 
ity, or qualities, then determines 
the capability classification. 
The capability class expresses the The capability assessment meth- The land qualities considered dur- severity of the land use limitations odology is based o n  land evalua- ing capability assessment for each and a letter notation subclass indi- 
tion guidelines developed b y  the of the land use activities are shown cates the nature of the limiting land 
Food and Agriculture Organiza- in Table 7. Qualities are grouped quality (e.g. a = soil absorption tion of the United Nations (FAO according to effect on land conser- ability). Thus, land rated Classes I 
1976, 1983). Each land use activity vation, effect on development or or II will have qualities which involves comparing the physical management, and those which con- generally meet the requirements of 
requirements of the activity with cern productivity. Attributes such the proposed land use with few, if the qualities of the subject land as 'slope gradient' or 'depth of soil' any, limitations or land degrada- unit. are used to describe or determine tion problems. 
values for land qualities and are 
Land qualities are those attrib- called land characteristics. The 
utes of land which influence its characteristics used to assess each 
capability for a specified use. land quality in the methodology of 
'Water erosion risk' and 'ease of Wells and King (1989) are listed in 
excavation' are examples relevant Tables 8a, 8b and 8c. These data are 
to house and road construction. generated during the land resource 
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Table 7. Land qualities assessed for each land use activity 
1. Housing and 2. On-site septic 3. Irrigation water 
roads effluent disposal supply** 
4. Grazing 5. General annual 6. General perennial 
horticulture horticulture 
Conservation factors 
* Water erosion risk • Microbial • Water erosion risk e Water erosion risk • Water erosion risk 
• Wind erosion risk purification • Wind erosion risk • Wind erosion risk • Wind erosion risk 
• Wave erosion risk ability • Wave erosion risk • Wave erosion risk e Wave erosion risk 
a Water pollution • Wate r  po l lu t ion  • Water  pol lu t ion  • Water  pollution 
risk risk risk risk 
—by  o v e r l a n d  — b y  o v e r l a n d  —by  o v e r l a n d  —by overland 
flow flow flow flow 
—by subsurface —by subsurface —by subsurface —by subsurface 
drainage drainage drainage drainage 
Development/Management factors 
• Ease of excavation • Ease of excavation • Dam site construc- • Flood risk • Soil workability • Soil workability 
tion suitability 
• Waterlogging/ • Soil absorption • Subsoil water • Waterlogging/ • Waterlogging/ • Waterlogging/ 
inundation risk ability retention ability inundation risk inundation risk inundation risk 
• Flood risk • Flood or inunda- • Flood risk • Flood risk 
tion risk 
• Foundation 
soundness 
• Slope instability 
risk 
• Salinity risk 
• Flood risk 
Productivity factors 
• Groundwater • Nutrient availabil- • Nutrient availabil- • Nutrient availabil- 
availability ity ity ity 
e Groundwater • Topsoil nutrient • Topsoil nutrient • Nutrient retention 
quality retention ability retention ability ability 
e Surface water • Moisture availa- e Moisture availa- • Moisture availa- 
availability bility bility bility 
• Roo t ing  cond i -  • Roo t ing  cond i -  • Roo t ing  condi- 
tions tions tions 
• Salinity risk • Salinity risk • Salinity risk 
* For small rural-residential lots consider activities 1 and 2 only. For larger hobby farm or  agricultural lots, consider activities 3, 4, 5 or 6 as 
required. 
**Land qualities considered as appropriate for chosen method of water supply. For dams filled by  surface run-off, site-specific assessment of 
sufficiency of catchment will be required. For groundwater or stream supply, permits are required from the Water Authority of Western 
Australia. 
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Alternatively, land rated Classes 
IV or V is less able to meet the land 
use requirements. Such land will 
have  severe limitations o r  land 
degradation problems which may 
be prohibitive to correct, or will 
require substantial modifications to 
the proposed form of land use. 
To determine a capability rating 
for a complex land use involving 
two or more land use activities, the 
individual activity ratings are gen- Table 8a. Characteristics used to assess qualities mainly related to conservation erally combined by using the single 
worst factor approach to  determine 
Quality (subclass notation) Characteristics* overall capability rating class and 
subclass. Thus, a capability rating 
LQ1 Water erosion risk (e) Surface texture for 'rural-retreats' is determined by 
Surface stone or gravel combining the result for house and 
Surface condition road construction with that for Slope 
Drainage effluent disposal. 
Depth to impermeable layer For hobby farming, the domi- Permeability above impermeable layer 
Subsoil dispersionl nant land use activities are likely to 
Extent of existing erosion2 be either grazing a n d / o r  some 
form of horticulture. The portion of 
LQ2 Wind erosion risk (w) Proximity to coast land required for housing, roads or 
Landform/topography effluent disposal will be  relatively 
Surface texture small and, given the large lot sizes Site drainage and heterogeneity of most hobby Surface condition 
Surface stone or gravel farm lots, it is likely that these uses 
Extent of existing erosion2 can be accommodated. The overall 
capability for hobby farming is 
LQ4 Microbial purification ability (p) Permeability determined from the result for the 
Nature of soils; texture and coherence dominant agricultural activity, or . Depth to impermeable layer/(clay, rock or by a combination of activities as water table) 
Slope appropriate. The capability assess- 
Site drainage ment result for hobby farming in- 
volving any form of horticulture 
LQ5 Water pollution risk3 Soil absorption ability4 will need to be combined with that 
—by overland flow (o) Run-off for 'irrigation water supply' to 
Flood risk4 determine the overall result, unless 
only soil capability is required. 
LQ6 Water pollution risk3 
—by subsurface drainage (s) 
Subsoil texture 
Soil coherence and fabric 
P adsorption' 
* Refer to bottom of Table 8c for superscript notations 
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Table 8b. Characteristics used to assess qualities mainly related to development/ 
management 
Quality (subclass notation) Characteristics* 
LQ7 Ease of excavation (x) Depth to rock 
Slope 
Stone within profile 
Rock outcrop 
Drainage 
Geology or rock type5 
Inundation risk4 
LQ8 Waterlogging/inundation risk (i) Drainage 
Depth to impermeable layer 
Degree of soil mottling8 
Duration and extent of inundation/flooding2 
LQ9 Flood risk (f) Landform/topographic position7 
Duration and extent of flooding2 
LQ10 Foundation soundness (b) Engineering properties (USC)8 
Subsoil shrink-swell potential 
Geology or rock types 
LQ11 Slope instability risk (c) Slope 
Drainage 
Geology or rock type5 
Profile permeability 
Depth of regolith 
Extent of existing landslips2 
LQ12 Soil absorption ability (a) Drainage/depth to water table 
Permeability (texture/structure) 
Depth to impermeable layer 
Gravel and stone within profile 
LQ13 Dam site construction suitability (h) Slope 
Depth to clay (impermeable layer) 
Depth to rock 
Surface boulders 
Inundation risk4 
LQ14 Subsoil water retention ability (d) Depth to impermeable layer 
Topsoil and subsoil textures 
Subsoil dispersionl 
Soil structure8 
Soil strength9 
LQ15 Soil workability (k) Topsoil texture 
Surface boulders 
Surface condition of soil 
Stone in profile 
Slope 
* Refer bottom of Table 8c for superscript notations 
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Table Sc. Characteristics used to assess qualities mainly related to productivity 
Quality (subclass notation) Characteristics 
LQ16 Groundwater availability (g) Volume availablel° 
LQ17 Groundwater quality (q) Salinity of supplyl° 
LQ18 Surface water availability (j) Duration and volume of flowll 
LQ19 Nutrient availability (1) pH 
Ferruginous gravel content 
Reactive ironl 
Cation exchange capacityl 
Organic matter contentl 
Soil colour and texture trend 
LQ20 Nutrient retention ability (n) Texture trend within profile 
Coherence and fabric (for sandy soils) 
Soil depth 
Gravel content 
P adsorption datal 
LQ21 Topsoil nutrient retention ability (t) Topsoil texture and colour 
Topsoil coherence and fabric 
Gravel content 
P adsorption datal 
LQ22 Moisture availability (m) Broad soil type (texture, profile trend) 
Position in landscape 
Proximity to seepage area or water table 
LQ23 Rooting conditions (r) Depth to impermeable layer 
Broad soil type 
Gravel and stone within profile 
LQ24 Salinity risk (y) Electrical conductivityl 
Total soluble salts1 
pH 
Extent of existing salinity2 
1 From laboratory analysis data where available. 
2 Assessed by  field observation. 
3 Assessed only for areas of land at margins of surface water bodies. Effect of man-made 
drains not considered. 
4 Land quality determined elsewhere. 
5 Consider ratings based on Geological Survey of Western Australia interpretations 
(Environmental Geology Map Series) where available. 
6 Characteristic represented in PPF classification (Northcote 1979). 
7 Correlate with Water Authority flood study mapping where available. 
8 Unified Soils Classification (USC) is not strictly a characteristic, bu t  is based on 
engineering properties such as particle size distribution and plasticity. 
9 Infer from USC data where available. 
10 Use specific published data where available, or personal communication with Geological 
Survey of Western Australia and the Water Authority. 
1 Use estimate based on  field observation of flow during summer or Water Authority flow 
data where available. 
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Table 9. Land use requirements for rural-residential development and associated 
agricultural activities 
O Conservation factors (related to effect of use on  land) 
Essential:—Land should not be susceptible to an  erosion risk which will prohibit its 
sustained use or cause off-site effects detrimental to adjacent land users or the 
community. 
—Septic effluent disposal areas need to be suitably drained and above seasonal 
water table levels. Soils need to be sufficiently permeable and adsorptive to 
accept and purify effluent, thus preventing ground or surface water 
pollution. 
—Leaching of nutrients from the use of fertilizers should not cause pollution of 
ground or surface water resources. 
6 Development/management factors (related to effect of land on use) 
Essential:—Areas used for residential dwellings should not be susceptible to severe 
flooding or site instability. 
Desirable:—Areas should be sufficiently free of rock outcrop to permit cost effective 
construction, excavation or road building activities. 
—There should be minimal disturbance of vegetation. 
—Slope gradients are sufficiently gentle to permit cost effective machinery use 
during site preparation, and construction stages, and for maintenance of 
firebreaks. 
—Areas should be sufficiently free of waterlogging or  inundation to provide 
easy access and on-site trafficability. 
O Productivity factors (for hobby farming only and related to the effect of land on use) 
Essential:—Areas used for irrigated agriculture should have a sufficient supply of 
suitable quality water from groundwater, surface stream or farm dam 
supplies. 
Desirable:—Areas used for agricultural activities have favourable characteristics with 
respect to: 
• soil fertility 
o soil moisture availability 
o plant rooting conditions 
o ease of cultivation 
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Results 
Land resource survey At a more detailed level, Pym (1955) mapped and described soil 
series and soil phases within the 
Swan Valley at a scale of 1:31,931. The distribution and physical Several other large scale publica- 
characteristics of landforms and tions of soil series (or similar) have 
soils within the study area have been carried out on the coastal been prev ious lydescr ibed  and plain, although not necessarily mapped to varying degrees by within the study area, (McArthur several authors. At the broadest 1958, McArthur,  Bettenay and 
scale, soils have been mapped and Hingston 1959, Pym and  Poutsma 
classified b y  Northcote et al. (1975) 1957, and Wells 1989). These works 
at a scale of 1:5,000,000, and by provide useful comparisons of 
Northcote et al. (1967) at a scale of landform classification and soil de- 
1:2,000,000. This mapping was ex- scription. 
panded upon b y  Churchward and 
McArthur (1980), who provide soil- Explanation of mapping units 
landform association mapping at a The land resource maps pre- scale of 1:250,000. The nomencla- sented in this report show soil and ture used b y  these authors pro- landform (land unit) mapping at a vides the broad framework for the scale of 1:50,000. Land units are mapping nomenclature used here, similar to land facets or compo- 
Churchward and McArthur's nents of land systems, and are 
(1980) mapping was updated by defined as areas of land with rela- 
M. J. Andrews et al. (unpublished) tively homogenous soil and land- 
and McArthur (1986). These works form characteristics. They may be 
increase the detail of soil and land- expected to behave uniformly to 
form mapping to a scale of 1:25,000. imposed land uses, and provide a 
However, the soils data is rela- framework for subseqeuent assess- 
tively scarce and is not classified ments of land capability. 
using the accepted systems (Fac- Mapping was initially based tual Key Notation, Northcote 1979. ' upon literature previously cited. and Great soil groups, Stace et al. 
1968). Relevant points and nomenclature 
were taken from these works and 
Several other studies that corn- incorporated in the photo-interpre- 
plement the above works concen- tation and field description of land- 
trate o n  individual geomorphic forms and soils. A breakdown of 
zones. Within the first of these mapping units is presented in 
zones ,  t h e  Dar l ing  P la teau ,  Table 10. The primary division is 
(McArthur, Churchward and Hick made  o n  soil-landform associa- 
1977) have mapped the Murray tions, Subdivision is then made 
River catchment at a scale as according to landform, followed by 
1:150,000 and  Churchward and various soil or land surface charac- 
Batini (1975) have mapped the teristics indicating the salient fea- 
Wungong Brook catchment at a tures of each map unit. 
scale of 1:31,250. Although only Brief descriptions of each map one of these catchments is located unit are provided in the map leg- within the study area, both provide end in Appendix 1. More compre- a useful framework for landform hensive summaries of the soil and classifications and soil description landform characteristics of each 
in the factual key nomenclature of land unit are shown in  Tables 12 Northcote (1979). and 13. Land qualities derived 
The soils of the second geomor- from these data are shown in Table 
phic zone, the Swan Coastal Plain, 14. 
have been mapped and described 
b y  Bettenay, McArthur and Hing- 
ston (1960), and McArthur and Soils of the study area 
Bettenay (1960). In these reports, Soils have been divided into the 
geomorphic elements and soil sys- 44 soil types listed in Table 11 and 
tems are mapped at scales of described using the terminology of 
1:804,672 and 1:18,933 respectively Northcote et al. (1975). The soils are 
and their stratigraphic and pedol- classified using Northcote's (1979) 
ogical history is discussed. nomenclature and, where possible, 
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soil profiles have been classified to common soils. Generally, the yel- Soils of the Ridge Hill Shelf (soil types 
the Principal Profile Form level, lower soils are associated with the 21-28) 
Table 11 also relates soil types to granitic lithologies and the red and 
their equivalent soil series or simi- brown soils with basic intrusive 
To the west of the Darling Scarp 
lar classification level from previ- doleritic dykes. Less commonly, face, the Swan Coastal Plain ex- 
ous surveys. More detailed de- gravelly variants of these (soil type 
tends as a series of geomorphic 
scriptions of the soil types are 12) are derived from the colluvial 
elements running subparallel to the 
given in Appendix 2, and results detritus, present coastline. The most easterly of these elements is the Ridge Hill from laboratory analysis in Appen- 
dix 8. Shelf, which consists of a series of 
Parent materials and soils of the lateritized spurs forming the foot- 
Soils of the Darling Plateau surface Coolakin valley land units, located hi l ls  of  t h e  Dar l ing  Scarp 
(soil types 1-7) at the confluence of the Darling and (McArthur and Bettenay 1960). 
Soils of the Darling Plateau sur- Dandaragan plateaux, are similar 
Some areas of the shelf are corn- 
to those outlined previously. Mod- posed of colluvium from the scarp. face are dominated by lateritic ma- erately well drained yellow duplex However, the dominant soil parent terial, formed b y  deep weathering 
during the Teritary, resulting in soils (soil type 11) and gravelly material is the residual lateritized 
weathered regolith and extensive sands (soil type 8) are dominant, surface of ferruginous marine 
laterite formation. Churchward sandstone and conglomerates over- 
and Batini (1975) consider that this lying granite basement rock. Soils of the Dandaragan Plateau and deep weathered profile, where un- The dominant soils on the foot- Scarp (soil types 13-20) modified b y  erosion, has three hills are yellow, brown and red 
main horizons: a ferruginous a n d /  Towards the northern extremity duplex soils with ironstone gravels 
or bauxitic horizon at the surface of the study area, the Darling (soil types 25 and 26). Deep yellow- 
(much of this is frequently indu- Plateau gives way to the Dandara- brown sands (soil type 22) occupy a 
rated and referred to as duricrust), gan Plateau, which is composed of significant port ion of foothills 
and a zone of mottled kaolinitic Jurassic and Cretaceous sandstones within the study area. These sands 
clay beneath which merges with with some bands of siltstone and are considered b y  McArthur and 
depth into a pallid zone. Differen- shale. It has a far more gently Bettenay (1960) to be weathered 
tial stripping of this mantle has sloping scarp than the Darling Pla- from laterite, and by others, such as 
resulted in the pattern of soils now teau, and is characterized b y  a Woods (1979) and Biggs (1977), to 
observed, sandy landscape, interrupted b y  be fossil shoreline beach and dune 
The most common soils on the 
lateritic remnants. The Dandaragan deposits. In areas where exposed 
plateau surface and upper slopes of 
Plateau surface has been exten- laterite is common, shallow gray- 
shallowly incised valleys are gray- 
sively lateritized and subject to elly sands occur (soil type 21). In 
elly sands of varying depth overly- subsequent erosional modification, 
lower lying areas bounding drain- 
ing duricrust (soil type 1). Within resulting in the pattern of soils now age 
lines and across alluvial fans, a 
these valleys, a catena relationship observed, 
range of alluvial soils of varying 
drainage status are found (soil 
occurs down through the valley 
cross-section. Soils range from Plateau surface soils are gener- 
types 23, 27 and 28). Finally, on 
sands (soil types 2 and 3) in the ally sandy and range from shallow 
sloping areas dividing the foothills 
head-water regions, through mod- gravelly sands (soil type 13) and from the lower lying alluvial ter- 
erately well drained duplex and deep sands (soil type 15) high in the races of major river systems, imper- 
gradational soils (soil type 5) on the landscape, to earthy sands (soil 
fectly drained gradational massive 
sideslopes to poorly drained du- type 16) and shallow podzolized earths occur (soil type 24). 
plex soils (soil type 6), clays (soil sands (soil type 14) within shallow 
type 4) and saline soils (soil type 7) drainage floors. Heavier gravelly Soils of the Pinjarra Plain (soil types 
within the valley floors, duplex soils (soil type 20) occur o n  
29-44) 
ridges and spurs at the margin of An alluvial plain extends from 
Soils of the dissected valleys, spurs and the plateau surface. the foot of the Ridge Hill Shelf to 
Darling Scarp (soil types 8-12) the western boundary of the study 
Soils of the deeply dissected val- Soils of the gentle scarp are area. 
This geomorphic element con- 
sists of unconsolidated riverine ma- leys, spurs and scarp face are varia- predominantly sandy and are gen- terial of predominantly Pleistocene ble and complex. Parent materials erally deep, well drained and  
age, occurring as a series of coalesc- may be weathered or unweathered gravel free (soil types 16 and 17). 
gneiss, granite or dolerite that may Towards the base of the scarp, in 
ing pediments across the plain 
(McArthur and Bettenay 1960). occur in situ or as colluvium. Addi- swampy drainage lines and seep- tionally, colluvial lateritic detritus age areas, are poorly drained sili- Within the broad flat belt of from the plateau surface may ex- ceous sands and podzolized sands alluvium at  the foot of the Ridge 
tend downslope. Yellow duplex (soil type 18). Heavier duplex and Hill Shelf, soils are divided be- 
(soil type 11), red and brown du- gradational soils (soil type 19) are tween heavy yellow duplex and plex (soil type 10) and gradational confined to the steep portions of gradational soils with variable 
earths (soil type 9) are the most the scarp. drainage and surface texture (soil 
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types 39, 41 and 38), very poorly 
d r a i n e d  u n i f o r m  clays (soil 
type 35), and moderately deep and 
deep sandy mounds of aeolian 
origin (soil types 29 and 32). 
Along the margins of the major 
river systems are a series of alluvial 
terraces, with higher terraces pre- 
dominantly of Pleistocene age and 
the lower of Holocene age. On the 
lower terraces, immediately adja- 
cent to major rivers, is highly varia- 
ble alluvium (soil types 42, 43 and 
44). On the higher terraces at the 
general level of the coastal plain, 
are red and brown duplex soils 
(soil type 40), red  and brown sands 
(soil type 30), and sandy red mas- 
sive earths (soil type 37). 
The northern portion of the allu- 
vial plain near Bullsbrook is pre- 
dominantly sandy with interven- 
ing swamps. Sands of varying 
depth over clay (soil types 31, 33 
and 34), are dominant while within 
swampy areas clays may be just 
below a thin sandy surface veneer 
(soil type 36). 
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Table 10. Breakdown of map  units 
Geomorphic zone 
Geomorphic element 
Soil-landform associa- 
tion 
Landform Soil-land surface Soil type DRRLCS 
distinguishing features land 
unit 
Darling Plateau 
Lateritic uplands 
Uplands 
Cooke Level to gently inclined hillcrests Dominated by  granite outcrop and shal- 5 C 
low duplex soils 
Dwellingup Very gently inclined crests and upper Dominated by  lateritic duricrust and 1 D1 
slopes shallow gravelly sands 
Very gentle to gently inclined undulat- Shallow to moderately deep gravelly 1 D2 
ing slopes sands overlying lateritic duricrust 
Modera t e ly  inc l ined u n d u l a t i n g  Shallow to moderately deep gravelly 1 D3 
slopes sands overlying lateritic duricrust 
Yallanbee Very gentle to gently inclined crests Shallow to moderately deep gravelly 1 Y1 
and upper  slopes sands 
Gently inclined undulating slopes Yellow duplex soils, and yellow and 5 Y2 
brown massive earths 
Goonaping Level to very gently inclined upland Deep sandy soils surrounding swamps 2 G 
flats 
Minor valleys within upland surface 
Yarragil Gentle to moderately inclined valley Yellow duplex soils, and yellow and 5 Ygl 
sideslopes brown massive earths 
Very gentle to gently inclined valley Deep yellowish brown or brown, sili- 2 Yg2 
head-waters ceous or bleached sands 
Very gently to gently inclined valley Shallow to moderately deep sands over 3 Yg3 
head-waters mottled clay 
Very gently inclined valley floor Mottled yellow duplex soils 6 Yg4 
Level to very gently inclined valley Very poorly drained uniform clays and 4 Yg5 
floor clay 1.oams 
Pindalup Gently inclined valley sideslopes Gravelly brownish, pale brown and 1 Pnl 
earthy sands 
Gently inclined valley head-waters Deep yellowish brown or brown, sili- 2 Pn2 
ceous or  bleached sands 
Gently inclined valley head-waters Shallow to moderately deep sands over 3 Pn3 
mottled clay 
Very gently inclined valley floor Yellow duplex soils, and yellow and 5 Pn4 
brown massive earths 
Level valley floor Very poorly drained uniform clays or  4 Pn5 
clay barns 
Level to very gently inclined valley Saline duplex and gradational soils 7 Pn6 
floor 
Dissected valleys, spurs 
and 
scarp below plateau sur- 
face 
Upland spurs 
Mambup Gently inclined spur hillcrests Complex of duplex and gradational soils 9,11 Mml 
with common rock outcrop 
Moderately inclined spur sideslopes As per  M m l  9,10,11 Mm2 
Scarp 
Darling Scarp Moderately steep to steep scarp As per  M m l  10,11 DS1 
hillslopes 
Moderately inclined scarp hillslopes As per M m l  with only few rock outcrop 9,11 DS2 
Minor valley systems 
Balgobin Moderately steep to steep very short As per M m l  9,11 Bgl 
valleys within scarp 
Moderately steep to steep very short As per  M m l  9,10,11 Bg2 
valleys on sideslopes of other valley 
systems 
Myara Moderately steep to steep sideslopes As per  M m l  10,11 Mal 
of short valleys 
Gently to moderately inclined lower As per M m l  10,11 Ma2 
sideslopes of short valleys 
Coolakin Moderately steep to steep sideslopes Yellow duplex soils, and gravelly earthy 8,11 Ckl 
of short valleys and siliceous sands with few to common 
rock outcrop 
Gently to moderately inclined si- As per  Ckl  8,11 Ck2 
deslopes of short valleys 
Gently inclined sideslopes of short Moderatley deep gravelly earthy and 8 Ck3 
valleys siliceous sands 
Gently inclined floors of short valley Yellow and mottled yellow duplex soils 11 Ck4 
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Table 10. Breakdown of  map  units (continued) 
Geomorphic zone Landform 
Geomorphic element 
Soil-landform associa- 
tion 
Soil-land surface 
distinguishing features 
Soil type DRRLCS 
land 
unit 
Major valley systems 
Helena Moderately steep to steep valley side- 
slopes 
Complex of duplex and gradational soils 
with many rock outcrops 
9,10,11 H1 
Moderately inclined valley sideslopes 
or lower slopes 
Yellow and mottled yellow, duplex soils 11 H2 
Very gentle to gently inclined valley 
floor 
Yellow, red and  brown gradational 
earths with common rock outcrops 
9 H3 
Murray Moderately steep to steep valley side- 
slopes 
Yellow and mottled yellow duplex soils 
with common rock outcrop 
11 My1 
Moderately inclined to moderately 
steep valley sideslopes 
Yellow and mottled yellow duplex soils 11 My2 
Gentle to moderately inclined lower 
valley sideslopes 
Complex duplex and gradational soils 9,11 My3 
Dandaragan Plateau 
Very gently inclined valley floors Yellow, red and brown gradational 
earths which are commonly saline 
9 My4 
Lateritic uplands 
Uplands 
Mogumber Very gently inclined crests and upper 
slopes 
Shallow gravelly sands with common 
lateritic duricrust 
13 Mbl 
Very gently inclined crests and upper 
slopes 
Deep loose brownish sand or pale sands 
with coloured subsoils 
15 Mb2 
Gently inclined undulating slopes and 
head-waters 
Deep grey siliceous or bleached sands 17 Mb3 
Gentle to moderately inclined undu- 
lating slopes 
Shallow gavelly sands with minor later- 
itic outcrop 
13 Mb4 
Level to gently inclined incised drain- 
age floor 
Brownish earthy and pale sands which 
may be  saline 
16 Mb5 
Level to very gently inclined non- 
incised drainage floor 
Pale sands with yellow brown subsoils 
over hardpan 
14 Mb6 
Gentle to moderately inclined ridges 
and spurs 
gravelly yellow duplex soils 20 Mb7 
Scarp below plateau sur- 
face 
Gentle scarp 
Regan Gently inclined hillslopes Loose brownish sands or pale sands 15 Re1 
Gently inclined hillslopes Brownish earthy sands or pale sands 16 Re2 
Gently inclined hillslopes and spurs Shallow gravelly sands with minor later- 
itic outcrop 
13 Re3 
Very gently inclined footslopes Deep grey siliceous and bleached sands 17 Re4 
Level to very gently inclined drainage 
floor 
Poorly drained grey siliceous and pale 
yellow-brown sands 
18 Re5 
Very gently inclined footslopes Imperfectly drained grey siliceous and 
pale yellow-brown sands 
18 Re6 
Level to very gently inclined colluvial 
fan 
Deep grey siliceous and bleached sands 
over clay at depth 
17 Re7 
Moderately steep to steep scarp 
hillslopes 
Yellow duplex and gradational soils 
with minor rock outcrop 
19 Re8 
Gentle to moderately inclined scarp 
footslopes 
Yellow duplex and gradational soils 19 Re9 
Swan Coastal Plain 
Ridge Hill Shelf 
Foothills 
Forrestfield Very  gent le  to gen t ly  inclined 
footslopes 
Deep siliceous yellow-brown sands and 
pale or bleached sands with yellow- 
brown subsoils 
22 Fl 
V e r y  gen t l e  t o  gen t l y  inclined 
footslopes 
Gravelly yellow and brown duplex soils 
with sandy topsoils 
25 F2 
Very  gent le  to gent ly  inclined 
footslopes 
Gravelly yellow and red duplex soils 
with sandy loam to loam topsoils 
26 F3 
Gen t l e  t o  m o d e r a t e l y  inclined 
footslopes/breakaways 
Yellow or grey gradational earths 24 F4 
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Table 10. Breakdown of map  units  (continued) 
Geomorphic zone 
Geomorphic element 
Soil-landform associa- 
tion 
Landform Soil-land surface Soil type DRRLCS 
distinguishing features land 
unit 
Ve ry  gen t l e  t o  gen t l y  inc l ined  Gravelly yellow and brown duplex soils 24,25 F5 
footslopes/incised drainage channel 
Very gentle to gently inclined crests Shallow gravelly brownish and earthy 21 F6 
and knolls 
, 
sands with common lateritic outcrop 
Level to very gently inclined alluvial Complex  of var iable ,  imperfec t ly  28 F7 
fan drained alluvial soils 
Moderately steep footslopes Yellow and red duplex soils with iron- 26 F8 
stone gravels and sandy loam to loam 
topsol s 
Very gently inclined non-incised Bleached grey sands over an ironstone 23 F9 
drainage channel hardpan 
Level to very gently inclined alluvial Complex of variable, poorly drained 27 F10 
fan alluvial soils 
Pin jarra Plain Alluvial plain 
Guildford Level to very gently inclined plain Moderately well drained yellow duplex 39 Gfl 
and  gradational soils 
Level to very gently inclined plain Imperfectly drained yellow duplex soils 41 Gf2 
Level to very gently inclined plain Poorly drained mottled yellow earths 38 Gf3 
Level to very gently inclined alluvial Variable, imperfectly drained alluvial 28 Gf4 
fan soils 
Level to very gently inclined incised Poorly drained mottled yellow earths 38 Gf5 
stream channels 
Seasonal swamps Very poorly drained uniform non- 35 Gf6 
cracking clays 
Minor sandy rises with level to very Deep brownish, siliceous and bleached 29 Gf7 
gently inclined slopes sands 
Broad depressions within plain Very poorly drained uniform non- 35 Gf8 
cracking clays 
Minor sandy rises with very gently Well drained, moderately deep earthy 32 Gf9 
inclined slopes sands underlain b y  mottled clay 
Alluvial terraces 
Swan Level to very gently inclined river Variable, poorly drained alluvial soils 42,43,44 Swl 
margins 
Level to very gently inclined lower Variable, imperfectly drained alluvial 42 Sw2 
terrace soils with brown loamy surfaces 
Level to very gently inclined lower Variable, imperfectly drained alluvial 43 Sw3 
terrace soils with brown sand to sandy loam 
surfaces 
Level to very gently inclined lower Variable, poorly drained alluvial soils 44 Sw4 
terrace with dark greyish brown clay loam to 
clay surfaces 
Level to very gently inclined swamp As per  Sw4 44 5w5 
Incised drainage channels with level to As per  Sw2 and Sw3 42,43 Sw6 
very gently inclined sideslopes 
Level to very gently inclined upper  Moderately well drained red and brown 40 Sw7 
terrace duplex soils 
Level to very gently inclined upper  Well drained r e d  earthy sands or  30 Sw8 
terrace brownish sands 
Level to very gently inclined upper  Well drained sandy red massive earths 37 Sw9 
terrace 
Alluvial plain 
Yanga Level to very gently inclined sandy Poorly drained, moderately deep, pale 33 Yal 
plain yellow brown sands underlain by  mot- 
tled clay 
Swamp margins with level to very Poorly drained, deep grey siliceous sand 31 Ya2 
gently inclined slopes overlying clay 
Swamp Very poorly drained shallow grey sill- 34 Ya3 
ceous sand over clay 
Swamp Very poorly drained alkaline uniform 36 Ya4 
grey clay capped with a thin veneer of 
sand 
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Table 11. Classification of soils 
Soil Description Principal profile DRRLCS Previous 
type form land mapping 
units equivalent 
Soils of the Darling Plateau surface 
Uniform sands: 
1. Gravelly brownish, KsUc5.2, Uc5.2 D1,D2,D3 Llt,L1b-F 
pale brown and earthy KsUc5.1, KsUc4.21 YLPnl, Cx,Slx 
sands Uc4.21 (Ygl)* 
2. Deep grey, yellowish Uc1.2, Uc5.11 G,Yg2, L5-1- 
brown or brown Uc2.21 Pn2 
siliceous or bleached 
sands 
Effective duplex soils: 
3. Shallow to moderately Uc1.2, Uc5.11 Yg3,Pn3 L7-F 
deep sands, similar Uc2.21, Uc5.22 
to soil type 2, under- 
lain b y  mottled clay 
Uniform clays: 
4. Very poorly drained Uf6.21, Ug6.5 Yg5,Pn5 
uniform grey or brown Um1.42 
clays or clay barns 
Duplex soils: 
5. Moderately well Dy4.51, Dy4.61 Y2,C,Ygl L i t ,  L6t 
drained yellow duplex Dy2.62, Gn2.2 Pn4 (Yg4, 
soils, and yellow and Gn2.4 Pnl) 
brown massive earths 
6. Poorly drained mottled Dy5.5, Dy 4.5, Yg4 L5-1- 
yellow duplex soils Dy3.2, Dy3.5 (Pn4) 
Dy3.1, 
Gradational soils: 
7. Poorly drained, Gn4.52, Dr2.12 Pn6 
structured, saline 
gradational and minor 
duplex soils 
Soils of the dissected valleys, spurs and Darling Scarp 
Uniform sands: 
8. Moderately deep KsUc5.2 Ck1,Ck2 S6t,S8-F,S5gt, 
gravelly earthy and Ck3 F6t 
siliceous sands 
Gradational earths: 
9. Yellow, red and brown Gn2.2, Gn2.4, Mm1,Mm2 
gradational earths Gn2.11, Gn4.1, DS2,Bgl 
Gn4.8, Gn4.51, Bg2,H1,H3, 
Gn2.81, Gn4.31, My3,My4, 
Gn2.6 (DS1,Mal, 
Ma2,H2,Myl 
My2) 
Duplex soils: 
10. Friable or structured Dr4.11, Dr2.1, Mm1,Mm2, 
red and brown duplex Dr2.2, Dr4.52, DS1,Bg2, 
Db3.11,Db2.11, Ma1,Ma2,H1 
Db4.11 (DS2,Bgl, 
H2,My1,My2, 
My3) 
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T a b l e  11. C la s s i f i ca t i on  o f  so i l s  continued... 
Soil Desc r ip t ion  Pr inc ipa l  prof i le  DRRLCS Previous 
t y p e  f o r m  l a n d  mapping 
u n i t s  equivalent 
11. Ye l l ow  a n d  m o t t l e d  Dy4.5,  Dy4.61, M m 1 , M m 2 ,  S6-I,S8t,S5g-1- 
y e l l o w  d u p l e x  soils Dy5.11,  Dy5.5,  DS1,DS2, 
Dy5.21,  Dy4.11, Bg1,Bg2 
Dy3.11,  Dy3.21, Mal,Ma2, 
Dy2.11, Dy5.61, H1,H2,Myl, 
Dy2.51,  Dy2.12, My2,My3, 
Dy2.62,  Dy3.12, Ck1,Ck2, 
Dy5.12, Dy3.51, Ck4,(H3, 
Dy3.61, Dy4.21 My4) 
12. Var iab le  g rave l ly  Dy4.52, Dy5.11, (Mal,Ma2 
d u p l e x  o r  m i n o r  Dy3.51,  KsDy4.12,  My2,My3) 
g r a d a t i o n a l  soils KsDy4.51,  Dy4.52, 
KsGn4.8,  KsGn2.12, 
KsGn2.22 
S o i l s  o f  t h e  D a n d a r a g a n  P l a t e a u  a n d  Scarp 
U n i f o r m  sands: 
13. S h a l l o w  va r i ab le  Uc1.21, KsUc1.21 M b 1 , M b 4  C",S1" 
g rave l ly  s a n d s  KsUc5.11, Uc5.2, Re3 
KsUc5.2,  Uc5.11, 
KsUc2.21 
14. Pa l e  s a n d s  w i t h  y e l l o w  Uc4.21 Mb6 
b r o w n  subso i l  over 
hardpan 
15. Loose  b r o w n i s h  a n d  Uc5.11, Uc4.21 Rel,Mb2 
s a n d s  w i t h  a s a n d y  (Mb3,Re7) 
fabric 
16. B r o w n i s h  e a r t h y  a n d  Uc5.21, Uc4.21 Re2,Mb5 
p a l e  s a n d s  Uc5.11 
17. D e e p  g r e y  sil iceous Uc1.21, Uc2.21, Re4,Mb3 
a n d  b l e a c h e d  s a n d s  Uc2.3 Re7 
18. Impe r f ec t  t o  p o o r l y  Uc1.21, Uc4.21 Re5,Re6 
d r a i n e d ,  grey, 
s i l iceous a n d  pale 
y e l l o w - b r o w n  sands 
D u p l e x  soils: 
19. Ye l low d u p l e x  a n d  Dy2.61,  Dy3.21 Re8,Re9 
m i n o r  g r a d a t i o n a l  Gn4.51 
soils 
20. Ye l l ow  d u p l e x  soils Dy2.11, Dy3.12 Mb7 
w i t h  gravels 
So i l s  o f  t h e  R i d g e  H i l l  Shelf 
U n i f o r m  sands: 
21. S h a l l o w  grave l ly  KsUc5.11, Uc5.11 F6  L o t o n s  gravelly 
b r o w n i s h  a n d  e a r t h y  Uc5.2 sando 
sands 
22. D e e p  si l iceous y e l l o w  Uc1.2,  Uc5.11 F1 T y p e  Jo, Muchea 
b r o w n  s a n d s  a n d  p a l e  Uc2.21, Uc4.21 s a n d ,  Lotons 
o r  b l e a c h e d  s a n d s  w i t h  sand,0 
y e l l o w  b r o w n  subsoi ls  K a r r a k a t t a  sande 
23. B leached  g r e y  s a n d s  Uc2.34 F9 
o v e r  hardpan 
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Table 11. Classification of soils continued... 
Soil Description Principal profile DRRLCS Previous 
type form land mapping 
units equivalent 
Gradational soils: 
24. Imperfectly drained Gn2.61, Gn2.81 F4 Type Wo, Type Go 
yellow or grey Gn2.41 (F5) 
gradational earths 
Duplex soils: 
25. Yellow and brown Dy4.5, Dy2.6, F2,F5 Lotons gravelly 
duplex soils with Dy4.61, Dy5.21, sando, Oakover 
ironstone gravels Dy5.61, Dy3.21, gravelly sandy 
and sandy topsoils Db1.21, Db4.12, loamo, Range 
sando, Oakover 
gravelly sando, 
Range sandy 
loamo, Type No, 
Lotons sando 
26. Yellow and red duplex Dy4.51, Dy3.51, F3,F8 Mongin sandy 
soils with ironstone KsDy4.51, Dy4.16, loamo, Oakover 
gravels and sandy Dy5.52, KsDy3.51, gravelly sandy 
loam to loam Dr2.61, Dr4.21, loamo, drainage 
topsoils Dr4.22, Dr4.51, line complex,0 
Dr4.11, Dr4.52 valley complex, 
KsDy5.51 alluvial fan 
suite 1o, 
gilgai complex° 
Alluvial soils: 
27. Mixed, poorly N o  suitable F10 
drained alluvial classification. 
soils Variable mixed 
soil layers, 
commonly fine 
textured. 
28. Mixed imperfectly N o  suitable F7,Gf4 Alluvial fan 
drained alluvial classification. suite 1°, Mongin 
soils Variable mixed sando, Alluvial 
soil layers, fan suite 2° 
commonly coarse 
textured. 
Soils of the Pinjarra Plain 
Uniform sands: 
29. Deep brownish, Uc5.11, Uc1.21, Gf7 Houghton sando, 
siliceous and Uc2.21 Karrakatta 
bleached sand sando, Muchea 
sando 
30. Red earth sands or Uc5.21, Uc5.11 Sw8 Houghton sando 
brownish sands 
31. Deep grey siliceous Uc1.21 Ya2 
sands 
Effective duplex soils: 
32. Well drained, Uc5.11, Uc5.22 Gf9 
moderately deep earthy 
sands underlain by 
mottled clay 
33. Poorly drained, Uc4.24 Ya1 
moderately deep pale 
yellow-brown sands 
underlain by  mottled 
clay 
34. Very poorly drained Uc1.21 Ya3 
grey shallow siliceous 
sands over clay 
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Table 11. Classification of soils continued... 
Soil Description Principal profile DRRLCS Previous 
type form land mapping 
units equivalent 
Uniform clays: 
35. Very poorly drained Uf6.2, Uf6.13 Gf6,Gf8 Swampo, Gilgai 
uniform non-cracking complex BD 
clays 
36. Alkaline uniform grey Uf6.11, Ug6.4 Ya4 
clays 
Gradational soils: 
37. Well drained sandy Gn2.14 Sw9 Belhus sando 
red massive earths 
38. Poorly drained Gn2.64, Gn4.51 Gf3,Gf5 Claypanso, 
mottled yellow swampo, 
earths with solonchako, 
loamy topsoils Mongin sand 
(swampy)o, 
Herne loamo, 
valley complexo 
Duplex soils: 
39. Moderately well Dy4.61, Dy5.22 Gfl Herne sando, 
drained yellow duplex Gn2.21, Gn2.64 Herne sandyo, 
and minor gradational Cruse sando, 
soils with sand to Type Xo, 
sandy loam topsoils Mongin sando 
40. Moderately well Dr4.52 Sw7 Swan sandy loamo 
drained red duplex 
soils 
41. Imperfectly drained Dy5.81, Dy5.82 Gf2 Mongin sando, 
yellow duplex soils Dy5.51, Dy5.61 Mongin gravelly 
with sand to sandy sando, Herne 
loam topsoils sandy loamo, 
Herne sando 
Alluvial soils: 
42. Variable alluvial N o  suitable Sw2,Swl Pyrton loamo, 
soils with brown classification (5w6) Pyrton clay 
loamy surfaces loamo, (swamp, 
valley complexo) 
43. Variable alluvial N o  suitable 5w3,Swl As per 42 
soils with brown sand classification (5w6) 
to sandy loam surfaces 
44. Variable alluvial N o  suitable Sw4,Swl As per 42 
soils with dark classification 5w5 
greyish brown clay 
loam to clay surfaces 
" ( ) denote — soil type only a minor variant for map  unit 
t from McArthur, Churchward and Hick (1977) 
x from Churchward and Batini (1975) 
0 from Pym (1955) 
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Land characteristics a n d  land  Land capability assessment 
qualities Land capability assessment re- 
The results of the land resource suits 
for each land use activity are 
p survey are presented in Tables 12, 
presented in Table 15. The results 
13 and 14. These tables list the soil are expressed in terms of a capabil- 
characteristics, landform character- ity class in Roman numerals, fol- 
lowed b y  a subclass notation. The istics and land qualities respec- 
tively for each map  unit. Addi- classes range 
from I, denoting very 
tional information relating to the high capability land with nil or 
factors used in the erosion risk very slight limitiations to V. denot- 
ing very low capability land with assessments are presented in Ap- 
pendix 5. severe limitations for the land use 
activity, (refer to definitions in 
Because of the large amount of Table 6a). The subclasses indicate 
information being presented, each the nature of the most limiting land 
table extends over several pages quality or qualities affecting the 
lengthways a n d / o r  widthways. To land use activity. Capability sub- 
assist readers in use of the tables, classes are not shown where the 
Figure 8 shows a graphic index and capability class is I or II, because 
page numbering system for each there are only few or minor land 
table. Where a table is divided use limitiations associated with 
widthways, the divisions are iden- these classes. 
tified as subtable A, subtable B and 
so on. Page division lengthways is 
TI, 
indicates the best option 
rating, 'irrigation water sup- 
identified b y  numbers following 
the suitable notation. (shown in brackets) for obtaining a 
water supply, after consideration 
All the tables contain one row for of the capability ratings for either 
each land unit which can be found earth dams, groundwater or sur- 
on the same numbered page in face stream supplies. Owing to the 
each table or  subtable. For exam- site specific nature of water availa- 
ple, information on land unit M m l  bility, particularly in the case of 
can be found on page A2, B2, and rain-water harvesting, these water 
C2 of each table, supply ratings must  only be used 
as regional guides rather than de- Figure 9 shows the relationship fini • tive statements. To deal with between Tables 12, 13, 14, 15 and both the land and water require- Appendix 5. It provides a guide to ments for perennial or annual hor- users who wish to join pages to- ticulture, the capability assessment gether and construct a wall chart. will require a combination of the 
desired horticulture rating with 
that for water supply, using the 
most limiting factor rule. 
The capability results in Table 15 
present a rural-retreat rating. This 
is a combination of the land use 
activities for house and road con- 
struction, and for effluent disposal, 
assessed using the most limiting 
factor rule. This combined rating 
will be relevant to most small lot 
ru ra l - res iden t i a l  subdivisions 
where agricultural activities are 
usually absent and reticulated sew- 
age disposal systems are not pro- 
vided. 
As for Tables 12, 13 and 14, Table 
15 extends over several pages be- 
cause of the volume of information 
presented. A schematic outline of 
Table 15 is presented in  Figure 10 to 
enable ease of use. 
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Table 
12 
Soil 
characteristics 
0 
X 
Subsoil 
texture 
0 
Moderatly 
slow 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Sand 
to 
sandy 
loam 
-0 
0 
-0 
ct›;' 
Acid 
to 
alkaline 
Acid 
to 
alkaline 
Acid 
to 
alkaline 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Sand 
to 
sandy 
loam 
Sand 
to 
sandy 
loam 
Sand 
to 
sandy 
loam 
Moderatly 
slow 
Acid 
to 
alkaline 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Sand 
to 
sandy 
loam 
Sand 
to 
sandy 
loam 
Cr, 
0 
›-, 
>-, 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Very 
few a) 00 
0 Z 
a) 
o Z 
a) 
0 0 Z 
a) 
o 0 z 
Common 
Very 
few 
Very 
few 
Very 
few 
Very 
few 
Moderatly 
slow 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
3 
._°, 
cn 
3 
0 c.7) 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
acid 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
to 
light 
clay 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
over 
unrelatd 
clay 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
to 
mediu 
clay 
Light 
clay 
to 
mediu 
clay 
Sand 
to 
sandy 
loam 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
loamy 
sand 
Sandy 
loam 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
sandy 
clay 
Cr) c-,4 an ,,c, .7H 
,—, 0.0 
>-, 
c-.4 
0.0 
>" 
cn 
0.0 
>-, 
ad+ 
0.0 
Co 
0.0 
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(.0 
Subsoil 
texture 
0 
cn 
Very 
few a) 
0 
0 
Z 
a, 
0 
00 
z 
a) 
G 
Z 
a) 
G 
o 
Z 
a, 
0 
o 
Abundant 
Very 
few 
Very 
few Common 
Very 
few 
Very 
few 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Moderatly 
slow 
o 
Er') 
3 
0 
Eii 
Acid 
to 
alkaline 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutal 
Acid 
to 
neutal 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
neutral 
70 
-‹ 
Sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
overlying 
unrelatd 
clay 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
to 
light 
clay 
Light 
clay 
to 
mediu 
clay 
Clay 
loam 
to 
heavy 
clay 
Sand 
to 
sandy 
loam 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
loamy 
sand 
Sand 
to 
sandy 
loam 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
sandy 
clay 
Sandy 
loam 
to 
sandy 
clay 
loam 
,- c-,1 co s_so 
'-'no 
P-s 
c's4 
0 g 
-7t• GCO0 s CO g 
3 3 C11 
0 4  Cr. 
0 
0 
S 
o 
I I I  
7'5 0 CU 
'2 
1-1 
CO 
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Soil 
charcterisi 
continued 
Subsoil 
texture 
r-, 
E crlg 
1-1 
I! 
C.) 
:5, 3 0-, 0 
ra4 
Moderatly 
rapid 
CC 
4,9 
Moderatly 
slow 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
alkaline 
Sand 
to 
loamy 
sand 
00 CO 00 
C-) 
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0 
Subsoil 
texture 
CU 0 ,  1.1 
Pr.-, 
Moderatly 
slow 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
alkaline 
Moderatly 
slow 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
neutral 
3 
0, e-1 
Moderatly 
slow 
Moderatly 
slow 
Moderatly 
slow 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
alkaline 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
alkaline 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
0, 
cs1 
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c 
r—( 
b.0 
ct 
P-t 
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Soil 
charcterisi 
continued 
Subsoil 
texture 
a, 
aa 
a) 
0 
o 
a, 
0 
0 
Z 
a) Very 
few 
Very 
few 
Abundant 
a, 
g 
o 
Z Very 
few Abundant 
Very 
few 
to 
few 
Very 
few Common 
Rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Rapid Rapid Rapid Moderatly 
slow 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
-.Y. 
Neutral 
a, 
Z 
--, 
< 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
< 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
< < 
Sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
light 
sandy 
clay 
loam 
Clayey 
sand 
Light 
mediu 
clay 
to 
mediu 
clay 
Sand 
to 
loamy 
sand 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
loamy 
sand 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
loamy 
sand 
Sand 
to 
loamy 
sand 
Sand 
to 
loamy 
sand 
Loamy 
sand 
Sandy 
loam 
to 
sandy 
clay 
loam 
t-,1 
CA 
an 
Cc) 
aa 
'71, 
-0 
is) 
-0 
,r) 
ac 
b. 
ac 
a, 
G 
o 
a, 
0 
00 
Z 
CL, 
0 
Z 
None a, 0 
o 
Z 
a, 
0 
0 
Z Very 
few 
a., 
›, Very 
few 
a, G 
00 
Z 
Very 
few 
to 
few 
Abundant 
Very 
few CU 
g 
Z 
C., 
G 
0 
Z Very 
few 
Very 
few 
Very 
few 
Very 
rapid 
Rapid Rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Rapid Rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Moderatly 
slow 
Moderatly 
slow 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
g 
C., 
Neutral Neutral Neutral 0 1 
.,--, ...., 
^0 
. E.,' 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
7:1 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Sand Sand 
to 
coarse 
sand 
Sand 
to 
coarse 
sand 
Sand 
to 
sandy 
clay 
loam, 
coarse 
sandy 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
to 
mediu 
clay 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
to 
mediu 
clay 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
loamy 
sand 
Sand 
to 
loamy 
sand 
Sand 
to 
loamy 
sand 
Sand 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
sand 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
sand -0 g 
,t 
cra Loamy 
sand 
to 
sandy 
clay 
loam 
Loamy 
sand 
to 
sandy 
clay 
loam 
,—, CU cNi CD C' 
C'U <I' 
a, 
.,-) 
a, 
,.0 
a, 
t, 
0., co CU as a., 
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Soil 
charcterisi 
continued 
cn 
'78 
E 2 
a) g C 
Z 
a) g 
o X 
a) g 
o Z 
QJ 
g 
o X 
0.) a) 00 
o o X Z 
a) g 
o X 
a) 0 
o X 
a) 0 
0 Z 
a) 0 
0 Z 
Very 
few 
Comon 
to 
many 
Comon 
to 
many 
co 
Few 
Comon 
to 
many 
I 
any 
to 
abundan 
C 
o 
E 
. cd 
Comon 
to 
many 
a) 
g z 
Common 
Very 
rapid Moderate Moderate 
Moderatly 
slow 
Moderatly 
slow 
Moderate 
Very 
rapid 
Moderatly 
slow 
Moderate 
Rapid Moderatly 
slow 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Stongly 
y i d  
to 
i Strongly 
acid 
to 
acid 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
., , Acid to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
.-g .,-,J < Strongly 
acid 
to 
acid 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
neutral 
• ., 
< Strongly 
acid 
to 
acid 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
acid 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
neutral 
...4 
< 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
77S 
< 
T'CS 
-0 
QJ 
z Strongly 
acid 
to 
acid 
Coarse 
sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
to 
mediu 
clay 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
to 
mediu 
clay 
Sandy 
clay 
loam, 
coarse 
sandy 
to 
sandy 
clay 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
coarse 
sandy 
to 
sandy 
clay 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
to 
mediu 
clay 
Sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Sand 
to 
light 
clay 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
to 
mediu 
clay 
Clayey 
sand 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
to 
mediu 
clay 
Sand 
to 
loamy 
sand 
Sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Sandy 
loam 
to 
loam 
Clayey 
coarse 
sand 
to 
course 
sandy 
loam 
Clayey 
coarse 
sand 
to 
coarse 
sandy 
loam Sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Sand 
to 
loamy 
sand 
Sand 
to 
loamy 
sand 
F 
Sandy 
loam 
to 
loam Ti 
aS 
Cr) Loamy 
sand 
to 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
CJ 
cq 
LO 
c-q 
•ID 
c-4 •<r c," •,r, ,r) cv cq ,— N .0 N ,c, N m N 
t•-. N 
,-. 
4-1 
N 0-) 
4.-1 
LE') 
44 
,0 
4-1 
C.. 
4-, 
oo 
4-1 
0, 
4. 
CD 
4. 
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0 
'74 
Subsoil 
texture 
C) 
0 0 Z 
a) 
0 g Z 
a) 
g 0 Z 
0 
0 
0 Z 
a) 
0 
0 z 
a)CU 
0 
Z 
°A 
Z 0 Z 
CD 
g 
Z 
0., , cu 4., Very 
few Common 
Very 
few 
. 
0 Z 
<., g 
Z 
. g 
Z 
a) 
g 
Z 
Moderatly 
slow 
Moderatly 
slow 
Moderatly 
slow 
Moderatly 
slow 
Moderatly 
slow 
3 
' Cr Very 
rapid 
3 
0 (7., 
. — cz 
a., 7 a 
o 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Neutral 
to 
alkaline 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Neutral 
to 
alkaline 
Neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
acid 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
add 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
acid 
Strongly 
acid 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
CO 
Ei 
-< 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
to 
light 
clay 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
to 
light 
mediu 
clay 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
to 
Light 
mediu 
clay 
Sand 
to 
light 
clay 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
to 
light 
mediu 
clay 
Light 
clay 
to 
light 
mediu 
clay 
Sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Light 
clay 
to 
light 
mediu 
clay 
Sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
overlying 
unrelatd 
clay 
Sand 
to 
sandy 
loam 
Sand 
to 
Sandy 
loam 
2 
C) 
3 Loamy 
sand 
to 
fine 
sandy 
loam 
0,1 
,3 
Silty 
clay 
loam 
to 
silty 
clay 
Sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Silty 
clay 
loam 
to 
silty 
clay 
Sand 
to 
loamy 
sand 
0, r,i., . co . csi oo co ti-) CO a, n4 u-) co Nco co 
,-4s, „ U 
1 
CD 
,-c2 
(.., 
7. 
U 
in ,-.... C-7 U (.3 
22 
U 
g4 
U 
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Soil 
charcterisi 
continued 
0 4-1 
0 
'To 
Subsoil 
texture 
In g 
Zo 
In g 
Zo 
In 0 
0 Z 
a) g 
Z0 
a) 0 
Z0 
a) 0 
0 Z 
a) 0 
Z0 
(1.) 
g 
Z0 
CV 
0 
0 Z 
a) 
0 
0 Z 
C1.1 
0 
Z0 
a) 0 
0 Z 
CV 
0 0 
Z 
0.) 
0 0 
Z 
1.) 
g 
0 
Z 
0) 
g 
Z0 
<I) 
g 2 
a) 
g 
2 
a) g 
z0 
0.1 
g 
z° 
I+ 
g 
z° 
a) 
g 
z° 
a) g 
z0 
a) g 
z° 
Moderate Moderate 
Slow 
Moderate Moderate 
(7), 79) 
Moderate Moderate 
Moderatly 
slow 
Rapid 
Moderate 
' 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
Acid 
to 
alkaline 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
-0 
.„, 
Acid 
to 
alkaline 
Acid 
to 
alkaline 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
7+71 
C) Z Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
neutral 
Acid 
to 
alkaline 
Acid 
Acid 
to 
alkaline 
Acid 
to 
alkaline 
-0 
.,, 
Acid 
to 
alkaline 
Acid 
to 
alkaline 
Acid 
to 
alkaline 
Acid ct 
c.+ Z 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
neutral 
Strongly 
acid 
to 
neutral 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
to 
clay 
loam 
Sandy 
clay 
to 
mediu 
clay 
Silty 
clay 
to 
mediu 
clay 
Sandy 
loam 
to 
clay 
loam 
Sandy 
clay 
to 
mediu 
clay 
Silty 
clay 
to 
mediu 
clay 
Silty 
clay 
to 
mediu 
clay 
Sandy 
clay 
loam 
to 
clay 
loam 
Sandy 
clay 
to 
mediu 
clay 
Sandy 
clay 
Sand 
to 
clayey 
sand 
Light 
sandy 
clay 
loam 
to 
light 
clay 
Sandy 
loam 
to 
sand 
clay 
loam 
Sandy 
loam 
Clay 
loam 
to 
silty 
clay 
Sandy 
loam 
to 
sandy 
clay 
loam 
Sandy 
loam 
Clay 
loam 
to 
silty 
clay 
Clay 
loam 
to 
silty 
clay 
Sandy 
loam 
to 
sandy 
clay 
loam 
Sandy 
loam 
Loamy 
sand 
Sand 
to 
loamy 
sand 
Sand 
to 
loamy 
sand 
4 co (-4co -19 co' s, co 
CO 
ci 3 CO 
CO 3 CO ,t, 3 CO Lo CO CO t--.. 3 CO 3 CO Cl) 
C) 
0 
0 0 0 
Moderatly 
slow 
Moderatly 
slow 
cn 
Acid 
to 
alkaline 
>, 
7.; 
0 
COIn 
CO CO 
s—t CO 
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ce 
condition 
cc) 
Firm 
(surface 
crust) 
2 0 
5 
cn 
Moderatly 
deep 
Moderatly 
deep 
c.) 
fa, 
Moderatly 
deep 
Moderatly 
deep 
Moderatly 
deep 
61' 
5:: 
cn 
Cf) 
CA 
0.0 
U' cc) 
(fp 
4 
4 
U 
4 
Z 
u 4 
U 
3 
2 z 
3 
2 
3 
2 
3 
2 
No 
dispersion 
No 
slaking 
2 
No 
dispersion 
Completly 
slaked 
No 
dispersion 
r2, z 
_4- . cn . cn Firm 
to hard-set Hard-set 
Rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
slow 
Moderatly 
deep 
a)- 
a) Moderatly 
deep 
Very 
shallow 
Very 
shallow 
Moderatly 
deep 
to 
deep fa, 
ela) 
fa, 
6D'' Moderatly 
dep 
to 
deep a)- 
6D 
In CA Cr) ,C, ,T 
1—, 
0.0 
>. 
C•16.0 
>. 
CO 
0.0 
>. 
ar 0.0
>- 
La) 0.0 
>. 
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Surface 
condition 
- 
c) 
- 
u? 
2. 
cn 
a 
L) 
I I 
3i21 
,9 z 
3 
,3 
3 
..3 
CI 
z z 
No 
dispersion 
No 
slaking 
z 
No 
dispersion 
Completly 
slaked 
No 
dispersion 
No 
slaking 
2 la z 
P.,5 
— 0-. 0 cn 0 ci) .0 4, 
Hard-set 
Hard-set 
(saline) 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Rapid Moderatly 
slow 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
deep 
0 
a) 
61u 
Moderatly 
deep 
o 
= 
ns 
.0 
(f3 Very 
shallow 
Shallow 
Moderatly 
deep 
P. 
a) 
6' 
R. 
r::, 
R. 
. r!-_)'' 
Shallow 
to 
moderatly 
deep 
Moderatly 
deep 
Is) rtc S. 
'-' cca 
G 
,t, 
0 co g 
,o 
0 
ft 
a) 
,,z 
,-.. a) a) a) 
01 
Cr) 0 ti 
-,0 '-d 
'al 
0 0 
• G g 
O C D  0 C D  0 CO 
cc, G tc0 G G 
e0-4, 
- 0  0 . 0  0 - 0  0 
O z  O Z  OZ 
Z Z Z 
G 
O C O  2 bo .2 to "r2 .5 `4 
a.) 0 )  a)) 
cn 
o o 0 o o z  o Z  oZ 
X Z X 
CC CD 
Cr) 
cn" 
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Surface 
condition 
(21 rz r:a Z Z Z 
C., a"  0) 
10 03 
. 4  4 4 
o 0 0 
3 3 3 
2 .12. .-0 7 C  740 7-'0 
4 4 4 
CO CO CO 
0, 0, 
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(M 
1313 IS IS 
2 2 
Firm 
to 
hard-set 
Moderatly 
rapid 
A-, 0 
cn 
CO CO CO r-1 
.3 
52 
Surface 
condition 
0 
a) 
4-, ca 
I-, a) a) a) 4-, r d  "ci ca 
0.1 
" 0  TS 
O 0 0 
3 
2 2 2 
0 "214 
0 
O., a, 
4Su' 
O 0 0 
E Firm 
to 
hard-set 
Firm 
to 
hard-set 
Moderatly 
rapid 
0) 
.5-0 
o a42 
F'! 
QS 0) 
c p  "CS "CS "0 
0 0  0 
Moderatly 
deep 
ON 
Low 
to 
moderate 
Firm 
to 
hard-set 
Firm 
to 
hard-set 
4 4 
aa 
Firm 
to 
hard-set 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
0 
0 
0 
Moderatly 
deep 
ON 
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Surface 
condition 
0 
0.) 
u Cc)cr., , cr., u? I 
Moderate 
ci P 
Moderate 
z Z 
Moderate 
12t 
Z 
C 
Z 
c:11 
Z 
rt 
Z 
r: 
Z 
rzi 
Z 
rz 
Z 
P. 
w"--' C CO C CO 
E 
Soft 
(saline) 
,..-6,;. 
CO cn . 
P 
w---' 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Shallow EL, 
0 C 
0., a, a, C 
Shallow 
to 
moderatly 
deep 
a)09' 
C4 
Shallow 3 
7,1 
cr) 
3 
—2, 
.0 
CO 
00, 0, 
2 
0, 8,) 
121 
Shallow 
to 
moderatly 
deep 
21) 
21 
0, 
cd../ 
f: 
Moderatly 
deep 
to 
deep 
CV 
i 9 ,-, 9 Lr 9 CO 
---. 
c-r,,CO, , cn 
,—, 
, cn 
CO 
cn 
CO 
c.nP" 
C 
Z 
Ctil 
Z 
a) 
I 
-00 
ICt 
Z 
12i 
Z 
C:: 
Z 2 3 2 3 3 
121 z C z r:: z 
ND C z r2) z (21 z 
No 
dispersion 
No 
dispersion 
--,-,:; 
c.r) ,.., CO 0.,—" 
Soft „--,;• 
CO ° CO COc 
Firm 
to 
hard-set 
Firm 
to 
hard-set 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
0,, 
v a) C 
ti).' 
a, ICI 
Shallow 
V 
I) 
C 
CU 
I) 
C 
Sal 
a, a, (21 
sa, a, a, CI 
Shallow Shallow 
0. a) 
a, (21 
0, a.,1) 
(21 
Shallow 0, 0 
0) 
12 
0-, 
0 
0 
rli 
0, 
0 
a, C 
01-, 
°' o., 12t 
Moderatly 
dep 
to 
deep 0, °) a., 
,--,,," c-,) ,,,, m,,,, Re4 COci, s.ocu P4 
L--. a.' 0-sv CC 
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Surface 
condition 
0 
0 
(Z) 
,-- 
P-, 
cn 
2 
Moderate 
Low 
to 
moderate 
ca, z 
ND 
Moderate 
3 
Moderate 
Low 
to 
moderate 
2 
Moderate 
z 
No 
dispersion 
No 
dispersion 
0 z 2 z f2, z ,:ni z 
No 
dispersion 
2 
No 
dispersion 
. . Of) . Cl)Gx, 
5 
. 
5 
. Fr. 
P., 
., . 4-, .,.., ;.. .., E . a 
Very 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
ta. 
a) 0.1 
121 
Moderatly 
deep 
Moderatly 
deep 
Moderatly 
deep 
Moderatly 
deep 
Moderatly 
deep 
ShalloW Shallow 
to 
moderatly 
deep 
Moderatly 
deep 
Moderatly 
deep 
Shallow 
a) 
a) r2i 
a) 
a, 
0 
a) 
a) 
fa) 
a) 0) 
0 
0 )  a) 
01 0) 
0 0 
Shallow 
Moderatly 
deep 
to 
deep a, a, 
121 
a) 
V 
Ci 
a) CD 
0 
N 
N 
LC) 
N 
s.0 
N ,r N ‘44 In'-' N N N 00 N ,0 N CO N S. N 
N 4-, 00) ,r is) sz, N. oo cs 
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Surface 
condition 
g 
t 
0 u 
N 
cc) 
0 ,r) cr) 
Moderate 
2 
Moderate 
,9 2 2 2 2 
(2, z 
No 
dispersion 
z z z z z z z 
•,o. 
Co 
,@, 
..4 
Firm 
to 
hard-set 
z 
Firm 
to 
hard-set 
Firm 
to 
hard-set 
Lose 
to 
soft 
Firm 
to 
hard-set 
. an 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Very 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
slow 
Very 
rapid 
Moderatly 
slow 
Very 
rapid 
Shallow 
to 
moderatly 
deep 
Shallow 
to 
moderatly 
deep 
Shallow Shallow 
to 
moderatly 
deep 
Shallow 
Very 
shallow 
Co 
a) 
'3 Very 
shallow 
Moderatly 
deep 
Co A' Co A Co cu 8' Co 
a) 
cs) Co 
a) 
a 
Co a) 3 Co 
a) 
'3 Co A Co cl:' 
... CO r... ,14 Co CO Co CV Co cO Co Co C7, CV Co CO C,I CO 
r. 
Z:5' 
c•I 
Z:5 
CO 
'cp' 
'714 
o 
LO ,.0 N CO 
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Surface 
condition 
-60 
-5 
ae" 
CO 
2222 
Low 
to 
moderate 
222222 
Low 
to 
moderate 
2 22 2 2 2 2 2(:) 2 z z 
No 
dispersion 
Firm 
Soft 
to 
firm 
Firm 
to 
hard-set 
._., Soft to 
firm 
Firm 
to 
hard-set 
Firm 
to 
hard-set 
Firm 
Soft 
to 
firm 
i! 
Soft 
to 
firm 
Soft 
to 
firm 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Rapid Moderatly 
slow 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Rapid Moderatly 
slow 
Moderatly 
slow 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
slow 
Rapid 
Very 
Rapid 
Rapid 
Shallow Shallow 
Very 
shallow 
Shallow Shallow 
Very 
shallow 
Very 
shallow 
Shallow Shallow Shallow a)w" 
(21 
Moderatly 
deep 
Moderatley 
deep 
to 
deep Deep Deep 0) 
CU 
CI) 
0) 
0 
0) 
CI) 
21 
0) 
0) 
f: 
CI) 
CI) 
00 
0) 
CD 
CD 
CD 
C:) 
CU 
a) 0 
0) 
0..) 
2 
4 to 4 4 4 i'"), F2) c`,) 
‘-- N 
3 
Cr) 
to 
3 
Cf) 
•ch, 
3 
Cr) 
LP 
3 
Cr) 
CO 
3 
CO 
N. 
CO 
CO 
Cr) 
C7) 
Cr) 
3 
0 
Cr) CO 
4-4 
0 
Cr) 
Moderatly 
deep 
a) 
0 
T'a 
CO 
a) a) 
to to 
to 
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Table 
13 
Landform 
characteristics 
a) 
Moderatly 
well 
;•6 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Undulatig 
slopes 
Undulatig 
slopes 
(21 a.) 
=;c 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Undulatig 
slopes 
c‘t 
0 
0 
800-1300 800-1300 c, P-, 
t—, 
co co`=' 
800-1300 cA 
c2,,r-4 
coc' 
Minor 
to 
moderate 
gully Minor 
rill 
Moderate 
sheet 
Minor 
wind 
Minor 
wind 
Minor 
gully 
Minor 
to 
moderate 
stream 
bank 
Minor 
to 
moderate 
gully Moderate 
stream 
bank Moderate 
gully 
Very 
few C) g 
2 
a.) g 
2 
a) g 
2 
a) 0 
Z° 
Very 
few 
a) g ZC-) 
a) g 
Z Very 
few 4) 0 Z° 
0 
E° 
0° 
Very 
few 
Very 
few 
Very 
few 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Very 
slow 
Very 
slow 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
well 
Rapid Moderatly 
well 
Imperfct 
to 
poor 
Very 
poor 
Gentle 
to 
moderately 
inclined 
Very 
gentle 
to 
gentle 
Very 
gentle 
_1 
to 
gentle 
Very 
gentle 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
Valley 
sideslopes 
Valley 
head-waters 
Valley 
h ad-waters 
Valey 
floor 
Valey 
floor 
- la° >-' c•st 0.0 >, co 0-0 >-' ,r, t,0 >-, co 1.0 >. 
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Table 
13 
continued 
0 
ata,0 
„I 
x 
750-900 750-900 750-900 CD 0 
a. 
ao In 
t--- 
(0 
CD 
as 
.23 
In 
L---. 
750-900 
4 
'','• 
z 
Moderate 
sheet 
Moderate 
gully 
Minor 
n11 
7 
Minor 
stream 
bank 
Moderate 
sheet 
cG) 
o 
Z 
G 
a) 
o 
Z 
a 
g 
) 
0 
Z 
a) 
Og 
Z 
a, 
g 
o 
Z 
a.) 
G 
o 
Z 
cu 
v-, 
ai 
> 
a., 
0 
0 
Z 
a) 
g 
0 
Z Very 
few a, 
g 
o 
Z 
I 
Very 
few 
Very 
abundant 
a) 
G 
0 Very 
few g 0 
0 
C..) 
a) 
Common 
o 
Fil 
0 
G 
''' 
,a) 
.-> 
Very 
slow 
o 
Efi 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
s 
Rapid 
s 
-,-, 
a.) 
a A 
Very 
poor Imperfct 
to 
poor 
Gentle 'G' 
a) 
(...., 
a) 
a) 
,a) 
,--1 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
Valley 
sideslopes 
Valley 
head-waters 
Valley 
h ad-waters 
Valey 
floor 
Valey 
floor 
Valey 
floor 
'- f. CO g 
G., 10 VD 
Z 
• 
4D-1 
0 
§ 5 
Moderatly 
rapid 
og 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
well 
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cr) 
Cr) 
C.) 5 
bi) 5 
ct 7‘a" 
4.1 
Minor 
sheet 
6 6 
5 
'Tcr] 
so.4 cu 
C) 
10 f=s4 
-CTj CI) 
tc'S 
S-1 0 
"0 
LAND RESOURCES SERIES No. 3 
§ § 
tu" 
Moderatly 
rapid 
IN 
10 
to 
to 
cL, 
to 
to 
to 
0) 
0 
a., 
ai)) 
§ 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
TT] Moderatly 
well 
•g 
60 
0 
46.1 
TOr'4 
f-• 
i° 
C0) 
a.) 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
well 
0 
a) 
0,1 
CO 
v4-,) 
Moderatly 
rapid 
r=1 
-a") 
743) 
0 
• 
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aJ 
78 
cn 
:0 
0 
m 0 
m 7:1 
a) 0 0 
5.1 <Is 
el 
E" 
780-850 780-850 780-850 780-850 780-850 780-850 
Minor 
sheet 
Minor 
wind 
Minor 
sheet 
Minor 
gully 
Minor 
sheet 
Minor 
sheet 
Minor 
gully 
Moderate 
sheet 
Common 
Very 
few Common 
Very 
abundant 
a, 
Very 
few Common 
Very 
few 
Very 
few 
Very 
slow 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Rapid Rapid 
P-, 
Imperfect Imperfect 
Very 
gentle 
Very 
gentle 
Gentl 
to 
moderatly 
inclined 
Level 
to gentle 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
Gentl 
to 
moderatly 
inclined 
Crest 
and 
uper 
slopes 
Crest 
and 
uper 
slopes 
Undulatig 
slopes 
and 
head-waters 
Undulatig 
slopes 
Incised 
drainage 
floor 
Non 
incised 
drainage 
floor 
Ridges 
and 
spurs 
780-820 780-820 780-820 780-820 780-820 
c'5) 
0 
cr) 
780-820 780-820 
NA 
Minor 
wind 
Minor 
to 
moderate 
gully 
0 
None 
0 0 
0 0 
None 
0 0 0 
a) 
I) 
Very 
few Common 
None 
0 Very 
few 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Very 
slow 
Very 
slow 
Very 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Rapid Rapid 
0 
-,-. 
a, 
Moderatly 
well 
Imperfect 
Gentle a., Gentle 
Very 
gentle 
_1 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle a., 
0 
a, 
alp 
,....' 
a) >• 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
Moderatly 
steep 
to 
steep 
Gentl 
to 
moderatly 
inclined 
Hillslopes CI) 
1"n 
= 
Hilsopes 
and 
spurs 
Footslopes Drainage 
floor 
Footslopes 
Colluvia 
fan 
Scarp 
hillslopes 
Scarp 
footslopes 
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0 
0 
10 
v. 
v. 
o co 
0 
,r, 
,-. 
,--4r. 
6 
co 
780-1150 0 10 
,. 
6 
co 
0 
1.0 
r. 
r. 
o co 
<0 
It) 
,. 
,__, 
6 
co 
780-1150 780-1150 0 10
,. 
'—t—, 
6 
co 
0 
10 
v. 
6 
co 
Minor 
gully 
Minor 
to 
moderate 
wind 
Minor 
to 
moderate 
gully 
Minor 
to 
moderate 
wind 
Minor 
to 
sevr 
sheet 
Moderate 
tunnel 
Minor, 
gully 
Minor 
to 
moderate 
sheet Minor 
rill 
Moderate 
sheet 
Moderate 
wind 
Minor 
to 
sevr 
sheet 
Moderate 
to 
severe 
gully 
Minor 
sheet 
Minor 
rill 
•<< 
Z 
Minor 
to 
moderate 
gully 
Z 
< 
Z 
C.1 
00 
0 
Z 
C., 
0 Very 
few 0) 
0 
o 
z Very 
few Common <11 
0 
0 
Z Very 
few <1) 
0 
0 
Z 
a) 
0 
0 
Z 
a) 
o 
Z Very 
few 
a) 
4-, Very 
few 
a) 
G.T. 
0 
0 
0 
U 
Very 
few 
a) 
Fr—. 
0., 
o 
Z 
a) 
0 
0 
Z 
CD 
g 0 z 
Common g 0 
E 
. U,..., 
a) 0.1 
g 
ms cu 
4., 
0 
0 
E 
. 
Very 
few a) 
. z 
Very 
slow 
. 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
. co 
Moderatly 
rapid 
o 
CO Very 
slow 
Rapid -al 
Moderately 
well 
Imperfect 
1.-. 
o 
o 
P-, 
Moderatly 
well 
Imperfect Moderatly 
well 
I_ 
0 
o 
P, 
1-. 
o 
0 
P-, 
Very 
gentle 
to 
gentle 
Very 
gentle 
to 
gentle 
Very 
gentle 
to 
gentle 
Gentl 
to moderately inclined 
Very 
gentle 
to 
gentle 
Very 
gentle 
to 
gentle 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle Moderately 
steep 
Very 
gentle 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
Footslopes Footslopes Footslopes Footslopes/ breakaways Footslopes/ 
incised 
drainage 
channel 
Crest 
and 
knolls 
Aluvial 
fan Footslopes 
Non 
incised 
drainage 
channel 
Aluvial 
fan 
,-1 
P.T... 
c,1 
10 
10..7h, 
..T..t 10 
10 
10 
SCN. 
10 10 
00 
10 
a, 
.T.., 
0 
r. 
4.t 
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cn o 
Ts ,2 4' 
...6 ,.... — .- 
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o 
o 
O 
.000 s, 
o 
op 
CD 
N. 
o 
o 
c5 
00 N. 
780-1100 o co 
o .0 N. 
o 
o 
01) 
00 N. 
780-1100 o co 
O 
00 t. 
o 
o 
N. 
Minor 
wind 
Minor 
wind 
< 
Z 
< 
Z Moderate 
stream 
bank Moderate 
sheet 
< 
Minor 
wind 
< 
Z 
< 
Z 
0 
o 
Z 
0 
0 
Z 
(0) 
o 
Z 
0 
o 
G 
0 
Z 
0 
o 
Z 
0 
0 
Z 
0 
o 
Z 
0 
0 
Z 
'0) 
0 
z 
a., 0 
o 
Z 
co 
0 
0 
Z 
a, 
0 
0 
Z 
c) 
0 
o 
Z 
a) 
0 
0 
z 
a.) 
0 
o 
Z 
a.) 
g 
0 
Z 
cu 
g 
0 
Z 
U 
g 
o 
Z 
co 
g 
0 
Z 
a., 
g 
0 
Z Very 
few a.., 
g 
0 
Z 
cu 
g 
0 
Z 
c'' 
o 
Z 
U 
g 
0 
z 
a, 
o 
Z 
Very 
slow 
Very 
slow 
0 
'CIS 
-9. 
cn 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Very 
slow 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Very 
slow 
Moderatly 
well 
Imperfect 
o P--. 
Imperfect 
o 0. Very 
poor 
Rapid 
Very 
poor 
5 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
Very 
gentle 
.g 
P. 
.5 
ct 
P. 
..5 
.1_1 
P., 
iAluvial fan 
Incised 
stream 
channel 
Seasonal 
swamp 
Minor 
sandy 
rises 
Plain 
broad 
depressions ]Minr 
sandy 
rises 
,., C.) ,-, CD •-6-, C.D v--, C.) ,--1 CD CD 
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Table 
13 
continued 
a) 
G 
ii 
'‘g 
as 
790-1000 0 
CD 
ri 
0 
CT. 
N. 
790-1000 790-1000 0 CD 
CD 
ri 
CD 
CT. 
N, 
CD 
CD 
0 
,-, 
CD 
0, 
N. 
790-1000 0  
0 
r, 
0 
CT. 
N. 
CD 
CD 
0 
CD 
0, 
N., 
Minor 
to 
moderate 
stream 
bank 
Minor 
wind 
Minor 
sheet 
<< 
z z 
•< 
z 
'Ct 
G 
. R 
p, i0 
Minor 
to 
moderate 
< z 
a) 
00 
0 
Z 
a.) 
0 
Z 
a) 
0 
0 
Z 
a) 
0 
0 
Z 
a.) 
0 
o 
Z 
cu 
0 
0 
Z 
a) 
0 
0 
Z 
o 
0 
o 
z 
a) 
0 
0 
z 
a) 
00 
0 
Z 
a.) 
0 
z 
a) 
0 
o 
z 
a) 
0 
0 
Z 
a.) 
0 
0 
z 
a) 
0 
o 
a) 
0 
0 
Z 
a) 
0 
0 
z 
V 
0 
o 
z 
a) 
0 
0 z 
2 
0 z 
a) 
0 0 z 
a) 
0 0 z 
a) 
0 0 z 
a) 
0 0 z 
a) 
0 0 z 
Ci) 
0 0 z 
a) 
0 0 z 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
Moderatly 
rapid 
„2 0 
0 
0 
— u a) 
,...-, 
D, 
CU 
A 
Imperfect 
0 
0 
0-, Very 
poor 
0 
0 
P-, 
, 
Moderatly 
well 
5 
,..,.01 
5 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
7").) 
> Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
Level 
to 
very 
gentle 
River 
margins 
Lower 
terrace 
Lower 
terrace a.) u 
2, 
t 
4... 
t 
3 
Swamp 
Incised 
drainage 
channel 
Uper 
terrace 
Uper 
terrace 
Uper 
terrace 
an 
N 
Cl) 
m 
cn 
cr, 
Cl) 
00 
cn 
CO 
Cn 
N. 
Cn 
CO 
Cl) 
00 
00 
CD 
00 
00 
CD 
00 
a.) 
0 
01 
0 
0) 
0 
a) 
0 
0) 
0 
a) 
0 
0! 
Moderatly 
rapid 
a.) 
0 
cu 
.11) 
g)0, 
C1) 
a) 
aS aS 
.5 
-o 
CT) 
SZL, 
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C.) 
"8 
3 
t") 
>11 
-a)Z r-, :7 Z4 3 3 
3 
3 
3 z 3 
Moderatly 
high 
x 
Moderate 
,4 .5LP z 
.4 ..19 z 
Moderate 
3 
< z < Z < Z 3 3 
< .4 t.0 z Z Z 
co 
Very 
low Moderate 
Very 
low g 3 
2 ,-3 
3 
Moderate 
3 3 3 
3 3 3 3 
a) tyi 
3 3 ti 3 3 ,3 -8 3 
,—, c., 0-, ,,, to >. 110 ›.4 tx0 >, b.0 >-, CC >-. 
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rg 
Z 
r0 
Z 
r0 
Z 
t7-1 
Z 
70 
Z 
7-4' 
Z 
3 
tg 
z 3 
Moderate 
rg 
x 
Moderatly 
high 
Moderate 
_ 
ID ID 3 
0 V] 
2 
< Z ea Z < Z < Z <4 Z <4 Z 
<4 
z 
<4 
z 
<4 
z 
<4 
Z 
<4<4 
z z 
a, -, 4,tt 
a, -0 Very 
low Moderate Moderate 
Very 
low 
3 
3 
3 
0 
'8 3 3 3 3 
3 2 3 
Moderate 
3 
Moderate 
1 ua ‘2 
67 
t-o 
3 
3 
ra") 
3 
tg) 
4.1 
ttz 
LAND RESOURCES SERIES No, 3 
QJ 
0 
-0 C 
0 6.0 
bk) 
3 
3 
0 
00 
3 
3 3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
•de 
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ies 
continued 
Table 
14 
Land 
Qual 
0 
a) 
0 
0 
6.0 
0 
a) 
0 
Moderatly 
high 
a) 
6.0 
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Table 
14 
Land 
Qualities 
continued 
z z z z 3 2 z 
— — 
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S t r e a m  supply  r a t i ng  (S) 
Figure 10. Graphic index and numbering system f o r  Table 15. 
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Table 15 shows the capability Considerations and 
class a n d  subclass for each m a p  recommendations Land use considerations uni t  for various l and  uses and 
and recommendations their component  l and  use  activi- Darling Plateau 
ties. The capability class indicates Lateritic uplands 
the severity of land use  limita- • Shallow soils a n d  rock out- tions. It  is genera l ly  recom-  crop i n  un i t  C present very mended  that  development  b e  di- severe problems for rural- rected into areas of higher  capa- residential development and 
bility (Classes I-III) i n  preference most  forms of agricultural 
to  those  of l o w e r  capabi l i ty  development. 
(Classes IV-V). In areas of low 
capability the severity of limita- • Lack of readi ly  available 
water  supply  restricts hobby tions will require higher  develop- farming involving irrigation men t  costs a n d  land management 
levels to prevent  o r  contain a n y  
in  units C, D1, D2, Y1 . Rural- 
subsequen t  l a n d  degrada t ion .  residential development in 
The capability classes relate spe- 
these areas m u s t  rely o n  roof- 
cifically to the  defined form of  top  catchments for water 
land use; particularly i n  relation 
supply. 
to effluent disposal, where  lot • S w a m p y  margins  (G) are 
sizes are specified in  the  land use  prohibitive to mos t  forms of 
definition. For smaller lot sizes, o r  deve lopmen t ,  a p a r t  from 
more  intensive forms of land use, some light summer  grazing. 
the capability ratings will differ. • Lateritic duricrust  (D1) may For example, land rated Class III require blasting to excavate. 
or IV for effluent disposal might 
• Land units D I ,  D2, D3, Yl ,  Y2 become Class V if u r b a n  rather 
t h a n  rural-residential  hous ing  m a y  provide suitable sites 
densities were  proposed. 
for gravel extraction. 
The specification of a capability 
subclass, which indicates the na- Minor valleys within upland surface 
ture  of land use  limitations, is of • Some Yarragil valley units equal importance to the  capabil- have poor  ratings for horti- ity class. Clear identification of cultural l and  use  because of these limitations provides  t he  dra inage  problems.  These 
framework for relevant manage-  problems can b e  overcome 
ment  strategies or  planning con- wi th  management  practices 
trols in response to specific l and  such as the installation of tile 
use  proposals. drains, which render  the  soils 
Although this report  does no t  highly suitable for such hor- 
at tempt to address a n y  specific ticultural activities. In  addi- 
land use  proposals, a list of gen- tion, a n  adequate water  sup- 
eral planning considerations a n d  p ly  can be  harvested from 
recommendations is provided. I n  these valleys to  sustain such 
addition, a checklist of aspects of activities. 
conservation land u s e  that  need  • L a r g e r  l o t  development 
to b e  considered for all small lot within these valleys should 
rural  developments is provided confine housing to the si- 
in Appendix 7. des lopes  a n d  head-water 
areas, a n d  use  the valley 
floors for agricultural pur- 
poses. 
• Sideslope units Ygl ,  P n l  may 
p rov ide  suitable sites for 
gravel extraction. 
• Va l l ey  h e a d - w a t e r  areas 
(Yg2, Pn2) m a y  provide suit- 
able sites for sand  mining. 
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Incised valleys and the Darling Scarp 
• These areas generally have 
limited agricultural poten- 
tial, except for units l o w  in 
the landscape (DS2, H2, My3, 
Ma2, Ck2) which can be  used 
for grazing or  horticulture 
wi th  sufficient water  sup- 
plies. 
• Over-c lear ing o n  steeper 
slopes (DS1, H1, M y l ,  Mal, 
Bgl, Bg2) is likely to cause 
water  erosion problems, par- 
ticularly o n  adjoining lower 
slopes (DS2, H2, My3, Ma2) 
because of the  concentration 
of  accelerated rain-water 
run-off, a n d  the  ready slak- 
ing nature of some subsoils. 
• Fire cont ro l  i n  timbered 
country is a major considera- 
tion for any rural-residential 
development in  the valleys 
or  o n  the scarp. Clearing and 
cultivation for firebreaks pre- 
disposes steeper slopes, and 
areas subject to their run-off, 
to soil erosion. As  the num- 
ber  of firebreaks increases 
wi th  further subdivision, so 
does the likelihood of ero- 
sion. 
• Rock outcrop a n d  steepness 
of slope in  units H1, Myl, 
M a l ,  Bgl, Bg2 will inhibit 
residential l and  use  because 
of difficulties of access, exca- 
vation a n d  on-site effluent 
disposal. 
• Subsoil clays, especially in 
the  vicinity of dolerite dykes, 
a r e  s u b j e c t  t o  seasonal 
s h r i n k a g e  a n d  swelling. 
W h e n  applying for building 
approval  i n  such hazardous 
areas, the applicant should 
seek the advice of a reputable 
geotechnical consultant re- 
garding site stability. 
• I n  areas already zoned for 
housing wi th  expansive clay 
subsoils, Airey, Ryan and 
Hill (1972) suggest the  risk of 
structural cracking m a y  be 
reduced b y  maintaining a 
constant moisture content in 
the  soil throughout  the year. 
This might  be  achieved by 
w a t e r i n g  g a r d e n s  during 
summer  a n d  b y  drainage Upland spurs 
dur ing winter. Alternatively, • The lack of adequate water additional excavation might  supplies prohibits agricul- 
b e  done to allow for either a tural practices within units 
deeper  sand p a d  unde r  the M m l  a n d  Mm2. However, 
house, or  to provide deeper because the  units are  rela- strip footings. Where dykes  tively small a n d  have  a high a n d  associated active soils scenic attraction, they are 
are localized, it m a y  b e  possi- likely to b e  u sed  for residen- 
ble to provide foundation tial purposes. Adjacent up- bridges over the problem land areas will possibly be 
areas a n d  reinforced brick- used  for agricultural pur- w o r k  for effective crack con- suits. 
trol. 
It is emphasized that  reme- Dandaragan Plateau dial treatments for problems 
caused b y  active soils are Lateritic uplands 
often site-specific a n d  re- • Later i t ic  d u r i c r u s t  (Mbl) 
quire individual site inspec- m a y  require blasting to exca- 
t ion b y  geotechnical experts. vate. 
• Because the concentration of • Land units M b l ,  Mb4 may 
water  a t  a site is the most  p rov ide  suitable sites for 
common triggering event for gravel extraction. 
landslips, effluent disposal 
• Land units Mb2, Mb3, Mb5 soak pits should not  b e  in- 
m a y  provide suitable sites stalled o n  sloping ground if for sand  mining. there is any likelihood of 
slope failure. • Lack of adequate water  sup- 
plies restricts hobby  farming In  addition, i n  clayey sub- involving irrigation i n  units soils, the application of lime M b l ,  Mb2, Mb3, Mb4. Rural- a n d  / or  gypsum to the bot- residential development in torn of effluent disposal leach these areas m u s t  rely o n  roof- drains, at  a rate of about top  catchment for water  sup- 1 kg/m2, would  help to  im- 
p r o v e  soil s t ruc ture  a n d  
ply. 
maintain higher infiltration • Secondary salinity problems 
rates. in  un i t  Mb6 m a y  inhibit agri- 
cultural development. 
• Areas of land wi th  moderate 
slopes (DS2, H2, My2, My3, 
Ma2) have a fair capability Scarp below plateau surface 
for rura l  retreat develop- 
• Land units  Rel ,  Re2, Re4, ment,  where  clearing of veg- Re5, Re6, Re7 m a y  provide etation should be  limited to suitable sites for sand  min- that  required for buildings ing. a n d  firebreaks. 
• Exposed count ry  rock  i n  • 
Land uni t  Re3 m a y  provide 
these units m a y  provide suit- 
suitable sites for gravel ex- 
able sources for crushed rock 
traction. 
aggregate. • Lateritic duricrust  (Re3) may 
• Secondary salinity problems 
require blasting to  excavate. 
within un i t  My4 m a y  inhibit • Slope instability problems 
agricul tural  development ,  a n d  susceptability to  erosion 
The likelihood of such prob- m a y  restrict any  form of de- 
lems following land clearing, velopment i n  un i t  Re8. 
either within o r  upstream of 
water  catchment areas, may 
necessitate severe manage- 
m e n t  constraints, or  prohibit 
any form of development. 
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Swan Coastal Plain 
Ridge Hill Shelf Pinjarra Plain 
• Unit  F l  is capable of being • Highly productive, moder- 
u sed  for house  a n d  road  ately well to well drained 
construct ion p lu s  effluent soils are  adjacent to major 
disposal activities. However,  r iver  systems (Sw7, Sw8, 
these areas m a y  also b e  de- Sw9). These older terraces 
sired for mineral  sand  min- are free f rom regular flood- 
ing. ing a n d  are a valuable agri- 
cultural resource. • Suitable locations for siting 
farm d a m s  to  catch surface • Although soils o n  the  lower 
run -o f f  a r e  c o m m o n ,  al- r iver terraces (Swl ,  Sw2, 
t h o u g h  a r e a s  w i t h  d e e p  Sw3, Sw4) have  a similar 
sands (F1) o r  shallow rock production potential to  the 
(F6, F9) should  b e  avoided, uppe r  terraces, their use  for 
activities such as perennial • Units F l  a n d  F2 m a y  be horticulture is restricted by subject to w i n d  erosion if 
vegetative cover is removed 
seasonal flooding. However, 
o r  overstocking takes place. 
they m a y  be  u sed  for sum- 
mer  pasture o r  annual  horti- 
• Areas of rock outcrop within culture. 
un i t  F6 will restrict cultiva- 
• S e a s o n a l l y  inundated tion a n d  provide a minor 
hazard  to excavation for road  swamps 
(Gf 6, Ya3, Ya4) and 
drainage depressions (Gf5) 
o r  house construction. m a y  b e  useful for summer 
• Land  units F2, F3, F6 m a y  pasture. 
p rov ide  suitable sites for 
gravel extraction. • The leaching f rom agricul- tural applications of phos- 
phorus  a n d  nitrogen from 
some of the sandier units 
(Gf7, Gf9, Yal ,  Ya2) into adja- 
cent water  bodies, m a y  ne- 
cessitate management  con- 
straints for agricultural uses. 
• Waterlogging a n d  inunda- 
t ion problems, caused by 
poor  drainage across much 
of the  alluvial plain, require 
the  provision of drainage in- 
frastructure, a n d / o r  the  posi- 
tioning of houses o n  sand 
pads. 
• The shrink-swell properties 
of subsoil clays across the 
al luvial  p l a in  m a y  cause 
foundat ion  stability prob- 
lems. 
• Land units Gfl ,  Gf7, Gf9, Yal 
m a y  b e  subject to wind  ero- 
sion if vegetative cover is 
removed o r  overstocking oc- 
curs. 
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Darling Plateau 
Gently undulating lateritic uplands of the Dzvellingup surface. 
Shallowly incised Yarrigil valleys are suitable for orchards and generally have the potential for 
adequate water supplies. 
Mambup upland ridges and spurs have a high scenic attraction and are in demand for residential 
development. 
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Darling Scarp 
Deeper soils on valley sides have potential for severe gully erosion 
following clearing. 
Helena Valley Myara Valley 
Deeply incised valleys and scarp with steep 
slopes and rock outcrop are not conducive to 
residential development because of difficulties 
with access, excavation, effluent disposal and the 
potential for erosion. 
Valley head-waters subject to seepage may be prone to slope failure 
following clearing. 
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Swan Coastal Plain 
The Swan Coastal Plain extends west from 
the Darling Scarp, initially as a series of 
lateritized low relief spurs forming the 
foothills (Forrest field) and then as a broad 
level alluvial plain (Guildford). 
Viticulture in the Swan Valley on the 
Forrest field soils. 
Some Forrestfield soils may be subject to 
wind erosion i f  overstocked. 
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Dandaragan Plateau 
Low relief Reagan Scarp. 
Limited areas of  Reagan Scarp with steep 
slopes and silty erosive soils 
Gently undulating Mogumber sandy lateritic uplands. 
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Appendix 1 
Legend to land resource maps 
Darling Plateau 
Cooke: Granite domes rising above general plateau level. 
C Crests and upper  slopes dominated by granite outcrop and very 
shallow yellow duplex soils, and yellow and brown massive earths. 
Dwellingup: Gently undulating lateritic uplands on the western edge of 
the plateau. 
D1 Crests and very gently inclined terrain dominated by lateritic 
duricrust and very shallow gravelly brownish sands, pale brown 
sands and earthy sands. 
D2 Gently undulating terrain with well drained, shallow to moderately 
deep gravelly brownish sands, pale brown sands and earthy sands 
overlying lateritic duricrust. 
D3 Moderately inclined slopes with well drained shallow to moderately 
deep gravelly brownish sands, pale brown sands and earthy sands 
overlying lateritic duricrust. 
Yalanbee: Undulating lateritic uplands in the central and eastern portions 
of the plateau. Soils are characterized by a high fine gravel content. 
Y1 Gently undulating terrain with well drained moderately deep to 
deep fine gravelly brownish sands, pale brown sands and earthy 
sands. 
Y2 Gently undulating terrain with moderately well drained yellow 
duplex soils, and yellow and brown massive earths. 
Goonaping: Swampy upland depressions. 
G Level, imperfectly drained swampy margins with deep grey, 
yellowish brown or brown siliceous or bleached sands. 
Yarragil: Gently to moderately concave valleys in the western portion of 
the plateau. 
Yg1 Gently to moderately inclined sideslopes with moderately well 
drained yellow duplex soils, and yellow and brown massive earths. 
Yg2 Very gentle to gently inclined valley head-waters with deep rapidly 
drained grey, yellowish brown or brown siliceous or bleached 
sands. 
Yg3 Very gentle to gently inclined valley head-waters with moderately 
well drained shallow to moderately deep sands underlain by 
mottled clay. 
Yg4 Valley floors with poorly drained mottled yellow duplex soils. 
Yg5 Level to very gently inclined broad valley floors with very poorly 
drained uniform grey or brown clays or clay barns. 
Pindalup: Very gentle to gently sloping concave valleys in the central and 
eastern portions of the plateau. These are characteristically broader and 
sandier and less incised than Yarragil valleys. 
Pn1 Gently inclined sideslopes with well drained gravelly brownish 
sands, pale brown sands and earthy sands. 
Pn2 Gently inclined valley head-waters with deep rapidly drained grey, 
yellowish brown or brown siliceous or bleached sands. 
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Pn3 Gently inclined valley head-waters with moderately well drained 
shallow to moderately deep sands underlain b y  mottled clay. 
Pn4 Valley floors with imperfectly drained yellow duplex soils and 
yellow and brown massive earths. 
Pn5 Broad, level to very gently inclined valley floors with very poorly 
drained uniform grey or brown clays or clay loams. 
Pn6 Level to very gently inclined valley floors with poorly drained saline 
duplex or gradational soils. 
Mambup: Rocky upland ridges and spurs occurring below the lateritic 
profile at the edges of the plateau surface. Shallow to moderately deep 
duplex and gradational soils prevail. They are derived from weathering of 
Archaean granite and gneissic country rock. 
M m l  Gently undulating ridge crests and benches. 
Mm2Moderately inclined flanks of ridges and spurs. 
Darling Scarp: Moderate to steeply inclined, high relief slopes at  the 
western edge of the Darling Plateau. Variable moderately well to well 
drained duplex and gradational soils formed from weathering of granites 
and gneisses, and intruded doleritic parent materials. The soils are formed 
in situ or from colluvium and are generally moderately deep to deep. 
Rock outcrop is common. 
DS1 Moderately steep to steep upper slopes. 
DS2 Moderately inclined lower slopes. 
Balgobin: Very short (< 1.5 km), steeply incised rocky valleys dissecting 
the Darling Scarp and sideslopes of major river valleys on the western 
side of the plateau. Valley sideslopes are moderately steep to steep and 
soils are similar to Darling Scarp units. 
Bgl Valleys within Darling Scarp. 
Bg2 Valleys within sideslopes of major river valley systems. 
Myara: Short (1.5 to 3 km), moderately incised rocky valleys within 
western portion of plateau. Soils are similar to Darling Scarp units. 
Mal  Moderately steep to steep valley sideslopes and narrow incised 
valley floors. 
Ma2 Gentle to moderately inclined lower sideslopes. 
Coolakin: Short (1.5 to 3 km), gently incised valleys near the confluence of 
the Darling and Dandaragan Plafeaux. 
Ckl Moderately steep to steep sideslopes with few to commonly 
occurring areas of rock outcrop. Soils are mainly well drained 
yellow duplex types. Adjacent to rock outcrop, shallow gravelly 
earthy and siliceous sands occur. 
Ck2 Gentle to moderately inclined si:1 eslopes, with similar soils to Ckl. 
Ck3 Gentle sideslopes with well dramed moderately deep gravelly 
earthy and siliceous sands. 
Ck4 Narrow drainage floors N c h  imperfectly drained yellow or mottled 
yellow duplex soils. 
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Helena: Very deeply incised river valleys dissecting the plateau with up 
to 200 m relief. Soils are similar to Darling Scarp units. 
H1 Moderately steep to steep sideslopes and very narrow drainage 
floors with areas of many rock outcrop. 
H2 Moderately inclined sideslopes and lower slopes with few areas of 
rock outcrop. 
H3 Very gentle to gently inclined valley floors with common rock 
outcrop. 
Murray: Deeply incised river valleys with u p  to 120 m relief occurring 
upstream from the Helena Valley system. Soils are similar to Darling 
Scarp units. 
Myl  Moderately steep to steep sideslopes and very narrow valley floors, 
with few to commonly occurring areas of rock outcrop. 
My2 Moderately inclined to moderately steep sideslopes and narrow 
valley floors with few areas of rock outcrop. 
My3 Gently to moderately inclined sideslopes and lower slopes with very 
few areas of rock outcrop. 
My4 Very gently inclined valley floors, with very few areas of rock 
outcrop and poorly drained and commonly saline soils. 
Dandaragan Plateau 
Mogumber: Gently undulating sandy lateritic uplands. 
Mbl  Undulating broad crests and very gentle upper slopes with common 
lateritic duricrust outcrop and shallow gravelly sands. 
Mb2 Undulating broad crests and very gentle upper  slopes with deep 
loose brownish or pale brownish sands. 
Mb3 Gently inclined slopes and minor drainage head-waters with deep 
grey siliceous and bleached sands. 
Mb4 Gently to moderately inclined slopes with shallow gravelly sands 
and few areas of lateritic outcrop. 
Mb5 Level to gently inclined, incised drainage floors with imperfectly 
drained brownish or pale brown earthy sands that may be saline. 
Mb6 Level to very gently inclined non-incised drainage floors with 
imperfectly drained pale sands with yellow-brown subsoil over iron 
organic hardpan. 
Mb7 Gentle to moderately inclined ridges and spurs at the edge of the 
plateau surface, with imperfectly drained gravelly yellow duplex 
soils. 
Reagan: Gentle to moderately inclined, low relief slopes forming the 
western edge of the Dandaragan Plateau. Sandy soils formed from 
weathering of sedimentary rocks, and remnant lateritic spurs dominate 
the area. 
Rel Gentle slopes with deep, rapidly drained loose brownish or pale 
sands with a sandy fabric. 
Re2 Gentle slopes with deep, well drained brownish or earthy sands 
situated below Rel. 
Re3 Gentle slopes and spurs with shallow gravelly sands and few areas 
of lateritic outcrop. 
Re4 Very gently inclined footslopes with deep rapidly drained grey 
siliceous or bleached sands. 
Re5 Level to very gently inclined swampy drainage lines with poorly 
drained grey siliceous and pale yellow-brown sands. 
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Re6 Very gently inclined footslope seepage areas with imperfectly 
drained grey siliceous sands or pale yellow-brown sands. 
Re7 Level to very gently inclined outwash fans with deep, well drained 
grey siliceous sands or bleached sands overlying clay at  depths 
greater than 1 m. 
Re8 Moderately steep to steep scarp hillslopes with imperfectly drained 
yellow duplex and less commonly yellow gradational soils associ- 
ated with localized areas of siltstone. Minor (few) rock outcrops 
OMIT. 
Re9 Gentle to moderately inclined footslopes associated with siltstone 
areas, with soils similar to Re8. 
Swan Coastal Plain 
Forrestfield: A series of lateritized low relief spurs forming the foothills of 
the Darling Scarp. They are composed of fossil shoreline bench sediments, 
Holocene colluvium and narrow bands of alluvial deposits. 
F l  Very gently to gently inclined footslopes with deep rapidly drained 
siliceous yellow-brown sands, and pale or bleached sands with 
yellow-brown subsoil. 
F2 Very gently to gently inclined footslopes with well drained gravelly 
yellow or brown duplex soils with sandy topsoil. 
F3 Very gently to gently inclined footslopes with well drained gravelly 
yellow or red duplex soils with sandy loam to loam topsoil. 
F4 Gently to moderately inclined breakaway slopes separating For- 
restfield from the Swan alluvial terraces. Soils are imperfectly 
drained yellow or grey gradational earths. 
F5 Very gently to gently inclined incised drainage channels with poorly 
drained gravelly yellow or brown duplex soils. 
F6 Very gently to gently inclined crests and knolls with common 
lateritic outcrop. Soils are shallow moderately well drained gravelly 
brownish or earthy sands. 
F7 Level to very gently inclined alluvial fans with variable imperfectly 
drained soils comprising layers of sand, sandy loam, clay, grit and 
weathered granitic detritus. 
F8 Moderately inclined footslope areas with moderately well drained 
gravelly duplex soils similar to those of unit F3. 
F9 Very gently inclined seepage areas and non-incised drainage 
channels with poorly drained bleached grey sands over an  iron 
organic hardpan. 
F10 Level to very gently inclined alluvial fans with variable poorly 
drained soils. 
Guildford: Broad level to very gently inclined plain located west of the 
foothills. The dominant soils are imperfectly to poorly drained, and are 
formed from unconsolidated riverine material of Pleistocene age. 
Gf1 Plain with moderately well drained yellow duplex or gradational 
soils with sand to sandy loam topsoil. 
Gf2 Plain with imperfectly drained yellow duplex soils with sand to 
sandy loam topsoil. 
Gf3 Plain with poorly drained mottled yellow earths with loamy topsoil. 
Gf4 Alluvial fans with variable imperfectly drained soils similar to unit 
F7. 
Gf5 Incised drainage channels with poorly drained gradational mottled 
yellow earths. 
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Gf6 Seasonally inundated swamps with very poorly drained uniform 
non-cracking clays. 
Gf7 Minor rises with deep rapidly drained brownish, siliceous or 
bleached aeolian sands. 
Gf8 Plain and broad depressions with poorly drained uniform non- 
cracking clays. 
Gf9 Minor sandy rises (aeolian deposits) with moderately deep well 
drained sands overlying gravelly mottled clay. 
Swan: Level to very gently inclined alluvial terraces associated with 
major present drainage systems. Soils are formed from Pleistocene and 
Holocene alluvium. 
Swl River margins and low flats with poorly drained variable alluvial 
soils, subject to frequent flooding. 
Sw2 Low level, occasionally flooded, alluvial terraces with imperfectly 
drained variable alluvial soils with loamy surfaces. 
Sw3 Low level, occasionally flooded, alluvial terraces with imperfectly 
drained variable alluvial soils with sand to sandy loam surfaces. 
Sw4 Low level, occasionally flooded alluvial terraces with poorly 
drained variable alluvial soils with dark greyish brown clay loam to 
clay surfaces. 
Sw5 Swamps within river terraces. 
Sw6 Incised drainage channels within river terraces. 
Sw7 Mid to higher level terrace with moderately well drained red or 
brown duplex soils. 
Sw8 Higher level terrace with well drained red earthy sands or brownish 
sands. 
Sw9 Higher level terrace with well drained sandy gradational red earths. 
Yanga: Poorly drained sandy plain and intervening swamps. 
Yal Plain with moderately deep poorly drained pale yellow brown 
sands underlain by mottled clay. 
Ya2 Plain and swamp margins with deep poorly drained grey siliceous 
sand overlying clay. 
Ya3 Seasonally inundated swamps with shallow very poorly drained 
grey siliceous sand over clay. 
Ya4 Seasonally inundated swamps with very poorly drained alkaline 
uniform grey clays overlain in places b y  a thin sand veneer. 
Qualification of descriptive terms 
Slope Soil depth Rock outcrop 
Level <1% Shallow <50 cm Very few <2% 
Very gentle inclined 1- 3% Moderately deep 50-100 cm Few 2-10% 
Cently inclined 3- 10% Deep > 100 cm Common 10-20% 
Moderately inclined 10- 20% Many 20-50% 
Moderately steep 20- 32% Abundant 50-90% 
Steep 32- 56% Very abun- 
dant 
> 90% 
Very steep 56-100% 
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Soil type descriptions 
A p p e n d i x  2 
Soil type 1. Gravelly brownish, pale brown and earthy sands 
Principal profile forms: KsUc5.2, Uc5.2, KsUc5.1, Uc5.1, KsUc4.21, 
Uc4.21 
Land units: D1, D2, D3, Yl, Pn1, (Yg1)* 
Gravelly, uniform coarse textured sands are the dominant soil type on 
the gently undulating plateau surface and sideslopes of minor upland 
valleys. These soils vary in profile depth from shallow within the D1 land 
unit, to deep in Y1 and overlie vesicular laterite duricrust a n d / o r  mottled 
pallid zone clays. 
The surface soils are usually black to brown sand to sandy loam 
ranging in depth from 2-25 cm. Subsoils are generally dark yellowish 
brown to yellow sand to clayey sand. Common to abundant amounts of 
subrounded laterite gravels occur throughout the profile. The sands are 
apedal and have a sandy or earthy fabric. They are well drained and have 
an acid reaction trend. 
Soil type 2. Deep grey, yellowish brown or brown siliceous or bleached 
sands: 
Principal profile forms: Uc1.2, Uc5.11, Uc2.21 
Land units: G, Yg2, Pn2 
Deep siliceous uniform sands and minor earthy sands occur on 
sideslopes and in the head-waters of minor upland valleys. These soils 
also occur in the lower lying swamp areas within the lateritic plateau. 
They are characterized by very dark brown to dark greyish brown, coarse 
sand to clayey sand topsoils and dark grey to very pale brown sandy 
subsoil. Soils with bleached shallow subsurface A2 horizons occur within 
a small portion of these areas. 
Unstructured single grained sandy and earthy fabric soils prevail. They 
have very rapid profile permeability and are well drained, apart from the 
low lying Goonaping land units that have imperfect site drainage. Few, 
subrounded lateritic or ferruginous gravels occasionally occur within the 
subsoil horizons. These soils have an  acid reaction trend. 
Soil type 3. Shallow to moderately deep sands, similar to soil type 2, 
underlain by mottled clay (effective duplex soils): 
Principal profile forms: Uc1.2, Uc5.11, Uc2.21, Uc4.21, Uc5.22 over 
clay 
Land units: Yg3, Pn3 
Areas of moderately well drained, shallow to moderately deep uniform 
sands underlain by mottled clay occur in the head-waters of minor upland 
valleys. These soils have very dark brown to very dark grey coarse sand 
to loamy sand topsoils which may overlie pale, unbleached A2 horizons. 
Subsoils also have sandy to clayey sand texture, and range from light grey 
to yellowish brown or brown. Very few subrounded ferruginous gravels 
occur within the subsoil horizons. The soils are massive with an  earthy 
fabric and an acid reaction trend. 
The uniform sandy soils overlie an  unrelated mottled clay at varying 
depths between 45-90 cm. The white and very pale brown pallid or 
mottled zone clays (saprolite) display common to many distinct red and 
orange mottles. This mottling indicates impeded drainage beneath the 
sands. 
* ( ) denotes — soil type only a minor variant for the land unit 
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Soil type 4. Very poorly drained uniform grey or brown clays or clay 
barns: 
Principal profile forms: Uf6.21, Ug6.5, Um1.42, Db2.51, Dy5.41 
Land units: Yg5, Pn5 
Hard-setting, very poorly drained clay or clay loam soils occur in the 
floors of minor upland valleys. They have topsoils that range in colour 
from brown to very dark grey, with clay loam to sandy clay surfaces 
sometimes overlain b y  a thin sandy veneer. Light to medium clay subsoils 
range from very dark greyish brown to brownish yellow (and other 
variants such as light olive-brown). They extend from anywhere between 
5-20 cm below the surface to depths greater than 1 m. They are generally 
unstructured, however, some d o  have strong subangular and angular 
blocky ped development. Most have few to many distinct mottles of 
various colours and some subsoils also contain minor quantities of 
ferruginous and lateritic gravels. The soil profiles have an  acid reaction 
trend. 
Soil type 5. Moderately well drained yellow duplex soils, and yellow and 
brown massive earths: 
Principal profile forms: Dy4.51, Dy4.61, Dy2.62, Gn2.2, Gn2.4 
Land units: Y2, C, Yg1, Pn4 (Yg4, Pn1) 
Moderately well drained yellow duplex and gradational soils occur 
within the plateau landscape, o n  the sideslopes and floors of minor 
upland valleys. Soil depths are variable, ranging from shallow in the 
upper parts of the landscape to moderately deep to deep within the 
valleys. These soils overlie either laterite duricrust or mottled kaolinitic 
clays. 
Soil textures within the gradational profiles change from sands to 
sandy barns  at the surface, to sandy clay loams and then light clays in the 
subsoil. Similar textural changes occur within some of the duplex soils, 
although there is a tendency for heavier textures to occur higher within 
the subsoil. 
Topsoil colours range from very dark brown to brownish yellow and 
may extend to 40 cm in depth. Subsoils are mainly yellow to yellowish 
brown. Few to common abundances of subrounded ferruginous and 
lateritic gravels occur throughout the profile. The incidence of these 
gravels may become very abundant in soils overlying duricrust. 
The soils are generally apedal with an  earthy fabric, although the 
occasional subsoil will display weak subangular blocky or polyhedral ped 
development. These soils have either an  acid or neutral reaction trend. 
Soil type 6. Poorly drained mottled yellow duplex soils: 
Principal profile forms: Dy5.5, Dy3.1, Dy3.2, Dy3.5 
Land units: Yg4 (Pn4) 
Poorly drained, mottled yellow duplex soils occur within the floors of 
minor upland valleys. These soils are moderately deep and grade into 
mottled kaolinitic clays. Shallow very dark brown to dark brown sandy 
loam topsoils overlie pale A2 horizons. These, in turn, overlie yellow to 
brownish yellow sandy clay loam to sandy clay or medium clay, subsoils. 
Subsoils are apedal with an  earthy fabric, and exhibit few to common, red 
and orange mottles. The soils are generally gravel free and have an acid 
reaction trend. 
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Soil type 7. Poorly drained, structured, saline duplex and gradational 
soils: 
Principal profile forms: Dr2.12, Gn4.52 
Land units: Pn6 
Saline, poorly drained gradational and duplex soils occur in  the floors 
of minor upland valleys. They have sandy loam to sandy clay loam 
surface textures that extend to depths of 6-12 cm. These very dark grey to 
dark brown topsoils are underlain b y  light brownish grey to yellowish 
brown and yellowish red clay barns  to heavy clays. These soils display 
moderate crumb structure on the surface, and moderate polyhedral ped 
development within the subsoils. The subsoils may contain minor 
quantities of ferruginous and lateritic gravels. These saline soils have a 
firm to hard-setting surface condition and a neutral reaction trend. 
Soil type 8. Moderately deep gravelly earthy and siliceous sands: 
Principal profile forms: KsUc5.2 
Land units: Ckl, Ck2, Ck3. 
Gravelly, uniform coarse sandy textured soils occur extensively within 
the Coolakin valley units. The soils are moderately deep and overlie 
massive ironstone or sesquioxide pans. These soils comprise very dark 
greyish brown to grey sand and loamy sand topsoils overlying strong to 
pale brown clayey coarse sands or coarse sandy barns. These sands are 
apedal and generally have an  earthy fabric. Common to many quartz, 
ferruginous and lateritic gravels occur throughout the soil profile. The 
soils are well drained and may have either an  acid or neutral reaction 
trend. 
Soil type 9. Yellow, red and brown gradational earths: 
Principal profile forms: Gn2.2, Gn2.4, Gn2.11, Gn4.1, Gn4.8, Gn4.51, 
Gn2.81, Gn4.31, Gn2.6. 
Land units: Mml ,  Mm2, DS2, Bgl, Bg2, H1, H3, My3, My4. 
(DS1, Mal,  Ma2, H2, Myl,  My4) 
Different coloured gradational soils display similar physical character- 
istics and have been grouped together. They occur in conjunction with soil 
types 10 and 11, and are strongly related to parent material, namely 
yellow earths associated with granite and red earths with dolerite. 
Textures within the profiles change gradually from loamy coarse sand 
to clay loam at  the surface, to medium clay with depth. Soil depth varies 
from shallow to moderately deep, and few to common gravels related to 
parent material may be present within the profile. 
The majority of these soils have an acid reaction trend. They are 
generally apedal with an  earthy fabric, although some weak to moderate 
subangular blocky and polypedral structure can occasionally be ob- 
served. Profile permeability is moderately slow and externally the soils 
are moderately well drained. Minor mottling is occasionally observed 
towards the bottom of the solum. 
Soil type 10. Friable or structured red and brown duplex soils: 
Principal profile forms: Dr4.11, Dr2.1, Dr2.2, Dr4.52, Db3.11, Db2.11, 
Dr2.21, Db4.11. 
Land units: Mml ,  Mm2, DS1, Bg2, Mal ,  Ma2, Hl. 
(DS2, Bgl, H2, Myl,  My2, My3) 
Moderately deep to deep, well structured red  and brown duplex soils 
occur within the deeply dissected valley units of the plateau and on the 
face of the Darling Scarp. These soils are associated with basic parent 
material and commonly occur adjacent to intrusive dolerite dykes. 
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Topsoils are dark reddish brown to brown, or black, loamy sand to 
sandy clay loam. They overlie brown to red subsoils and range in texture 
from loam to medium clay. The subsoils have a moderate to strong, 
sub-angular or angular blocky structure, are moderately well to well 
drained, predominantly whole coloured, and are expansive and non- 
dispersive. Surface hard-setting may be minimally expressed, and 
fragments of doleritic parent material, granite and quartz may be present 
within the profile. The soils generally have an acid reaction trend. 
Soil type 11. Yellow and mottled yellow duplex soils: 
Principal profile forms: Dy4.5, Dy4.61, Dy5.11, Dy5.5, Dy5.21, Dy4.11, 
Dy3.11, Dy3.21, Dy2.11, Dy5.61, Dy2.51, 
Dy2.12, Dy2.62, Dy3.12, Dy5.12, Dy3.51, 
Dy3.61, Dy4.21. 
Land units: Mml ,  Mm2, DS1, DS2, Bgl, Bg2, Mal ,  Ma2, H1, H2, Myl, 
My2, My3, Ckl, Ck2, Ck4. 
(H3, My4) 
Moderately deep to deep yellow duplex soils occur within the deeply 
dissected valley units and on the scarp face. They overlie over partly 
weathered granite and saprolite clay, and are associated with granite 
outcrops. 
This soil group encompasses a wide range of duplex soil types, but 
typically the soil profile exhibits black to brown to dark reddish brown, 
clayey sand to sandy clay loam topsoils. These often overlie very dark 
greyish brown to pale brown, shallow subsurface A2 horizons, which in 
turn are underlain b y  yellow to brown, sandy clay loam to heavy clay 
subsoils. Beneath the yellow-brown subsoil, saprolite substrate extends to 
depths greater than 2 m. 
This group of soils displays a wide range of structures, from a complete 
lack at the surface or lower in the profile, to moderate or strong angular 
blocky or polypedral ped development within the subsoil. Variable 
amounts of ferruginous, granitic, quartz and lateritic gravels may be 
found within the profiles. 
Distinct and prominent yellow, red and orange mottling may occur 
within the soil solum, but  is mainly confined to the saprolitic C horizons. 
Profile permeability is moderately slow and externally the soils are well 
drained because of the steep slopes. An acid soil reaction trend prevails. 
Soil type 12. Variable gravelly duplex or gradational soils: 
Principal profile forms: Dy4.52, Dy5.11, Dy3.51, KSDy4.12, KSDy4.51, 
Dy4.52, KSGn4.8, KSGn2.12, KSGn2.22, 
KSGn2.25, Gn3.12, KSGn4.82. 
Land units: (Mal, Ma2, My2, My3). 
Gravelly colluvial soils are generally found high in the landscape on the 
sideslopes of deeply incised valleys. They occur as a minor variant of the 
dominant soils in these areas (soil types 9, 10 and 11). The type 12 soils 
incorporate several profile forms and are distinguished from other, often 
similar soils derived from weathered country rock, by their characteristi- 
cally high percentage of lateritic and ferruginous gravel throughout the 
profile. They represent the colluvial extension of the lateritic uplands and 
occur as a thin mantle that tapers off downslope. 
The extent of these colluvial soils downslope is site-specific, and ranges 
from a matter of metres to the entire slope. The partial downslope 
extension of the colluvial soils is most common, with coverage over the 
entire slope toward the eastern side of the study area within the Murray 
soil—landform association. 
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Soil type 13. Shallow variable gravelly sands: 
Principal profile forms: Uc1.21, KsUc1.21, KsUc5.11, Uc5.2, KsUc5.2, 
Uc5.11, KsUc2.21. 
Land units: Mb1, Mb4, Re3. 
Shallow gravelly uniform coarse textured soils are the dominant soil 
type on the Dandaragan Plateau surface and some slopes and spurs of the 
adjacent scarp. These soils may be classified as siliceous, brownish, 
bleached or earthy sands. The soils have very dark grey to dark yellowish 
brown, sand and loamy sand topsoils overlying dark brown to white 
sands to clayey sand subsoils. Massive lateritic duricrust or  kaolinitic 
clays underlie the gravelly sands. 
Horizons throughout the profile may contain common to abundant 
subrounded ferruginous or lateritic gravels. The unstructured sands have 
an earthy or sandy fabric and are rapidly permeable and well drained. 
They have a firm surface condition, and an  acid or neutral reaction trend. 
Soil type 14. Pale sands with yellow-brown subsoil over hardpan: 
Principal profile forms: 1Jc4.21. 
Land units: Mb6. 
Shallow, imperfectly drained podzolized sands occur within non- 
incised drainage floors of the upland valleys of the Dandaragan Plateau. 
They have a soft surface condition and very dark grey loamy sand 
topsoils. These overlie an unbleached A2 horizon that in turn  overlies 
strong brown clayey sandy subsoils. The sandy soils are unstructured, 
have an earthy fabric and a neutral reaction trend. The soils overlie very 
strongly cemented sesquioxide pans that restrict profile permeability and 
produce imperfect site drainage. 
Soil type 15. Loose brownish and pale sands with a sandy fabric: 
Principal profile forms: Uc5.11, Uc4.21. 
Land units: Re1, Mb2 
(Mb3, Re7) 
Deep, uniform gravel-free sands occur extensively on the undulating 
Dandaragan Plateau surface, and slopes of the adjacent scarp. These soils 
have very dark grey to brown, coarse sand and loamy sand topsoils. Pale 
sandy subsurface A2 horizons may be present, but  are not bleached. 
Below the surface horizons, yellowish brown to very pale brown coarse 
sand to clayey sand subsoils extend to depths generally greater than 
1.5 m. These soils may be underlain by mottled clays. The sands are 
unstructured and have a sandy fabric with soft surface condition, are 
rapidly drained and have either a neutral or acid reaction trend. 
Soil type 16. Brownish earthy, and pale sands: 
Principal profile forms: Uc5.21, Uc4.21, Uc5.11. 
Land units: Re2, Mb5. 
Deep, brown earthy sands and pale sands with coloured subsoils occur 
within the incised drainage floors of upland valleys on the Dandaragan 
Plateau, and cover a large area of the gentle scarp (generally located 
below soil type 15). They consist of very dark greyish brown to dark 
yellowish brown sand to loamy sand topsoils overlying pale, bu t  not 
bleached shallow subsurface horizons. The subsoils are predominantly 
yellowish brown sands to clayey sands, however, colours can range to 
yellowish red. Soils are unstructured with an  earthy fabric. Very few to 
few ferruginous and quartz gravels may occur within the soil profile. The 
soils have rapid profile permeability and variable site drainage. The sands 
have a soft surface condition and either an acid or neutral reaction trend. 
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Soil type 17. Deep grey siliceous and bleached sands: 
Principal profile forms: Uc1.21, Uc2.21, Uc2.3. 
Land units: Re4, Mb3, Re7. 
Deep grey siliceous and bleached sands occur within minor non-incised 
drainage pathways on the Dandaragan Plateau surface, and at the base of 
the adjacent scarp. They have a soft surface condition and are rapidly 
drained. Their surface soils are dark grey to greyish brown sands, that 
may overlie a bleached shallow subsurface horizon. Subsoils are light 
brownish grey sands and like the topsoils, are apedal and have a sandy 
fabric. A weak earthy pan sometimes occurs within the subsoil. The soils 
are generally gravel free and have a neutral reaction trend. 
Soil type 18. Imperfect to poorly drained, grey, siliceous and pale 
yellow-brown sands: 
Principal profile forms: Uc1.21, Uc4.21. 
Land units: Re5, Re6. 
Deep, poorly drained grey siliceous sands and podzols occur within the 
lower portions of the gentle scarp fringing the Dandaragan Plateau. The 
soils have uniform coarse textured profile forms with very dark brown to 
dark grey, sand to coarse sandy topsoils. In the case of the podzolized 
sands, these topsoils overlie a pale, unbleached shallow subsurface A2 
horizon. Subsoils are light brownish grey to very pale brown coarse 
sands. Surface condition is soft, the soils are apedal with a sandy fabric 
and a neutral reaction trend prevails. 
Soil type 19. Yellow duplex and gradational soils: 
Principal profile forms: Dy2.61, Gn4.51, Dy3.21. 
Land units: Re8, Re9. 
Small areas of imperfectly drained yellow duplex and gradational soils 
occur within the gentle scarp fringing the Dandaragan Plateau and are 
associated with the steeper areas of the scarp. The soils are very dark 
greyish brown loamy sand to sandy clay loam topsoil extending to depths 
of 50 cm. They may include pale, but  not bleached, shallow subsurface A2 
horizons. Below the topsoils are brown to brownish yellow sandy clay 
barns  to medium clays. These subsurface horizons may be either whole 
coloured, or contain few to common mottles. They may also contain very 
few lateritic and quartz gravels. The soils may be either apedal with an 
earthy fabric, or have weak to moderate polypedral or subangular blocky 
ped development. Surface condition is firm to hard set, and an  acid 
reaction trend exists. 
Soil type 20. Yellow duplex soils with gravels: 
Principal profile forms: Dy2.11, Dy3.12. 
Land units: Mb7. 
Yellow duplex soils occur on ridges and spurs at the extremities of the 
Dandaragan Plateau surface and have 25 cm deep dark brown sandy 
loam topsoils. Below the light textured topsoils, heavier strong brown 
medium clays extend to depths greater than 2 m. The soils have a 
moderate to strong structural development with subangular blocky and 
polyhedral peds. They contain common amounts of ferruginous and 
quartz gravels and have distinct red and yellow mottling in the subsoil 
clays. Profile permeability is moderately slow, and external site drainage 
imperfect. Surface condition is firm, and acid or neutral reaction trends 
occur. 
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Soil type 21. Shallow gravelly brownish and earthy sands: 
Principal profile forms: KsUc5.11, Uc5.11, Uc5.2. 
Land units: F6. 
Shallow gravelly soils which overlie massive laterite occur sporadically 
throughout the higher portions of the foothills to the Darling Scarp. The 
soils consist of very dark grey to dark brown sand to loamy sand topsoils, 
and yellowish brown to brownish yellow sands or clayey sands. The 
sands are unstructured, have a sandy or earthy fabric, and contain a high 
proportion (many to abundant) of subrounded to rounded ferruginous 
pisolitic gravels. The soils are moderately well drained and have an  acid 
reaction trend. 
Soil type 22. Deep siliceous yellow-brown sands, and pale or bleached 
sands with yellow-brown subsoils: 
Principal profile forms: Uc1.2, Uc5.11, Uc2.21, Uc4.21. 
Land units: Fl. 
Deep, uniform gravel free sands occur over a relatively large 
proportion of the foothills to the Darling Scarp. The deep siliceous or 
podzolized sands exhibit very dark grey to brown sand and loamy sand 
topsoils some 15 cm deep. In  the case of the podzolized soils, the topsoils 
overlie a pale sandy subsurface A2 horizon that may be bleached or 
unbleached to depths of 60 cm. Below these surface horizons, yellowish 
brown to yellow coarse sand to clayey sand subsoils extend to depths 
greater than 3 m. The sands are apedal, have a sandy fabric, are well to 
rapidly drained and have an  acid reaction trend. 
Soil type 23. Bleached grey sands over hardpan: 
Principal profile forms: Uc2.34. 
Land units: F9. 
Moderately deep, bleached sands over a n  ironstone hardpan, occupy a 
small area of the foothills to the Darling Scarp. These soils consist of a 
dark grey surface sand, overlying bleached light grey sandy A2 horizons. 
The sands are apedal with a sandy fabric, have a neutral reaction trend, 
are free of gravel and have very rapid permeability above the pan. 
Underlying the sands is a strongly cemented pisolitic ironpan which 
impedes drainage and renders the external site drainage as poor. 
Soil type 24. Imperfectly drained yellow or grey gradational earths: 
Principal profile forms: Gn2.61, Gn2.81, Gn2.41. 
Land units: F4. 
(F5) 
Moderately deep to deep, imperfectly drained massive earths occur on 
the breakaway slopes separating the foothill soils from the alluvial 
terraces of major rivers. They also occur adjacent to incised drainage 
channels within the foothills to the Darling Scarp. The soils have 
gradational profile forms of brown to yellowish brown clayey coarse sand 
to coarse sandy loam, grading into yellowish brown sandy clay loam to 
sandy clay with depth. The soils are unstructured with an  earthy fabric 
and contain very few to few pisolitic ferruginous gravels. Subsoils exhibit 
distinct yellow, red and brown mottling and have a moderately slow 
profile permeability and imperfect site drainage. A firm surface condition 
prevails and the soils have an  acid reaction trend. 
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Soil type 25. Yellow and brown duplex soils with ironstone gravels and 
sand topsoils: 
Principal profile forms: Dy4.5, Dy2.6, Dy4.61, Dy5.21, Dy5.61, Dy3.21, 
Db1.21, Db4.12, Dr4.1, Dr5.8. 
Land units: F2, F5. 
These soils occupy a large proportion of the foothills to the Darling 
Scarp. Characteristic features are a high proportion (common to many) of 
ferruginous pisolitic gravels within duplex profile forms. They may also 
contain water-worn quartz grit and pebbles, derived from weathering of 
underlying ferruginous gritty sandstone. 
Soil colour varies markedly throughout the profile. Surface texture 
ranges from sand to clayey sand, and grade into a sandy clay loam to 
medium clay subsoils. These soils are generally unstructured and have an 
earthy fabric, although occasional subangular blocky and polyhedral 
structure may be observed. Soil depth varies from moderately deep to 
deep, and soil reaction trend is either acid or neutral. Profile permeability 
is moderately slow, although in most areas where these soils occur the 
land is well drained. 
Soil type 26. Yellow and red duplex soils with ironstone gravels and 
sandy loam to loam topsoils: 
Principal profile forms: Dy4.51, Dy3.51, KsDy4.51, Dy4.16, Dy5.52, 
KsDb3.51, Dr2.11, Dr2.61, Dr4.21, Dr4.22, 
Dr4.51, Dr4.11, Dr4.52, KsDy5.51. 
Land units: F3, F8. 
These soils exhibit similar characteristics to soil type 25, bu t  are 
distinguished b y  redder soil colours and heavier surface textures which 
range from sandy loam to loam. 
Soil type 27. Mixed, poorly drained alluvial soils: 
Principal profile forms: N o  suitable classification 
Variable mixed soil layers, commonly fine 
textured. 
Land units: F10. 
A range of alluvial soils within the foothills have been grouped together 
and vary markedly in profile form, but  are characterized b y  their poor 
drainage. They have reddish brown to very pale brown loamy sand to 
sandy clay loam surface soils and light brownish grey to reddish brown 
sandy clay loam to medium clay subsoils. The soil profiles are moderately 
deep to deep and apedal with an  earthy fabric. They may contain few to 
many subrounded ferruginous gravels, and the subsoils may display 
common amounts of gley, red and yellow mottling. This is indicative of 
moderately slow profile permeability and imperfect site drainage. These 
alluvial soils have a n  acid reaction trend. 
Soil type 28. Mixed imperfectly drained alluvial soils: 
Principal profile forms: No  suitable classification. 
Variable mixed soil layers, commonly coarse 
textured. 
Land units: F7, Gf4. 
This group of alluvial soils is similar to soil type 27, but  is imperfectly 
drained and lighter in  texture. The soils are within the foothills of the 
Darling Scarp and the alluvial plain, are moderately deep to deep and 
vary greatly in profile form. They are unstructured and have either an 
earthy or sandy fabric. 
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Surface soils are very dark grey to grey sand to loamy sand, and are 
underlain b y  dark brown to yellow subsoils ranging in texture from sand 
to light clay. These subsoils may contain few to many ferruginous, lateritic 
and quartz gravels. The profiles have a soft to firm surface condition and 
a neutral reaction trend. 
Soil type 29. Deep brownish, siliceous and bleached sands: 
Principal profile forms: Uc5.11, Uc1.21, Uc2.21. 
Land units: Gf7. 
Small sandy mounds of aeolian deposition occur across the alluvial 
plain and are separated into two groups according to the depth of sand 
over an unrelated clay. 
The deeper phase of deep brownish, siliceous and bleached sands may 
extend to depths greater than 4 m. The topsoils are black to grey sands 
and clayey sands 30 cm deep. In the case of the podzolized sands, these 
topsoils overlie a conspicuously bleached A2 horizon that may extend to 
depths of 90 cm. Subsoils are yellowish brown sands and clayey sands. 
All horizons are gravel free and apedal with a sandy fabric. The soils are 
rapidly drained and have an  acid or neutral reaction trend. 
Soil type 30. Red earthy sands or brownish sands: 
Principal profile forms: Uc5.21, Uc5.11. 
Land units: Sw8. 
Red earthy and brown alluvial soils occupy the higher level terraces of 
the major river systems at the same general level as the adjacent coastal 
plain. These soils correspond to Pym's (1955) Houghton soil series. They 
comprise very dark brown to reddish brown, sands and loamy sand 
topsoils overlying dark brown to yellowish red, sand to clayey sand 
subsoils. Soil profiles extend to depths of over 1 m. The soils are generally 
unstructured with an earthy or sandy fabric with either an  acid or neutral 
reaction trend and a firm surface condition. Profile permeability is rapid, 
and the sands are well drained. 
Soil type 31. Deep grey siliceous sands: 
Principal profile forms: Uc1.21. 
Land units: Ya2. 
Deep, poorly drained grey siliceous sands occur sporadically within 
low-lying areas of the alluvial plain in the north of the study area. They 
consist of black to dark grey clayey sand to loamy sand topsoils overlying 
dark grey to greyish brown sand subsoils. The soils are generally greater 
than 1 m deep, apedal and have a sandy fabric. They are free of gravels 
and mottles and have a soft surface condition and a neutral to alkaline 
reaction trend. 
Beneath the sandy solum, impermeable clay layers or continuous 
massive silcrete pans may exist. These adversely affect profile permeabil- 
ity and site drainage. 
Soil type 32. Well drained, moderately deep earthy sands underlain by 
mottled clay (effective duplex): 
Principal profile forms: Uc5.11, Uc5.22. 
Land units: Gf9. 
The shallower phase of sandy aeolian deposition on the alluvial plain 
has similar soil characteristics to soil type 29. They are differentiated on 
soil depth, with soil type 32 being only moderately deep, and underlain 
by clay. 
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The topsoils comprise black to brown sands and loamy sands u p  to 
20 cm thick. These overlie yellowish brown to brownish yellow sand or 
clayey sand subsoils that extend to depths of 90 cm. These in turn overlie 
an  unrelated yellowish brown gravelly mottled clay loam or clay. This 
mottling is indicative of some impediment to drainage, although external 
site drainage falls into the category of well drained. The soils are apedal, 
with sandy to earthy fabric and neutral to acid reaction trends. 
Soil type 33. Poorly drained, moderately deep pale yellow brown sands 
underlain b y  mottled clay (effective duplex): 
Principal profile forms: Uc4.24. 
Land units: Yal. 
Moderately deep, poorly drained podzolized sands sporadically occur 
over the alluvial plain. They have a soft surface condition and very dark 
Jbrown loamy sand to clayey sand topsoils extending 15 cm deep, and 
overlie an unbleached eluvial horizon that extends to 35 cm. Subsoils are 
moderately deep light yellowish brown sands. 
These apedal sandy soils have an  earthy fabric, a neutral reaction trend, 
and overlie an  unstructured yellowish brown mottled sandy clay, which 
severely restricts profile permeability, causing poor site drainage. 
Soil type 34. Very poorly drained grey shallow siliceous sands over clay 
(effective duplex): 
Principal profile forms: Uc1.21. 
Land units: Ya3. 
Similar to those of soil type 31, these soils are shallow (25-50 cm) grey 
siliceous sands with very poor site drainage occurring in seasonally 
inundated swamps. 
Soil type 35. Poor to very poorly drained uniform non-cracking clays: 
Principal profile forms: Uf6.2, Uf6.13. 
Land units: Gf6, Gf8. 
These poor to very poorly drained soils exhibit little textural or colour 
differences throughout the solum. They have a firm to hard-setting 
surface of very dark grey to very dark greyish brown, silty clay loams to 
silty clays, extending to depths of 30 cm and overlying similar greyish 
brown light to light medium clays. Horizons throughout the soil profile 
may be moderate to strongly structured, are distinctly mottled, and have 
either a neutral or alkaline reaction trend. 
Soil type 36. Alkaline uniform grey clays: 
Principal profile forms: Uf6.11, Ug6.4. 
Land units: Ya4. 
Occurring in seasonally inundated swamps on the alluvial plain, these 
soils show little textural or colour differences throughout. A very thin 
(<25 cm) sandy veneer of very dark grey sand and loamy sand may occur 
in  places. The remainder of the profile consists of moderately structured 
shallow dark greyish brown medium clays which are mottled towards the 
bottom of the sequence. 
A strongly cemented massive silcrete pan occurs beneath the clay. The 
combination of heavy clay and hardpan contribute to the slow profile 
permeability and very poor drainage. These soils have an  alkaline 
reaction trend. 
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Soil type 37. Well drained sandy red massive earths: 
Principal profile forms: Gn2.14. 
Land units: Sw9. 
Sandy red massive earths also occur on the higher level alluvial terraces 
adjacent to the major river systems. This soil type corresponds with Pym's 
(1955) Belhus soil series. Pym (1955) considers that they are similar in 
many respects to the Houghton soil series (soil type 30) and that the red 
and brown sands are occasionally mixed with the earths on these higher 
level terraces. 
The soils are deep, gradational, unstructured massive earths. They have 
firm to hard-set surfaces which are very dark brown to brown in colour 
and have sand to loamy sand textures. These topsoils overlie strong 
brown to yellowish red light sandy clay loam to light clay subsoils. Profile 
permeability is moderate and the soils are well drained wi th  acid or 
neutral soil reaction trends. 
Soil type 38. Poorly drained mottled yellow earths with loamy topsoils: 
Principal profile forms: Gn2.64, Gn4.51. 
Land units: Gf3, Gf5. 
Poorly drained gradational soils occur across the alluvial plain, 
adjacent to narrow streams which transect the coastal plain. These soils 
have dark brown to very dark greyish brown loamy surfaces that change 
gradually through shallow pale A2 horizons into heavier sandy clay loam 
to light medium clay subsoils. The subsoils are highly variable in  colour, 
ranging from dark grey to brownish yellow, and extend to very deep 
depths. 
The soils may be either unstructured with an  earthy fabric, or contain 
weak to moderate rough ped development. They are relatively gravel 
free, apart from a few ferruginous pisolites, and have an acid reaction: 
trend. Subsoils may contain few to many prominent or distinct orange 
and red mottles, indicative of the moderately slow profile permeability 
and poor site drainage. 
Soil type 39. Moderately well drained yellow duplex and gradational 
soils with sand to sandy loam topsoils: 
Principal profile forms: Dy4.61, Dy5.22, Gn2.21, Gn2.64. 
Land units: Gf1. 
These soils occur extensively over the alluvial plain. They generally 
have a very dark brown sand to loamy sand topsoil underlain b y  a pale 
unbleached A2 horizon. Beneath the sandy surface, brownish yellow to 
strong brown sandy clay loam to light clay subsoils occur. 
The soils are moderately well drained and are generally apedal or only 
weakly structured. They have a soft surface condition and an acid reaction 
trend. Minor amounts of ferruginous gravel may be present within the 
profile, however the amount of gravel is insufficient to provide any 
effective impediment to root growth or restrict soil workability. Subsoils 
may be slightly mottled. 
Soil type 40. Moderately well drained red duplex soils: 
Principal profile forms: Dr4.52. 
Land units: Sw7. 
Red duplex soils also occur on the higher level alluvial terraces adjacent 
to the major river systems. These soils correspond to Pym's (1955) Swan 
soil series. The soils have a duplex profile form consisting of brown loamy 
sand topsoils and yellowish red sandy clay subsoils. Soils throughout the 
deep solum are unstructured. Surface condition is firm and a neutral 
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reaction trend prevails. Pym (1955) considers that these soils are the most 
podzolized of the alluvial soils. They have a moderately slow profile 
permeability and are moderately well drained. 
Soil type 41. Imperfectly drained yellow duplex soils with sand to sandy 
loam topsoils: 
Principal profile forms: Dy5.81, Dy5.82, Dy5.51, Dy5.61. 
Land units: Gf2. 
Imperfectly drained yellow duplex soils occupy a significant area of the 
alluvial plain. They comprise very dark grey to very dark greyish brown 
sand to sandy loam topsoils generally overlying either an  unbleached or 
conspicuously bleached subsurface A2 horizon. Below the A2 horizon, 
yellowish brown to brownish yellow sandy clay barns  to light medium 
clays extend to depths of more than one metre. Horizons throughout the 
profile are unstructured and have an  earthy fabric, apart from some sandy 
topsoils that have sandy fabrics. Distinct mottling is common within the 
subsoils. Soils have moderately slow profile permeability, imperfect site 
drainage, a firm surface condition and generally have an acid reaction 
trend. 
Soil type 42. Variable alluvial soils with brown loamy surfaces: 
Principal profile forms: N o  suitable group, or Gn2.11, Gn4.41, 
Um1.41, Um1.43, Um5.52. 
Land units: Sw2, Sw1. 
(Sw6) 
These alluvial soils occur on some of the lowest banks and narrow 
terraces adjacent to the major river systems. They correspond to Pym's 
(1955) Pyrton soil series. The soils have deep uniform or gradational 
medium textured profile forms. Surface soils are loamy textured and vary 
in colour from very dark greyish brown to dark reddish brown. Subsoils 
are predominantly brownish silty loams, sand clay barns  and clay barns. 
Soils are generally unstructured with an  earthy fabric, although some 
isolated subangular blocky structure may occur. The soils have a 
moderate profile permeability, are poorly to imperfectly drained, and 
have an acid or neutral reaction trend. They are subject to frequent 
inundation and flooding. 
Soil type 43. Variable alluvial soils with brown sand to sandy loam 
surfaces: 
Principal profile forms: N o  suitable group. 
Where sand overlies clay barns  Dr profile 
forms may occur. 
Land units: Sw3, Sw1. 
(Sw6) 
These alluvial soils occur on the lower terraces adjacent to major rivers 
and are essentially the same as soil type 42, with more recently deposited 
sand to sandy loam surface soils. They correspond with Pym's (1955) 
Pyrton sand, and are subject to occasional flooding. 
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Soil type 44. Variable alluvial soils with dark greyish brown clay loam to 
clay surfaces: 
Principal profile forms: N o  suitable group or Gn4.32, Uf1.42, Uf6.12. 
Land units: Sw4, Sw1, Sw5. 
Alluvial soils with clay loam to clay surface textures occur on the lower 
terraces adjacent to the major river systems. These soils have deep 
uniform and gradational profile forms with an  acid or neutral reaction 
trend. They have dark greyish brown to dark brown clay loam to silty clay 
topsoils, and dark brown, grey and black silty light or medium clay 
subsoils. The soils have weak to moderate subangular blocky structure, 
and may exhibit subsoil mottling. They have a slow profile permeability, 
are poorly drained and have a hard-set surface condition. They are subject 
to occasional flooding. 
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Land use rating tables 
A p p e n d i x  3 1. House and road construction 
2. On-site septic effluent disposal 
3. Irrigation water supply 
4. Grazing 
5. General annual horticulture 
6. General perennial horticulture 
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Table 3.1. Land use ratingl table: House and road construction 
— areas capable of being used for the construction of residential dwellings of one or  two storeys, for construction of roads with 
sealed surfaces for light vehicles, and for shallow excavations associated with these uses 
Land qualities2 
(subclass) 
1 
(Nil 
2 
Rating 
3 
Degree of limitation 
4 5 
Severe) 
Water erosion risk (e) Very low - low Moderate High Very high 
Wind erosion risk (w) Very low - low Moderate High Very high 
Ease of excavation (x) High Moderate Low Very low 
Waterlogging 
/inundation risk 
(i) Nil Low- 
moderate 
Moderately 
high 
High Very high 
Flood risk (f) Low Moderate High 
Foundation soundness (b) Good Fair Poor Very poor 
Slope instability 
risk 
(c) Nil Very low Low Moderate High 
Salinity risk (y) Not or 
possibly 
susceptible 
Moderately 
susceptible 
Strongly 
susceptible 
I Capability class, expressed in Roman numerals, is determined by the most limiting land quality. 
2 Land quality values determined from land characteristics data (refer to Wells and King 1989). 
Table 3.2. Land use ratingl table: On-site effluent disposal 
— areas capable of being used for soil absorption and purification of septic tank effluent from a single family dwelling on a block 
1 h a  in size or larger 
Land qualities2 
(subclass) 
Rating 
1 2 3 4 5 
(Nil Degree of limitation Severe) 
Microbial purification 
ability (p) 
Water pollution risk3 
— by overland flow (o) 
— by subsurface 
drainage (s) 
Ease of excavation (x) 
Soil absorption ability (a) 
Flood risk4 (f) 
High 
Very low 
Moderate Low Very low 
Low Moderate High-very 
high 
Low Moderate High-very 
high 
High Moderate Low Very low 
High Moderate Low Very low 
Low Moderate High 
I Capability class, expressed in Roman numerals, is determined by  the most limiting land quality. 
2 Land quality values determined from land characteristics data (refer to Wells and King 1989). 
3 Pollution risk considerations generally only apply to map units at margins of surface water bodies or which overlie superficial aquifers 
feeding directly into them. Effects of man-made drains not considered. 
4 Areas subject to a very high waterlogging/inundation risk are treated as equivalent to a high flood risk i.e. it is a severe limitation. 
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Table 3.3. Land use rating'  table: Irrigation water supply 
— areas capable of obtaining a water supply of sufficient quantity and quality for irrigation of crops or  pasture on  small (1-20 
ha) rural lots. It is assumed a potable water supply will be obtained from either a rooftop catchment or  a reticulated off-site 
supply 
Land qualities2 
(subclass) 
1 
(Nil 
2 
Rating 
3 
Degree of limitation 
4 5 
Severe) 
Surface water 
harvesting (dams)3 
Dam site construction 
suitability 
Subsoil water 
retention ability 
Flood risk 
(h) 
(d) 
(0 
High 
High 
Nil-low 
— 
— 
Moderate 
Moderate 
Moderate 
— 
— 
— 
Low- 
very low 
Low 
High 
Groundwater 
extraction (bores)4 
Groundwater 
availability 
Groundwater 
quality5 
(g) 
(q) Fresh 
High 
probability 
Generally 
fresh or 
thin layer 
Probable 
Marginal 
to 
brackish 
Variable 
and site 
specific 
Brackish 
Low 
probability 
Saline 
Stream extraction4 
Surface water 
availability (j) Highly 
likely 
Likely Sometimes 
possible 
Rarely 
possible 
Nil 
I Capability class, expressed in Roman numerals, is determined by  the most limiting land quality for the chosen method of supply — either 
by  dams, groundwater bores or direct stream extraction. 
2 Land quality values determined from land characteristics data (refer to Wells and King 1989). 
3 Assessment for dams does not consider catchment area, expected yield or  spillway requirements. Nature of topography will determine 
type of dam. Site-specific assessment of d a m  site and catchment adequacy is recommended. 
4 Note that values for these land qualities are likely to be subjective. In most areas, government controls impose extraction limits on 
groundwater or  stream supplies. All site-specific inquiries should be  directed to the Water Authority. 
5 If shallow groundwater is brackish to saline, seepage may affect quality of water harvested and stored in dams. 
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Table 3.4. Land use ratingl table: Grazing 
— areas capable of being used for grazing of cattle or  horses on non-irrigated2 volunteer and  improved pastures with occasional 
topdressing with superphosphate (rainfall zone 750-1250 mm) 
Rating 
Land qualities3 1 2 3 4 5 
(subclass) (Nil Degree of limitation Severe) 
Water erosion risk (e) Low-very 
low 
Moderate High Very high 
Wind erosion risk (w) Low-very 
low 
Moderate High Very high 
Water pollution risk4 
— by subsurface 
drainage (s) Low-moder- 
ate 
High Very high 
— by overland flow (o) Low-moder- 
ate 
High Very high 
Flood risk (f) Nil-moderate High 
Waterlogging/ 
inundation 
risk 
(1) Low Moderate Moderately 
high-high 
Very high 
Topsoil nutrient 
retention ability (t) High Moderately 
high- 
moderate 
Low-very 
low 
Nutrient availability (1) High Low- 
moderate 
Moisture availability (m) High- 
moderately 
high 
Moderate- 
low 
Very low 
Rooting conditions (r) Easy- 
moderate 
Difficult Very 
difficult 
Salinity risk (y) Not Possibly Moderately Strongly 
susceptible susceptible susceptible susceptible 
1 Capability class, expressed in Roman numerals, is determined by the most limiting land quality. 
2 The capability rating determined here for grazing could be combined with that for 'Irrigation water supply' to determine an  overall 
capability for irrigated pasture if required. 
3 Land quality values determined from land characteristics data (refer to Wells and King 1989). 
4 Pollution risk considerations generally only apply to map  units at margins of surface water bodies or which overlie superficial aquifers 
feeding directly into them. Effect of man-made drains not considered. 
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Table 3.5. Land use ratingl table: General annual horticulture 
— areas capable of being used for growing vegetables or for small market gardens of generally shallow rooted species; and 
where soil is cultivated at least once a year and regularly fertilized2 
Land qualities3 
(subclass) 
Rating 
1 2 3 4 5 
(Nil Degree of limitation Severe) 
Water erosion risk (e) 
Wind erosion risk (w) 
Water pollution risk4 
— by subsurface 
drainage (s) 
— by overland flow (o) 
Soil workability (k) 
Waterlogging/ 
inundation risk (i) 
Flood risk (f) 
Nutrient availability (1) 
Topsoil nutrient 
retention ability 
(t) 
Moisture availability (m) 
Rooting conditions (r) 
Salinity risk (y) 
Very low Low Moderate 
Very low Low- High 
moderate 
High 
Low Moderate- Very high 
high 
Low-very Moderate- Very high 
low high 
Good Fair Poor 
Very high 
Very high 
Nil Low Moderate Moderately- High- 
high very high 
Nil Low Moderate High 
High Moderate- 
low 
High Moderately Low-very 
high- low 
moderate 
High- Moderately Very low 
moderate low-low 
Easy Moderate Difficult Very 
difficult 
Not Possibly Moderately Strongly 
susceptible susceptible susceptible susceptible 
1 Capability class, expressed in Roman numerals, is determined by  the most limiting land quality. 
2 Water supply considered separately (see rating table for Irrigation water supply). 
3 Land quality values determined from land characteristics data (refer to Wells and  King 1989). 
4 Pollution risk considerations generally only apply to map  units at margins of surface water bodies or which overlie superficial aquifers 
feeding directly into them. Effect of man-made drains not  considered. 
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Table 3.6. Land use ratingl table: General perennial horticulture 
— areas capable of being used for small orchards, vineyards or  tree crops, of generally deep rooting species a n d  where soil is 
cultivated only at initial planting, but  regularly fertilized2 
Land qualities3 
(subclass) 
Rating 
1 2 3 4 5 
(Nil Degree of limitation Severe) 
Water erosion risk (e) 
Wind erosion risk (w) 
Water pollution risk4 
— b y  subsurface (s) 
drainage 
— by overland flow (o) 
Soil workability (k) 
Waterlogging/ (i) 
inundation risk 
Flood risk (f) 
Nutrient retention (n) 
ability 
Nutrient 
availability 
Moisture 
availability 
Rooting 
conditions 
(1) 
(r) 
Salinity risk (y) 
Low-very 
low 
Moderate High Very high 
Very low- High Very high 
moderate 
susceptible 
Low Moderate- 
high 
Low-moder- High Very high 
ate 
Good-fair Poor 
Nil 
Low 
High 
High 
Very high 
Low Moderate- High Very high 
moderately 
high 
Moderate High 
Moderately Low-very 
high- low 
moderate 
Low- 
moderate 
High- Low Very low 
moderately 
low 
Easy Moderate Difficult Very 
difficult 
Not Possibly Moderately Strongly 
susceptible susceptible susceptible susceptible 
1 Capability class, expressed in Roman numerals, is determined by  the most limiting land quality. 
2 Water supply is considered separately (see rating table for Irrigation water supply). 
3 Land quality values determined from land characteristics data (refer to Wells and King 1989). 
4 Pollution risk considerations generally only apply to m a p  units at margins of surface water bodies or  which overlie superficial aquifers 
feeding directly into them. Effect of man-made drains not  considered. 
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Engineering properties of 
Appendix 4 major geological units 
This table summarizes the engi- 
neering properties of the major 
superficial outcropping geology 
within the study area. The geologi- 
cal mapping units are drawn ini- 
tially from the 1:250,000 Geological 
Series mapping (Wilde and Low 
1978 and 1980), and  grouped in 
relation to the geomorphic ele- 
ments occurring across the study 
area. The corresponding environ- 
mental geology units (Gozzard 
1982, 1983, 1986 and Jordan 1986 a 
and b) are identified and related to 
the mapping units used in  this 
study. 
The environmental geology map- 
ping series published at  a scale of 
1:50,000 presents land resource in- 
formation in a form useful to plan- 
ners. The series contains map  units 
defined largely b y  environmental 
attributes in preference to the nor- 
mal strict adherence to stratigra- 
phy. The mapping is comparable 
with the land unit mapping pre- 
sented in this report and forms a 
useful reference in relation to engi- 
neering aspects of land capability 
assessment. 
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Engineering properties of  major geological units 
Environ- Corresponding 
Geomorphic Geological mental units within 
element map  unit geology this study 
map  unit 
Engineering properties* 
Lateritic uplands 
Darling Plateau 
Aes, Am, GR C Foundations may be  unstable 
Age, Agv on  slopes. 
Agp Permeability and slope 
stability dependent on 
joint spacing size and 
orientation. 
Q1 
Q1 
Qs 
LA1 D1,D2 Competent, requires 
blasting to excavate. 
Strong foundations. 
G2 D3,Yg1 Very loose, though 
occasionally weakly 
consolidated. 
Needs protection against 
water erosion and 
fluctuations in moisture 
content. 
When compacted can 
withstand heavy loads. 
Information not available for 
Y1, Y2, G 
S6 Yg2, Yg3 Good foundation 
properties. 
Angularity produces good 
shear strength. 
Qa Msc2 
. 
Yg4 High seasonal water table, 
swampy where not drained. 
Information not available for 
1g5, Pn1, Pn2, Pn3, Pn4, Pn5, Pn6 
Dissected An, Am, GR, GN, 
valleys, Age, Agv, GR-GN 
spurs, Agp 
and  scarp 
below 
plateau 
surface 
Mml,  Mm2 Foundations may b e  unstable 
o n  slopes. 
Permeability and slope 
stability dependent on 
joint spacing size and 
orientation. 
Competent foundations when 
fresh. 
Slope stability dependent 
on  orientation of joints 
and  gneissic foliation. 
Weathering produces planar 
weakness parallel to 
gneissocity. 
An, Am, GR, GN, DS1,DS2 As above for GR, GN, GR-GN. 
Age, Agv, GR-GN Bgl, Bg2, Ma2, 
DO H1, My1 Stability of slopes 
depends on  joint 
orientation. 
Competent foundations when 
fresh. 
Weathers to expansive 
plastic clays resulting in 
unstable foundation 
conditions if soil 
moisture is not kept 
constant. 
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Environ- Corresponding 
Geomorphic Geological mental units within 
element map  unit geology this study 
map  unit 
Engineering properties* 
Ae, Aes 
Alb 
M3 Mal ,  H2 Foundation conditions 
variable and can be good 
providing requisite 
preparation conditions are 
carried out. 
Tendency to be unstable on 
steep slopes. 
SC1 Ckl,Ck2,Ck4 Variable foundation 
conditions, some 
differential settlement 
can be expected. 
Unstable on steep slopes. 
Alb C m l  Ck3 Differential settlement 
due  to shrinking and 
swelling can be expected. 
Ql G2 My2, My3 Very loose, though 
occasionally weakly 
consolidated. 
Needs protection against 
water erosion and 
fluctuations in moisture 
content. 
When compacted can 
withstand heavy loads. 
Qc Scg H3, My4 Generally poorly consolidated. 
Prone to slumping when 
saturated. 
Site conditions related to 
depth of weathering, slope 
and bedrock lithology. 
Dolerite-derived soils 
expansive. 
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Environ- Corresponding 
Geomorphic Geological mental units within 
element map  unit geology this study 
map unit 
Engineering properties* 
Lateritic 
uplands 
Q1 
Q1 
Qs 
Dandaragan Plateau 
LA1 Mbl Competent, requires 
blasting to excavate. 
Strong foundations. 
G2 Mb4 Very loose, though 
occasionally weakly 
consolidated. Needs 
protection against water 
erosion and  fluctuations 
in moisture content. When 
compacted can withstand 
heavy loads. 
S6 Mb2,Mb3,Mb5 Good foundation 
properties. Angularity 
produces good shear 
strength. 
I n f o r m a t i o n  n o t  availa- 
ble for 
Mb6, Mb7 
Scarp Qs S6 Re1, Re2 As above for S6. 
below 
plateau 
surface Qc S5 Re4, Re7 Good foundation when 
compacted. 
Permanent cuts are 
unstable. 
Qc, Qs 
Ql 
K1b 
55, S6 Re5, Re6 As above for S5, S6. 
LA1 Re3 Competent, requires 
blasting to excavate. 
Strong foundations. 
Sti Re8, Re9 Slightly weathered. 
When weathered is much 
weaker and subject to 
differential erosion. 
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Environ- Corresponding 
Geomorphic Geological mental units within 
element m a p  unit geology this study 
map  unit 
Engineering properties* 
Ridge 
Hill 
Shelf 
Qpr 
Swan Coastal Plain 
S12 F l  Settlement could occur 
under load. 
Requires protection 
against erosion when 
exposed. 
Qc Ms3, Msg F2,F3,F4,F5, Foundation conditions 
F8 variable. May be 
acceptable if requisite 
preparation conditions are 
carried out. 
Tendency to be unstable on 
steep slopes. 
Qph, Q1 
Variable value as a 
foundation. 
Permanent cuts are 
unstable. 
SS, Lal  F6 Variable foundations. 
Competent, requires 
blasting to excavate. 
Strong foundations. 
Information not  available for 
F7, F9, F10 
Pinjarra Qpa Mgsl  Gfl,Gf2,Gf3, Near surface water table, 
Plain Gf4,Gf8,Ya1 prone to flooding. 
Differential settlement of 
foundations may occur 
unless built on  columns or 
concrete rafts above 1 m 
of compacted sand. 
Qpa, Qha 
Qpa, Qpb 
Qhw 
Qpb 
Mgsl, Mcl Gf5 As above for Mgsl. 
Some settlement under load 
can be expected. 
Mgsl, S8 Gf9 As above for Mgs1. 
When dry and free of 
vegetation it could be 
remobilized. 
Ml ,  Cps Gf6 Variable bearing capacity. 
Differential settlement of 
foundations may  occur. 
S8 Gf7 When dry and  free of 
vegetation it could be 
remobilized. 
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Environ- Corresponding 
Geomorphic Geological mental units within 
element map  unit geology this study 
map unit 
Engineering properties* 
Qha Mcl Swl,Sw2,Sw3, Some settlement under  load 
Sw4,Sw5,Sw6, can be expected. 
Sw7,Sw8 Qha, Qpa 
Sw9 
Qc 
Qhw, Qpa 
Qhw 
A s  above  for  Mcl, 
Mgsl. 
Mgsl 
S5 Ya2 Good foundation when 
compacted. 
Permanent cuts are 
unstable. 
S4, Mgsl  Ya3 Bearing capacity is 
dependent upon the 
proportion of clay in the 
material, may  get some 
differential settlement 
under  load. 
As above Mgs 1. 
S4 Ya4 Bearing capacity is 
dependent upon the 
proportion of clay i n  the 
material, may  get some 
differential settlement 
under  load. 
* Comments from Environmental Geology Mapping 
+ Refers to Environmental Geology Unit 
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Appendix 5 
Values for factors used in  erosion risk assessments 
LAND UNITS 
Rows: C 
'77 
Yg5 
Pnl 
Ds2 
Bgl 
Ck4 
1 
My4 
Mb! 
Re9 
Fl 
F10 
Gfl 
Gf9 
Swl 
Ya4 
Appendix 
page 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
A8 
Columns: L a n d  Unit 
Soil resistance rating 
Water logging class 
Rainfall  acceptance index 
Soil erodibili ty r a t i ng  (for water) 
Soil erodibil i ty r a t i ng  (for wind) 
W i n d  exposure  factor 
Graphic index and numbering system f o r  Appendix 5. 
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Rainfl 
aceptance 
index 
Waterlogin 
class 
Soil 
resitance 
rating 
al 
0 
1-1 
0 
a) 
-0 
0 
a) 
0 
b.0 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
3 
-g 
61D 
.-.. 
al 
4-. ca 
tli 
-o0 3 3 
3 3 3 3 3 3 
Moderate Moderate 
-o oc) .." Very 
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high 
3 3 Very 
low 
,— ,—, co 
-",%) 
cuk 7:8 3 
3 
Moderate 
't 
,—, 00 ?, N CC, >-, co laID >-, ,r b0 >-, To 
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Rainfl 
aceptance 
index 
Waterlogin 
class 
Soil 
resitance 
rating 
3 3 3 3 3 3 
Moderate 
4 ND x 
Moderate 
3 2 3 
3 3 3 
Moderate Moderate Moderate 
.4 
Very 
high 
Very 
high Moderate 
Very 
low 
3 
— — CV CO CV 
Moderate 
3 3 
Moderate Moderate Moderate 
'2 ''' CO '2 
ft 
3 3 
C) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0) 
0 
CO 
0 
0 
CO 
r21 
cr) 
613 z 
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Rainfl 
aceptance 
index 
Waterlogin 
class 
Soil 
resitance 
rating 
ra.; 
0 
0) 
0 
61 
0 
an 
a.) 
0 
0 
a) 
0 
71 
0 
rd 
0 
0 
a.) 
0 
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Rainfal 
aceptance 
index 
Waterlogin 
class 
Soil 
resitance 
rating 
0 
3 
-0 
0 0 
4-• 
0 
-0 
0 0 
-0( 0 0 3 
a) 
0 3 3 
0 
6.0 
3 
1-1 C.)) 
e•I 
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Rainfl 
aceptance 
index 
Waterlogin 
class 
Soil 
resitance 
rating 
3 3 3 3 2 3 3 
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ID 10 
Moderate Moderate Moderate 
3 
w 15; 
"g 3 3 3 
. t 
2 
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Ig 2 
,--, -, ,--. r.-. (--4 CA cy 
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3 
3 
3 
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i c0 ci i Li i' 
3 3 3 
Low 
3 3 3 3 3 
,4 0,0 .g 0,0 
.2 
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tio 3 
3 
3 
3 
3 3 3 
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3 
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110 
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blD 
..' 
b.° 
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3 
- — — — N N — — N 
3 3 
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7.,' ix eJ IX 
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Rainfl 
aceptance 
index 
Waterlogin 
class 
4;1 
T 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
,. 6.0 '-' 
t; 
"2 3 3 3 
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3 
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3 3 3 3 
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3 
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Rainfl 
aceptance 
index 
Waterlogin 
class 
Soil 
resitance 
rating 
3 3 3 3 3 Very 
low 
3 2 3 
.9 3 3 
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3 3 
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Rainfal 
aceptance 
index 
Waterlogin 
class 
Soil 
resitance 
rating 
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Methods used for soil 
analysis Appendix 6 
These methods of soil analysis 
have been taken from the Stan- 
dards  Association of Australia 
(1977-84), unless otherwise speci- 
fied. 
The  plasticity index  I p  is 
thus:— 
Ip = W n  — Wp 
For full procedure refer to  AS 
1289.C3.1 Methods for Test- 
ing  Soils for Engineering Pur- 
poses (1977). 
Analyses carried ou t  a t  the 
Department of Agriculture Soils 5. D e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  linear 
Laboratory, South Perth shr inkage o f  a soil— 
This test covers t he  determi- 
nat ion of the linear shrinkage 1. De te rmina t ion  o f  particle of a soil from the  following size dis tr ibut ion o f  a soil— formula:— 
This method  covers the quan- LS = 
_Ls 
x 100 t i t a t ive  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  by 
sieve analysis of the  particle 
size distribution i n  a soil f rom where 
gravel fraction d o w n  to  the 75 LS = linear shrinkage 
g m  sieve. For particles finer L = length of  m o u l d  in than  the  75 g m  the fine analy- millimetres 
sis method wi th  a hydrometer 
= was  used. For full procedure Ls m e a n  longitudinal 
refer to  AS 1289.C6.1 a n d  shrinkage of the  spec- 
AS 1289.C6.3 Me thods  for  imen 
Testing Soils for Engineering For full procedure, refer AS 
Purposes (1977). 1289.C4.1 Methods for Test- 
ing  Soils for Engineering Fur- 
2. Determinat ion o f  t he  l iqu id  poses (1977). l imi t  o f  a soil— 
This method covers the  deter- 6. Engineering classification of 
mination of the liquid limit of soils 
a n  air-dried o r  low tempera- The Unified Soil Classifica- 
ture (50°C) oven-dried soil. t i o n  S y s t e m  (metricated) 
F o r  fu l l  p r o c e d u r e  r e f e r  w h e r e  soil substances are 
AS 1289.C1.1 Me thods  for  classified solely according to 
Testing Soils for Engineering their particle-size distribu- 
Purposes (1977). tion, plasticity characteristics 
a n d  the amount  of organic 
3. Determinat ion o f  t he  plastic matter  present, w a s  adopted. l imit  o f  a soil— F o r  fu l l  d e t a i l s  r e f e r  to 
This method  covers the  deter- AS 1726-81. 
mination of the plastic limit of 
a soil, which is the lowest 7. Electrolytic conductivity (EC 
moisture content a t  which air- 25°C) 
dried o r  low temperature (45- 
50°C) oven-dried soil is plas- 
tic. For full procedure refer 
AS 1289.C2.1 Me thods  for 
Testing Soils for Engineering 
Purposes (1977). 
4. Calculation o f  t he  plasticity 
index of  a soil— 
A 1:5 soil water  suspension is 
shaken for 30 minutes, and 
after temperature equilibra- 
tion, conductivity is meas- 
u r e d  wi th  a d ip  cell a n d  direct 
reading meter. 
Results are  reported as milli- 
siemens pe r  metre (mS/m). 
This method  involves deter- 8. Percen tage  T o t a l  Soluble 
mination of the  liquid limit Salts (estimated) 
(Wn) a n d  the plastic limit 
(Wp) of  the soil in  accordance A n  estimation of TSS can be 
w i t h  the  previously  men-  
obtained by:— 
tioned methods. TSS % = EC x 0.0032. 
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9. Soil  Reaction (pH) Analyses carried ou t  a t  the Engi- 
By glass electrode method  neering Research Laboratories, 
w i th  digital p H  meter  i n  a 1:5 
Water Authority of Western Aus- 
soil water  suspension. 
tralia, Floreat 
10. Chloride (C1%) 1. Determination o f  particle size distribution o f  a soil 
Determined b y  titration using This method  covers the quan- silver nitrate reagent o n  a 1:5 t i t a t ive  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  by soil water  suspension. sieve analysis of the particle 
For full procedure refer to  size distr ibution i n  a soil 
Tucker a n d  Beatty (1975). d o w n  to the 75 lam sieve. For 
11. Dispersion o f  air-dry aggre- particles finer than  75 [im the 
gates fine analysis method  wi th  a 
1 m m  to 2 m m  aggregates are 
hydrometer  was  used. 
placed i n  distilled water  a n d  For full procedure refer to  AS 
d i spe r s ion  r a t e d  af ter  20 1289.C6.1 and  AS 1289.C6.3 
hours. A score of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 o r  Methods of Testing Soils for 
5 is given. Engineering Purposes (1977). 
For full procedure refer to R. 
G. Pepper  (1983), (unpub- 
lished data). Analyses carried o u t  a t  the  Soil Science Laboratories, University 
of Western Australia 
1. Determination o f  clay miner- 
alogy 
Separation of clay fraction 
through s tandard separation 
processes. 
Clay sediments dr ied o n  ce- 
ramic plates. 
Clay sediments saturated in  3 
processes: 
a) magnesium chloride 
b) magnesium chloride fol- 
lowed b y  gylcerol 
c) p o t a s s i u m  chlor ide  fol- 
lowed b y  heating a t  350°C. 
Samples then X-rayed using 
copper K alpha radiation o n  a 
Phillips diffractometer wi th  a 
diffracted beam monochro- 
mater. 
Analysis carried ou t  i n  field 
1. I n  s i tu  hydraulic conductiv- 
ity 
In situ determinations of satu- 
rated hydraulic conductivity 
were  m a d e  using the 'simpli- 
fied well  permeameter  proce- 
dure '  described b y  Talsma 
a n d  Hal lam 1980. 
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Development guidelines for Where surface run-off water 
A p p e n d i x  7 small rural lots 
needs to b e  collected, suitable 
These notes list a number  of 
sites should be  available to  permit 
aspects which should be  consid- 
the construction of d a m s  of ade- 
quate capacity, a n d  catchments of 
m e n t  of small rural lots. For more 
ered before and  dur ing develop- sufficient area to  individual prop- 
detailed information regarding erties. The d a m s  a n d  outlets 
s requirements or techniques u sed  
should b e  constructed i n  such a 
for the minimization of land deg- manner  that  they will no t  create 
radation associated wi th  such de- a n  erosion hazard. 
velopments, the reader is referred Where bore water  is to b e  used, 
to the appropriate Department  of the Water Authority of Western 
Agriculture staff. Australia should b e  contacted to 
The following is a list of consid- 
ascertain pe rmi t  requirements 
erations for small lot develop- a n d  water  extraction restrictions. 
ment: 
• N e e d  for soil conservation Subdivision design 
structures Subdivision should b e  planned 
• Provision of adequate water  to enable each block to  b e  devel- 
supply  oped  a n d  managed  i n  a practical 
• Subdivision design a n d  feasible way. For example, 
• Plot sizes 
the location of boundaries  on 
natural  features such as drainage 
• Access lines, ridges or  contours ensures 
• Development envelopes a n d  practical  access b o t h  to  and 
set-back distances within the lot, to building sites 
• Fire management  
a n d  water  supply  points as  well 
as for fire management.  Bounda- 
• Stocking limitations ries diagonal to slopes o r  along 
• Vegetation protection intermittent flow lines are not 
recommended. 
• Effluent disposal ability 
• Existing water  rights and 
controls Lot sizes 
Lot sizes should b e  related to 
Soil conservation structures the practical needs of t he  l and  use 
The impact of changes in  land a n d  to the  natural  attributes of the 
use  o n  soil erosion a n d  local 
land. Small lot sizes a n d  closely 
hydrologic conditions m u s t  b e  spaced proper ty  boundaries  may 
considered.  Soil conservat ion create difficulties for design and 
structures m a y  be  required a n d  i t  
maintenance of soil conservation 
m a y  b e  better to install them 
structures. They m a y  also limit 
before development is complete. options for effluent disposal. 
Covenants m a y  have to be  placed As  a general rule for hobby 
in  titles to ensure maintenance of farm situations, large lots will be 
conservation structures. required for steeper sites because: 
Water supply 
Where a reticulated water  sup- 
p ly  scheme is no t  available, it is 
recommended that  the developer 
provide a reliable a n d  adequate 
water  supply for each lot. The 
costs of bore sinking o r  dam 
construction m a y  be  apportioned 
amongst  all lots within a small 
rural  lot development before sale. 
• of stock feed requirements, 
because of the lower  carrying 
capacity of steep slopes and 
the  limited potential for fod- 
de r  cropping 
• erosion of stock tracks and 
firebreaks has  t o  b e  pre- 
vented 
• there m u s t  be  adequate  scope 
for safe access to  building 
a n d  y a r d  sites 
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• the  capacity of the soil to priate erosion control measures. lines, or  foreshore reserves for 
hand l e  effluent wastes  is See comments o n  'Access; for larger streams a n d  rivers, should 
often lower  specific areas of attention. be  considered as a means of 
protecting against erosion and 
sedimentation of streams. 
Access Stocking limitations 
The p lanned alignment, con- In  m a n y  small hobby farm situ- 
struction a n d  maintenance of sub- ations, land holders are prepared  Effluent disposal ability 
divisional r o a d s  a n d  internal  to hand-feed animals more  t han  In  most  small rural  lot develop- 
tracks should take into account wou ld  be  practical u n d e r  general ments, disposal of septic effluent 
existing landforms, water  supply  farming si tuations a n d  hence will b e  provided through on-site 
points, fire management  needs high stocking levels are common. septic tanks a n d  soil absorption 
a n d  the  proposed  land uses. Spe- To prevent  overgrazing a n d  sub- fields. Special design considera- 
cific attention m a y  be  required sequent soil erosion, it m a y  b e  tions will be  required to  ensure 
for: necessary to ensure tha t  suitable efficient septic effluent disposal in 
• location summer  grazing or  
housing facili- seasonally waterlogged areas, or 
ties for stock are available to  those wi th  either shallow soils or 
• road  grade  reduce stock impact o n  well- very  slow subsoil permeabilities. 
• surface material grazed paddocks. Effluent absorption fields should 
• surface drainage I n  larger farming situations 
drain- 
• table-drains 
also b e  kept  well back from 
where  h a n d  feeding is minimal, age lines to minimize risk of 
the  number  of stock should b e  pollution. For specific set-back 
• relief culverts limited in  accordance wi th  the  distances f rom drainage lines, un- 
• drainage line crossings land's  carrying capacity. The car- 
derlying water  tables a n d  suitable 
permeabilities, the Depart- 
men t  
capacity is the  ability of soil 
• road  batters of Health should b e  con- pastures to carry grazing animals, 
• topsoil management  a n d  is usually expressed as the  sulted. 
• revegetation number  of d r y  sheep equivalents 
that  can b e  r u n  o n  a year-round Existing water rights and controls • maintenance basis wi th  minimal h a n d  feeding. 
Small rural  lot developments 
Stocked a t  its carrying capacity, m a y  b e  proposed in, o r  nearby, Development envelopes and set- a pasture sustains grazing ani- areas affected b y  existing water back distances mals in  a healthy condition, with- rights a n d  controls. This includes 
In  order  to limit site distur- ou t  the l and  being denuded  of riparian rights for nearby horti- 
bance to the  mos t  capable areas g round  cover, particularly to- cul tura l  p roper t ies  o r  within within a small lot  development, wards  the  e n d  of summer.  The water  supply  catchments for irri- 
all buildings a n d  traffic circula- carrying capacity of pastures is gation purposes. The effect of 
t ion areas m a y  need  to be  con- usually sustained only b y  regular proposed developments o n  run- t amed  within a n  envelope de- applications of fertilizer, off quantity a n d  quality should be 
fined b y  measurement  to the lot Advice o n  fertilizer require- considered. boundaries. All lots should there- ments  a n d  carrying capacity of 
fore b e  designed a round  ade- specific soil a n d  land types is 
quate building envelopes. Clear- available f rom the metropolitan 
ing outside tha t  envelope should or  country offices of the  Depart- b e  restricted to  tha t  required only m e n t  of Agriculture. 
for access a n d  fire control. A 
general recommended set-back 
distance f rom boundaries a n d  Retention and  protection of natu- 
streams is 20 metres. Boundary ral vegetation 
set-backs may,  however,  need to  In  general, subdivision design 
b e  varied where  topography a n d  should  entail minimal  distur- 
block shape dictate. bance to existing natural  vegeta- 
tion a n d  drainage systems. It may 
b e  desirable for shire councils to Fire management incorporate specific vegetation 
Fuel reductions, firebreaks a n d  protection measures within small 
fire trails m a y  b e  required as par t  rura l  lot developments  where 
of a fire management  strategy. land use  a n d  soil conditions pose 
These m a y  pose considerable ero- a n  erosion hazard. In  addition, 
sion hazards a n d  require appro-  set-back distances f rom drainage 
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Laboratory results 
Appendix 8 Two sheets (microfiche) inside back 
cover. 
Land capability maps 
Appendix 9 (Microfiche) inside back cover. 
Land resource maps 
Appendix 10 Three sheets 
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